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FOREWORD 
This thesis 1s a study of the monk character as presented 
by the writers of the Gothic romanoe from the beginnings of 
this literary type in 1762 to its climax in 1795 and down to 
its gradual decline and incorporation into the novels of Sir 
Wal ter Scott about t.he year l8Z0. Various causes which con-
tributed to make the monk a fitting character as the Tlllain 
of- the Gothic romance will be treated. Among these are the 
antl-tatholic atmosphere of England at. this period. the suc-
c,esst'ul endeavors of royal princes to suppress the cTesults, 
the English misunderstanding of Catholic monastic and religious 
life. the avid thirst of the English reading public for tales 
of terror and horror, foreign influences chiefly trom France 
and Germany. and, finally. the new interest in Nature which 
culminated in the Romantic movement. The aesthetIcs of the 
Gothic tale will be seen from this study of the monk chara~ter. 
The relationship between the simultaneous rise to popularity 
o·f the Gothio romanoe and the monk character will be pOinted 
out. In the beginning the monk character was not a bad man 
and the Gothic novel itself was merely a weak mystery story. 
but as the monk became more and more the arch-villain, so the 
Gothic tale bec,ame more and more the vehicle of black terrors 
and hair-raising horrors. The various causes of the monk-tos 
gradual disappearance as the chief villain will be disaussed. 
The new religio.us re:vival in England soon brought about 
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a tolerance at least of Catholicism leading to the Emancipation 
Act of 1829~ The monk character conti.nued- in the litwature of 
the time. but his role was now taken by the dissolute prince or 
the renegade noble. Gothic romance also disappeared as a lit-
erary type, but many of its outstanding characteristics were 
absorbed in the new historical fiction'so vigorously and fully 
develop&d by Se:ott.. Gothic elements showed their appearance 
in the novels of Dickens in the sombre background and new vil-
lain. The mysterious Gothic plot survived in the detective 
stories of a later period. Gothic elements also, influenced 
the romantic. school of poetry as seen in the nature poetry of 
Wordsworth, Byron .• lCe~ts, Shelley,. Tennyson and others. 
Thus we see that the Gothic. movement was no- literary ab-
erration. It resulted from a basic relation of cause and effee • 
Nor was it unproductive of much that is good in English 11 tera-
ture" at least in its contributions to the literary works that-
fallowed it,_ since the majority of its o-wn ae:hievements are no 
longer worth reading in themselves: .. 
Modus agendi:- Monk characters from representative Gothic 
novels will be selected for study. After summaries of the plot 
to show the part played by the monk .. the monk character will be 
treated according to his physical,. intellect-ual, and moral qual 
ities. Other characters will be examined in reference to the 
monk. Various monk characters will be compared with one anothe 
to pOint out differenc:e. in treatment by the Gothic novelists. 
causes for such differences, and also to trace the development 
-the monk from the piQUS hermit typE! to the scheming public viII 
CHAPTER I 
THE ROLE OF THE MONK IN THE GOTHIC NOVEL 
The -Gothic novel arose in the latter half of the eighteenth 
century as part of the literary reaction "against the rational .. 
realistic ereed of Richardson and Fielding which had asserted 
the superiority for literary purposes of things familiar and 
1 ' 
contemporary .. " I~ was an essential force in the pre-romantic 
period which saw a new 1nterest in t.he marvelous,. the beauf..iea 
of nature. and the longing of men to escape from the sober real-
ities of life. This longing led to a new addition to ~e form-
ula heretofore used by th~ novelists. As "H1ahardaon strove to 
awaken pity f'or innocence in distress,. the romancer was his· com-
a 
plement; with pity he would unite terror.- The beginning of 
the Gothic romanOe is usually dated from 1764, the year in which 
Horace Walpole published n,. CasUe ~ g1:ranto" but elements of 
Gothic had already appeared in the novels of Smollet, as Roder-
~ BandOIl (1'l4a), peregrine picide (1751)" and especially 
Count Fathom (1753). As Cross notes of this latest novel:-
Realism he (Smollettj c.arried to. that pOint 
where by its enormities it becomes romance •• 
.. Renaldo, who has betJn informed that his lionimia 
1s dead and buried,. visits her reputed t9mb in a 
church lying 10 a sequestered field. It 1s a night 
I R i. Lovett and. H.S. Hughes, The Histog of the Novel in : 
E~liSh (Boston: Houghton MITrTin co ... 1~2r;-p. 103.--
2 ~bur Cross, The DevelOPjent of the English NOvel (New york: 
Macmillan C:o •• ~2),. p. 06. --
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of tuncommon darknes 8. t As';" he en'-ts and walks 
up tthe dreary alsle., the clock strikes twelv, 
and the owl screeches from the ruined battle-
ments. He turns his tbloodshott eyes to his at-
tendants ••• falls prostrate on the cold grave, 
where he remains in the gloom until morning ••• 
Looking intOc vacancy. he sees the lfigure of a 
woman arrayed in white', who, approaching with 
easl steps cries Renaldol In a voice very llke 
)lon1mla ts. He is speechless with terror t thls 
hair stands upright..
' 
and ta cold vapor t,hrilis 
~hrough every nerve.. ~at phantom is really 
Monim1a. who has feigned death to get clear of 
the villain of the story and to contrive an 
iateroyiew with her lover.:5 
The Gothle elements In this story will be quite apparant when 
we examine the eharacteristlca ot: this new literary fo·rm. 
Foreign Influenees chlefly trom Franc~e and Germany helped 
to mold this Gothic torm. The French Abbe Prevost, a translator 
of Richardsonts novels, wrote ma~ French novels which were soon 
translated into English. The most popular was Cleveland (trans. 
1738),. which Clara Reeve, an important Gothic novelist, con-
sidered an original English novel. Lovett describes t.he 
technique ot pr'vos.! 
I prevost is a romancer • • • he put psychology 
at the service of lov., but it 1s sad and tragic 
love, for the most part. 1n his stories, produe-
tive of suffering, crime, and ca\aatrophe ••• 
the melancholy hero pursued by fate dominates his 
plots,. and is adapted by imitators in France and 
England.4 
Cross also points out this method of Prevost: 
! Ibid •• p. 100. 
4 Lovett. and HUghes. 2.2.. ~ .... p. 99. 
Far from sharing Richardsonts desire to dismiss 
lthe improbable and marvelous'. pr$vost turllStl 
from the domestic scene to enjoy strange and 
catastrophic adventures Which in breathless 
succession contribute to the difficulties ot 
his sent.imental heroes and heroines. He places 
his characters in pseudo-historical settings. 
in remote lands. in mysterious biding places. 
His stage once set, however. a dark and ominous 
scene suitably indicated, he returns to his 
characters, whose agtians and sentiments are 
his chief interest. 
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Another French influence came trom: t.he revolutionary mind 
of Jean J,'acques Rousseau whose ~ _.NO~v_el_l_e~ Heloise was published 
in 1761 and ~ranslated the following year into English. The 
Frencbman*'s philosophy of the return to nature. contained many 
elements of the Romantic movement. 
German influences came from 'the English translations of 
Goethel's Leiden ~ .lUngen Werther (Sorrows of the young Werther 
1774. Matthew G. Lewis had read the original German works ot 
Goethe and the other German authors of his time who deeply in-
fluenced him when he wrote The Monk in 1795. Many German 
- :;;;.;,. .......... 
romances had been translated into, English. Among these was 
Hermann ~ unna (1788) written by Mrs. Christiane Benedict. 
Haubert under the pseudonym Cramer, which went into two English 
edi~lons and contained all the elements of t.he Gothic tale. 
AlthOugh foreign influences on Gothic were many and strong. 
this new genre did not depend entirely on the Continent tor its 
development. E. A. Baker points out that. native influences were 
also at work: 
, 5. aross. 2£. cit., p. 99., 
But the foreign 1nf1uenoes,. from whatever 
point of the compass they arrived, ooinoided 
remarkably with native tendencies tbat bave a.l-
ready been noted. with suoh ourious tastes. for 
instanoe. such abnormal forms of sensibility,. 
as appear 1n ~e literature of death and the 
sepulchre. • • The growing interest in the 
past, again. the tenderness for the hoary and 
deoayed. the rage for the m-ecIieval, the awaken-
ing of the historical spir1t--all these nourished 
and were nourished by this emotional romanticism:. 
The work of the antiquaries,. the revival of the 
ballads and other old literature, and even the 
imitations and forgeries, gave it fresh susten-
ance. The medieval. the antique, the picturesque, 
the funereal. ghostly, macabre.t all were Jumbled 
together as Gothic at.t.rlbut.es.o 
-6-
Two years before the publication of The Castle of ot.ranto 
- -----
(1764),. t.he English Protestant Bishop HUrd,. like Walpole,. a 
great friend of the potl Gray. helped to initiate romantic be-
ginnings by his v.igorous support of the Got.hic elements in 
literature. In bis ~etters on Chivalry and RomanceII' (1762), 
he showed If the preeminence of Gothl.c marmers and fiction" as 
7 
adapted to the ends of poetry, above the classics. 1t He main-
tained that the Renaissance poets Ariosto and Spenser owed more 
to their romantic materials than to their classical culture. 
Even "Shakespeare is greater when he uses Gothic manners and 
a 
machinery than when he employs classical." The great Milton,. 
according to Bishop HUrd. was really a romantioist at heart. 
having actually intended to write his great epic on King. Arthur 
9 
and the Round Table rather than on a classic theme. 
~ !. A. Saker, The History of the English Novel (London: H. F. 
and G. WitherDY; 1934);Vor.-v;- p. 116 •. 
7 H. A. Beers, A Hist.ory ~ EnfliSh Romanticism!!!. the Eighteentl 
Century (mew york: Henry HoI and Co. t 1899). p. ~. 
8 IbId •• p. 225. 
9 Idem. 
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The Gothic was part of the romantlc movement. RomanticIsm 
bas been said to comblne two reactionary elements: firalt, the 
trend toward Gothic archltecture as opposed to the elassic 
palladian, and, secondly, sentiment as preferred to' the con-
10 
fined nee-classical emotion. The close eonnection between 
the Gothie novel and Gothic architecture clearly explains the 
name given this type of fIction. The pointed architecture ot 
the medievals was desplsed by the classical archltects like 
Sir Christopher Wren, who thought he was condemning it to the 
lowest depths whep be called it ·Gothic~ after the barb~ous 
Teutonic lnvad.ers of the Boman emplre. He hated Gothic more 
from prejudice. considering these structures as Itmonkish piles·'. 
than as specimens of ' infer lor art. Cazamian alludes t..o the fit-
ness of tbe name "Gothlc:· 
As Is shown by the term tGothic novel l ·, the 
strangeness and mystery ot a distant. age. it-
self a prey to supers~tion, and wonderfully 
fitted to re-create the atmosphere of emotional 
bel1ef, served as a model and encouragement t.o 
an instinct in quest. of more potent means Qf 
self-satisfaation.ll 
HOW then did the Gothic novel which dealt with terror and horror 
come to be so called? There was an evolution of the word in 
three stages. The first stage, as alrea~ mentioned, came in the 
use of the term It"Gothlc 't to ridicule the archi tecture of t.he 
Middle Ages. Later it was applled to novels which related tales 
against a medieval background. Lastly. it came to include all 
Ib Lovett and HUghes, ~.clt •• p. 108. 
11 Legouis and Cazamlan, Amatory of English Literature (New 
york: Maeralllan and Co:-. 19291, p :-9&6. 
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stories which concerned t.he' terrible. the horrible. and the 
ghostly. Ernest A. Baker relates some charact.eristics4lot Gothic 
fiction and poin'\s out their relationship with the name "Gothic": 
MYst.ery and Wonder" Fear and Suspense .. Sensation 
and Terror. are some of the labels affixed by ~it­
terent hist.orians to the romantic novels that 
traded In one or another" or in all these ex.ci t.e-
ments" during the last tew decades ot the eight.-
eenth century. The rather absurd term tGothic t 1s 
perhaps more convenient" and may be allowed 
to include both those which contented t.hemselves 
with a discreet use of fear and suspense. and al-
sO t.hose which sought t.he grosser sensations of 
terror and. brutally aimed to make the tlesh creep. 
It was term applied firat in derision to t.he taste 
tor ruins and picturesque survivals" especial17 
from the Middle Ages. which the Augustans regarded 
as barbarous and outlandi sa. Then 1 ~ was ..sa.bly 
accepted by Walpole and others.~Q confessed to 
a fondness for what they called Gothic, little as 
they unders\ood the real nature ot what they ad-
mired, and grot.esque as were t.hair attempt.s t.o 
1.mltate it. In <itte time, it became one of those 
vague descr1pt1ve words, like tromantic, t which 
offer such facilities for a useful if inexact. 
c.lasslflcation .. 12 
The stage was now set. ror t.he 1ntroduct.ioD. of t.his new 
genre of fiction. Apparently IUchardson. Fielding, Smollett .. 
and Sterne had exbaust.ed t.he vitality of the Eighteenth Century 
so far as concerned the making of great fiction. The period was 
now decadent. There seemed to be a poverty of material. The 
discovery ot a new sourca was chanced upon by a l1terary dabbler 
who. was in mallJ ways most. unfit for his role--Horace walpOle. 
Horace Walpole l1ved a leisurely. lonely, bachelor life. 
Re thus had plenty of t1me to satisfy his quest of c:ollect1ng 
12 I. 1. Maker • .QE. • .2.!! •• p. 175. 
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Gothic' antiques and of building for himself a Gothic mansion 
according to his own peculiar tastes on his estate at S1trawberry 
Hill. In erecting this cas·tle Walpole followed no determined 
style of Gothic architecture. but made imitations of. various 
specimens of Gothic he had seen throughout England. He imitated 
an. arch from some famous old English cathedral. a staircase from 
another Gothia ruin. a window from some French church, etc. Many 
people laughed at his somewhat haphazard creation. but Walpole 
was proud of it. Steeped in Gothic lore, it Is not stranae that. 
he dreamed of medieval times" that he eYen tried to live. now as 
a knight,- now as a cloistered monk. now as a feudal lord. From 
this Gothic monat.rosity and trom his dreams emerged the first 
Gothic romance:- The Castle of ot.ranto; A Gothic Tale (1764). 
---- - -------
The subtl tIe was carried by mos·t of Walpole ts successors in the 
field of romance. We shall treat this first novel more in 
detail in Chapter II. 
What then are the characterist.ics and purpose of the Gothic 
novel? Lovett summarizes briefly the genesis .. characters, plots, 
and t.echniques of this new type of fiction: 
The Gothic novel in England which grew out of 
the day-dreaming of the eighteanth century, en-
couraged by the precedents of French fiction .. 
developed in due course stock characters and situ-
atlol'lS, and habitual emotional effects. It.s charac-
terist1c figure is the somber, restless v1llain .. 
already dimly outlined in the French novels. He is 
the progenitor of ~e Byronic type, who with the 
years develops a personality dominating and saturnine, 
1n later novels approaching the satanic. • • In the 
atrallge and deliberate c.rimes of his ultimate em-
bodiment. he is far from the lighthearted rogues 
of the early p1caresque stories. and the criminal 
..".... 
----------------------------------------------------------_~~n.u~·-~ 
adventurers of DeFoe. The heroine is a beautiful. 
and innocent young person of excessive sensibility, 
waiting to be rescued by a chivalrous lover ... The 
seene is laid in a haunted castle, a cloister, a 
ruined abbey, fortunately equipped with subterranean 
passages and unused chambers. Nature, wild and 
desolate or softly melancholy, provides a, congenial 
landscape ror the action. "and an inci tement tot 
the readeI'S mood. Incidents ot physical and mental 
anguish are assisted by supernatural appearances; 
and through this melodramatic matter runs the thread 
of romantic love •••• With minor Variations, such 
are the elements out of which .. after The Castle of 
otranto, a Gothic novel could be composecr.13-
The purpose of the novel was to provide an escape trom reality, 
by thrilling the reader through a vicarious experience into the 
realms of the terrible and horrible and at the same time to' poin 
a moral by showil'lg the eventual triumph of virtue over vice. 
We have already noted the origins .. and general outlines ot 
the plots, types ot characters. and qualities of the Gothic nove~ • 
Since we are interested primarily in one type of character, the 
monk. we Shall now examine the causes which contributed to his 
rise as an important character in the Gothic novel. The appear-
ance at clergymen in literature was not new. Friars, monks. 
priests. bi.,Ops, c'ardinals,. and even popes had been frequently 
cast in leading roles in the dramas, poetry, and stories of all 
great literatures. A Friar Tuck, the NUnf.S priest. Friar Laurene e 
Cardinal Wolsey. Thomas of Canterbury, the popes in Dante's 
Inferno" among others immediately come to mind. It was not ml-
usual then "that Gothic novelists saw 1.mmense possibilities in thE 
monk character and at once capitalized on his potentialIties. 
13 Lovett and HUghes. Q.E.. ~., pp. 111, 112. 
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The Gothic story had its background tn a country of love 
and romance such as Italy or Spain. Both The Gaatle oS otrant.o 
- - ..... ....-.--
and Mrs. Radclif:rets !!!!. Italian had settings in It.aly" while 
The Monk at Lewis had tor i te looale" Spanish Y.[aclrid. What 
-
prompted these authors to ohoose such b.ackgrounds? First" in 
their novels they wanted the thrilling" the terrible" ~h. myster 
ious. Where better find these illgredients than in the Catholic 
countries of the Middle Ages. places and times so famous for a 
belie! in the miraculous and the incredible" not. tG mention a 
wholehearted and unreasonable acquiescence in almost every m~ 
ner of superstit.ion'( Catholics of this era as a matter of oold 
historioal tact were simpler an<:l more naive than we of a more 
14 
sophisticated age. They were more prone to believe in the 
supernatural and miraculous" because they did have a stronger 
and more child-like faith. Historically speaking they were fre-
quently duped in this fai th. They had no difficulty 1n consider 
ing some wonderful event a miraole or some bone as the sainted 
relic: or a holy man. 
Furthermore" in these Catholic countries. notably in Italy 
plots" int.rigues" and continual feuds were being waged between 
rival princes and nobles. which very frequently led to murder. 
In thes-e vendettas,.. bravos. ~he armed retainers of a rich and 
powerful lord" did not. hesitate t.o resort t.o assassinatl0,ns to 
do the bidding of their mastera. These murderous struggles were 
mad"e to order for the Gothle nove1ist.s and were incorporated 
14 Franois S. Bet.ten. S.J.~. Ancient and MedieYal H1st.ory (Bos~on 
Allyn and Bacon" 1928),. p. 3S1. -
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1nto their plots. 
The culture of the Middle Ages was, Catholic. Th .. clergy 
or hierarchy of the church--churchmen--held supreme power oyer 
the laity~ for the simple reasons, that, first. they were usually 
the only educated people at the times; and secOndly. being con-
secrated to God through their priestly offices, they were revered 
and respected by the people. These eec:lesiastics, too, were fre-
quently wealthy secular lords, since many perferred the merciful 
~. ot a bishop to the tyranny often practized by secular lords. 
The J1flddle Ages also saw the rise ot the mendicant orders of re-
ligious men and women; the Dominica. were solemnly approved in 
1215 and the Franciscans in 1223. The Capuchins and C'arthusians 
also came into being at this time. These orders grew rapidly 
in number. and in power as the monastic endowments and industry 
increased. Some monks and abbots became influential in European 
soc::ial and polit.ical life. Many of them became confessors to the ; 
nobles and their wives, others were court preachers, while others 
recei ved high eeclest,ieal preferment as a reward for their variou~ 
talents. Thus, the mOM, because he was a noteworthy member at 
the church, moving sometimes in "high societ.y," because he lived 
in the romantic era of the Catholic Middle Ages. was an apt 
Charact.er ot prominence in the Gothic novel. 
For dramat.ic purposes the monk charact"er was naturally 
changed to depict qualities not always consonant with his manner 
of lIre. Since in these novels he must be a villain, h.1s charac-
ter must exhibit the worst traits- or a villain. There was some 
" , 
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foundation in tact for such monk characters, as any true history 
of the pre-Protestant Revolt era wlll reveal. BeYOnd ~uestlon 
there was some immorality among the religious and clergy of 
the times.. In certain locall ties, notably in Germany. men wha 
should have been consecrating their llves to God, were instead 
sacriflcillg them on the altars or pleasure and licentiousness. 
There were many sbocking scandals. Still, such conditions were 
not universal nor as abominable as many historians maintain; nor 
was the Church essentially corrupt as many would like to affirm. 
Thus history indicated that the monk was a suitable character 
to be the scapegoat. fo·r every manner of criminal excess. 
In the novels to be: treated 1n this thesis we shall see 
that he, the monk, was often the most important character. Many 
Gothic stories were named after their monk villain. Montague 
Summers among others lists the following: Adventurers of a 
-,-
Jesuit. The Benevolent litonk,'l'he Friart·s Tale, Gondez the Monk, 
- - -----
MYsteriOUS Monk, The Monk of Madrid, The Black ROM, Amorous 
15 ---
Friars, !!!!.. Three Mo,nks. 
A prot.estant hatred of everything Catholic also proUlp'ted 
these authors to deal with Catholic countries and characters 
in a way calculated to do injustice to the Church. ..ny of 
course were not conscious of actually attacking the Church, but 
w.ere,.ralL,.- retailing the common opinions of their times. !t Is 
significant that or all the writers of the'se (Zothlc terrors only 
two were Gatholics and they were definitely second rat. authors. 
+~:, ~onta.~ 5.ummers. The Gothic Quest (London: The Fortune press 
1940). p. 432 !!. sqq. 
III 
With very few exceptions--Mrs. Sleath and Mrs. 
Yorke,. for example were Catholics--the Gothic 
novelist beyond his vivid imaginings only knew 
the clOister, the abbey, the priory as a roman-
tic ruin. Religious were a people unseen, un-
known,. of an infinite mystery. The French -anti-
clerical literature gave fuel for the wildest 
fantasies.16 
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As an example of the gross ignorance and bi tter attitude ot some 
of the~e writers, the aame writer states:· 
As we might expect, Bage in Hermespr:9!S; or 
Man as .Cte is Not (1796) is very severe ana 
cens'ori'iUs:ton the right, stand the ruins 
of a convent, many centuries 'the domicile 
of a succession of holy drones who buzzed 
about, sucked the fairest flowers of ~e 
vale,. '!ff stung where they could extract no 
honey." 
To a reading public bitterly antl-Catholi~ suCh tales of Catholi 
superst.1tions and horrors would be most greedily acceptable. As 
usual the sensational was always a.allowed without any question-
ing by a thrill-starved and scandal-conscio.us public. All ridi-
cule heaped on Catholic institutions, on Catho11c characters 
such as priests, monks, or nuns, would be cheerfully approved .. 
Every exposure ot papal duplicity, or intr1gues with the devil, 
at dealings in all manner of superstition and necromancy was 
applauded as the gospel truth by the solely biblically minded 
and self-righteous people of England who knew nothingwbatever 
16' summers .. Ql?. ill. ... p. 192. 
17 Ibid., p.~93. ' 
good about anything Catholic having had a11 true knowledge 
o! the Ghurch rooted from their hearts during the crue" per-
secutions of Elizabeth and Cromwell. 
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That protestants gloried in the monastic ruins encountered 
throughout England may be seen trom a contemporary essay on 
ttuonafStic lnsti tutions .... written by ,j .. Aikin in a collection of 
essays~ poems" and Gothic novels published in l773~ 
I happened the other day to take a solitary 
walk amongst the venerable ruins of an old Abbey. 
The stillness and solemnity ot the place were 
favorable to. thought and naturally led me to a 
train of ideas relative to the scene. when. like 
a good protestant. I began to indulge a secret 
triumph in the ruins of so many struc tures which 
I had always considered as the haunts of ignorance 
and superstition. 
t'ye are fall en,' said I*, tye dark and gloomy 
mansions ot mistaken zeal, where the proud priest 
and lazy monk fattened upon the riches of the 
laM,. and crept like vermin from their cells 
to spread their poisonous doctrine through the 
nation and disturb the peace of kings. Obscure 
in their origin. but daring 1n their guilt,.18 
Later in the same essay the author gives the monks credit for 
preserving the knowledge of the ancient Greek and Latin c-lassics 
for civilization and for their labors in civilizing the barbarous 
nations. Still he thinks the world "was better than it would 
have been 'IIi thout them;" and he hopes "'t.hat he" who knows bow 
to bring gOOd out of evil, bas made them. in their day sub-
19 
servient to some usetul purpose. 1t 
IS l. ana: A .. L. Aikin. Miscellaneous pieces (London: J. Johnson. 
1773). pp .. 88, 89. 
19 Ibid •• p. 118. 
This native ignorance was extended to foreign lands. 
Spain and Italy" though frequently visited by these auehors" 
were still distant countries noted for their air of romance 
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and mystery.. Travel doe$ not necessarily make a person broad-
minded. Furthermore" Mrs. aadcliffe~ tor example" never visited 
Italy" though she describes Italian landscapes with the brush 
of a skilled artist. The authors not bounded by any regard for 
truth could stretch their imaginations to the breaking point 
and yet not offend against the laws of probability. Such 
freedom with ~he truth did not bother their consc1ences and 
certainly did enhance their powers of story telling. That most 
of these authors were blissfully ignoran~ of things Catholic 
1s easily substantlated from some of the erroneous statements 
of fact found in the1r own works. For example, there 1s the 
abbot in Robert HUish- 13 The Brothers; or The Castle o·f Niolo" 
- - - 20 
who 1s continually invoking his holy patron St. Benedictinet 
Matthew Gregory Lewis wrote The Monk when he was DOt quite 
- . 
twenty years old. perhaps for this reason we can excuse his 
many inaccuracies. When the monk Ambrosio. for example" be-
comes abbo,t he cannot leave his abbey except to preach each 
Thursday in the Capuchin church. The poor Clares" a rigidly 
cloistered order ot religious women" have him as their father 
confessor, but since he cannot come to them, they will go to 
him. So after the sermon they march in procession behind their 
prioress through the streets of Madr-1d to the holy monk, the 
20 summer-s. 2£. • .2.!!.. •• p. 196. 
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time being close to midnight when they are to re~urnl In 
the same novel Agnes, a young noblewoman, is about to ~e forced 
to take the veil of a religious. The help of the Cardinal Duke 
of Lerma is implored by her st.raightened lover. The Cardinal 
wi thout so much as inquiring into the matter quickly obtains a 
papal bull wA1eh trees her from every obligation. In the mean-
time he urges the lover, his nephew, to abduct Agnes from the 
22 
convent. When t.he wicked abbess laughs at the papal bull 
saying that Agnes had already died, another papal bull is ob-
tained w1 th express powers to imprison the wily religiou~ su-
2S 
perioress. 
Mlrs. Ann Radcliffe in .'!'.!!!. Italian; . or It .!a!. Confessional 
of the Black penitents (l797), shows her woeful ignorance of 
-- . I 
Ca tholici ty by building her entire story aro~d the theme of 
the breaking of the confessional seal. She sta tea -for the 
oontessor, you know, must never divulge. except indeed for 
24 
extraordinary occasions. 1t Summers comments further on her 
ignorance ot Catholic life: 
In Mrs. Radcliffe'-s !!!!. Italian. we meet a 
Dominican 'monk' who, 'appears' wrapt up in 
the black garments of his order, and who is 
able to absent himself from the Sco.iety for 
Whole days together unquestioned and unchecked. 
Whilst Ellena is at the convent ot San St·efano 
the 'vesper bell, at length summoned her to pre-
pare tor mass' which is celebrated in the evening, 
21 Matthew G. Lewis, The f1fonk, Edited by E. A. Baker (London: 
George Routledge ana-Bons •• Ltd., 1929). p. 20. 
22 Ibid., pp. 146-166. 
23 Ibia. t p. 235. 
24 iFS':" Ann Radcliffe, The Italian Ballantyne Novelists Series 
(London: HUrst, RobInson arid Co ... 1824), p. 567. 
and the lady abbess of a Car.elite house leads 
a procession tdoressed in her pontifical robes, 
with the mitre on her head.' Ellena is a gue.t 
,oat the ursaline convent.25 UIe>te the spelling 
of urs~line for urs!!.line] 
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Hence .. we are not surprised that a protestant minister .. who 
found novel writing more profitable than his ministerial work, 
used the Gothic novel to show his hatred of the Catholic Church. 
Maturin .. 1n !{elmoth the Wanderer (1820) baa 
some extremely dltaileCf and lurid descriptions 
of what he conceived monastic life in Spain 
might be, am in his last romance The Albigenses 
(1824) he writes with the most deep-rooted pre-judice and in entire disrespect for history. But 
then Era turin was of French protestant stock, he 
was aurate at Sot. yeterls Dublin .. from which pul-
p.it he preache~ Six Sermons on the Errors of the 
Roman Catholic Church.~~ 
the position of Catholics 1n England at this time was not 
very tavorable. The Catholic Emancipation Act ~1d not come 
until 1829. Henry VIII had confiscated most of the monasteries 
and cOnvents so that there were' few left. -Instead of monas-
teries and c,?nvents there was something better, at least for tohe 
writers of Gothic tales, and 'fJ:lat was the ruins of these cele-
brated abbeys .. convents, and monasteries, such as those at Gla-
21' 
stonburg, and Tintern, Fountains and Whitby.tt 
Another Catholic institution oompletely misunderstood then 
as now was the Inquisition. The exaggerated horrors of this 
medieval tribunal were a favorite tool at the Gothic novelist, 
when he needed some agency to inflict unjwst suffering and 
a5 Summers" ~. =.!!." p. 196 .. 
26 Ibid., p.-r95. 
27 IOIa., p. 191'. 
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~ortures on his innocent bero and heroine. At other times 
tbe tragic character or the monk himself was sUbJectedrt ironi-
cally enough to the torture chambers ot the Inquisi tion. As 
examples~ we have Abbot Ambrosio in The Monk. Father Schadon! 
-- , 
in !!:.!. Italian. Se:hemoll in ~ Fatal Revenge. and Abbo·f, Gondez 
1n GOMez, ~ Monk. allot whom: are tried and J,ustly convicted. 
From the cons1derat.io-ns given above we see how ii tUng was 
the oc.easion for the important role given to the monk in the 
Gothic novel. But besides the contributing circumstane:es alread 
mentiQned. there were also certain inherent qualities in the 
monkts personality which made him a suitable character for the 
performance of crafty and sinister deedS. The monk had re-
nolilnced the world and buried himself in the comparative so11-
• 
tude of rellgious 11fe. Rls spirl tual life not very well known 
to outslders, was especially mysterious to the ignorant English 
Gothic novelist. A certain air ot myst.ery invested the monk 
and his religious life. His very hablt, often a gloomy black, 
his ascetic llfe of severe penance and fasts, all contributed 
to make him a curious and mysterious person. Furthermore, he 
was usually a learned man, of\en gifted in the arts and sciences 
Learning plus a mysterious charact.er made him even more a poten-
tially wicked person. Then. when ordained in the Roman Catholic 
priesthood in truly mysterious and deeply symbolic ceremonies 
the cloak of the unreal was complete. What a sinister character 
he must be after so many La tin incantat.ions had been breathed 
oyer him and after so many strange rituallif had been acted over 
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his person&:' people easily fear what they do not understand. 
The Ii fe of a monk was no t understood by the English .. 1 ters' 
oC horror. Therefore, they easily made out the monk fa be a 
fearful creature. It was difficult for a man to be a celi-
bate; therefor-e, they concluded, It was impossible. Hence, 
to excite fear and dread in their readers t,he writ,ers of Gothic 
tales depicted the monk as a mysterious, suspicious, and hate-
ful character wbose innate, depravity led him to every manner 
of shameful vice and excess. Mario praz; notes this notion of 
sinisterlsm in the monk character: 
At that time (1797) the chief source of mys-
terious crimes (that source of evil actions in 
which the British public is forced to believe 
by its innate Manicheism, whether it be a Machi-
avellian monster, as in the Elizabethan period. 
or a double-dyed criminal, as in the detective 
novels of today) was to be found in the Spanish 
and: Italian Inquisition. Illwrlnism had pointed 
~o the Roman Catholic much as an infamy which must 
be crushed. and the recent campaign a f the sta tes 
o.:f EUrope against the Society of Jesus had dis-
closed a sinister background of material interests. 
Schedoni, there is a monk; (there follows a des-
cription of Schedonl)28 
For t,he purely literary function of dramatic necessity 
the monk was a highly suitable character. In theory and almost 
always in practice,. he was a noble character--one set aside 
from the generality of mankind. In virtue of his special tal-
ents, of his holy vocation,. h1s lite in pursui t of the per-
fection of the counsels of Ghrist,. he was revered by the faithfu 
28 Marlo praz, !!!!. Romantic Ago!*, trans. from the Italian by 
Angus Davidson (London: HUmp ey l{11ford. OXford u. press. 
19331. p. 59. 
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and devout Catholic. and at the same time he was respected and 
admired even by those who feared and hated him. This .ery 
hatred was a recognitiGn ot the monk's high aims in life. Hence 
the fall of a monk from so lofty a position of honor and respect 
would be dramatic.ally more tragic and interesting to a reading 
audience than the decline of another noble personage. 
people too were somewhat accustQmed to the character of 
the monk in literature. 
The depravity and vices of monks and priests 
15 an old theme in literature providing particu-
larly in the days of the Reformation a fount of 
material for blame and satire. The fleshy and 
laz.y monk with a bent for amorous adventures 
had b.@me a veritable scapegoat 1n fold-tales, 
wh1ch invariably imposed great discomfiture on 
hi. in the end. In such tales he usually plays 
a hUJll(l)rou8 part but as soon as the -narrator trans-
fers his attention to graver matters. to the de-
pietment- of crime and horrors and every descrip-
tion of dangerous intrigue. ~e monk 1s ready to 
appear as !ie instigator of evil and a master of 
duplicity •. 
That the popularity of the Gothic novel was due to a great ex-
tent to the character of the monk is attested by the numerous 
successors of Abbot Ambrosio. 
The best proof that the basic argument of Lewis" 
novel (The lank) dld accord with one of the truths 
thus silently acquiesced in is the fact. that, as 
though sprung rrom the earth,. a series of sombre 
tragic phantoms of monks appeared to keep Ambrosio 
company. introdueing into the romantic literature 
or England and ~e rest of Europe. a ghostly grave-
yard a tmospl:!,ere.30 
29 Summers, a~7 !:.!.!.., p. 173. 
30 Ibid., p. 7. 
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Although the monk became a stock character he was treated 
differently by the various Gothic novelists. OWing to .. thls 
individual treatment the monk underwent a gradual evolution. 
nnoo lallo ~omm.nts on this transformation and gives several 
general causes: for it. 
It Is not without interest to follow how these 
monk-types. whlch orlglnally bore the devout and 
naively innocent physiognomy ot the herm1 t. grad-
ually became transformed - in England as though 
in response to an outbreak of' the purl tan spir1 t 
and in France to the anti-clerical revolutionary 
spirit -- into the kind ot representative of vile-
ness and popery the protestant would fain have seen 
in all such servants of the Roman Catholic Church. 
They became at the same time twin-brothers to the 
tyrant type and even assimilate certain general 
outward charliteristics at that somber hero of 
romanticism. 
Not every monk to be described in this thesis wa.s a depraved 
monster or iniquity_ Friar Jerome in The Castle ot. otrant.o 
- -~---
(1764) by Horace Walpole and Father Oswald In Clara Re'evet"s 
!!:!. Old English BaroD (1777) belQllged to thIs first hermit 
type mentioned by Railo. The transformation ot the monk into 
the tyrant type was exhlbited 1n five great Gothic MOrik heroes: 
of tragedy: Abbot Ambrosio in !.!!!.Monk (1795) by Matthew Gre-
gory Lewls; Father Schedoni in 'Fhe Italian (1796) by Mrs. Ann 
- ' 
Radcllffe; Abbot G;ondez 1n ..;;;.G..;.,Ond.....-,&_Z_ the Monk (1805) by Wil11am 
- -----
H. Ireland; t.he monk Schemo11 !n The Fatal ReveI'§e (1807) by 
Charles R. Maturinj and Father Udolpho in ~ Monk: £!. Udo1pho 
(1807) by T. J. Horsely Curt.ies. All are Variations at' the 
!1 Effio Rallo Il The Haunted C.ast1e (Landen: G. Routledge and Sons 
Ltd •• 1927). p. 50. 
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sensual, proud. scheming, avengelng. immoral. tyrant type. 
Sir Walter Scott continued the Gothic tradition but onlrl,y 
approached the mOnk-tyrant once, and that in Ivanhoe in the 
person of the Knight-Templar Brian de Bois-Guilbert. Also in 
Ivanhoe there appears Scottts version of the traditional Friar 
Tuck. In lli.. LIonastery published in 1820, a year after Ivanhoe, 
app~~~ two more monk characters, Abbot Boniface and the Sub-prior 
Eustace. These two characters are so far removed from the usual 
Gothic monk that. one writer on English flction adversely criti-
aizes Scott.s treatment of them and considers this a rault to 
be included along with his other obvious historical Inaccura-
cles: it. • • The schoolboy lnows that Amy Robsart. did not meet 
death in the year· Scott related .... We object to the amiability 
32 
of the churchmen in The Monastery;tt 
With this preliminary general discussion of the monk chara-
cter we are now ready to proceed to a speciric analysis of the 
monk in several typical Gothic novels. 
32 Grant C. Knight, The Novel in English (New york: Richard R. 
Smi th, Inc., 1931J,pp. 88,89. . 
CHAPTER II 
THREE EARLY GOTHIC NOVELS 
LONGSWORDp; DR!. Qr. SALISBURY, (1762) by THOMAS LELAND 
!!!! CASTLE 2l. OTRANTO, (1764) by HORACE WALPOLE 
THE OLD ENGLISH BARON ~ (1771) by aLARA REEVE 
Historians of English Li teratura usually credit Horace 
Walpole with initiating the Gothic novel with The Castle ~ 
otranto in 1764. Like all dat.es us.ed to indicate the beginning 
or end of an historical era, it is only approximate. Two years 
earlier, there appeared a novel from Which stemmed true histor-
ical Gothic as also the elements of Gothic plotting and charac-
terization. later to be found in Walpolets work.. The background 
of this novel, however, is not as completely Gothic in spirit 
as Otranto or the Gothic tales which followed it. Longsword, 
Earl £! Salisbury was published in two volumes anonymously by 
Thomas Leland an Irish university scholar and historian. uost 
critics consider this work as the first historical novel 1n 
1 
English. 
Of special interest to us is the first appearance of the 
criminal monk.. In brief the story deals with the return of 
Lord William Longsword from France where he had been reported 
dead in the wars of Gascoigny and with his fight to regain his 
r Summers, ~~ ~ ., p. 158 and E. A. Baker, QE. ~., p. 177. 
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royal demesnes from the usurping RaymOnd. nephew of the Kingts 
close adviser, HUbert. Raymond was seeking the hand 0-1 Williamts 
widow Ela and to achieve this end sought to kidnap their infant 
son. The son was taken to a convent where he was protected py 
Williamts loyal warden Oswald who also retired to the convent. 
At this juncture the villain monk Reginhald appeared. Summers 
describes the position of power he held in the religious com-
munity: 
In the religious house to which oswald retired 
with the heir, there dwelt a monk l called Regin-
bald .... Insolent and assuming, he holds his 
place owing to the favour at Lord RaymOnd~ s~ 
that his brethren scarce rebuke his drunkenness, 
and riot .. and lewdness, and other tscandalous ex-
ce.sses utterly subversive of holy discipline and 
order. t They lament these enormities of their 
unworthy brother, but tremble lest if they punish 
him the vengeance of Lord Raymond tall on the house.2 
Beginhald is the first of a long line of criminal monks, most 
of whom we shall treat in this work. Summers remarks: 
.... The wicked monk, Reginhald, although 
rather crudely drawn. is, indeed, the ances-
tor of a whole progeny of villainous cowlmen 
and friars, Schedonis .. Manfrones, Conrads, 
Fra Udolphos, Maldichinis. Schemolis, Obandos. 
Malvicinos. Placio Corsos, Rovengos, Hildargos, 
Dorias, cum mill tis aliis quos nunc perscribere 
longUID est.3 
Reginbald does not delay to carry out his nefarious schemes. 
An insight into his physical makeup, again the model tor sub-
sequent monk characters is given by Summers: 
~Summers. ~. cit. t p. 160. 
3 Ibid., p~6~ 
... 
••• When Reginhald learns the state of 
affairs from his brother~ he at once has 
oswald and the heir closely watched. and 
is eager for violence. He even visits 
the Countess Ela and contrives to purloin 
an ancient and precious jewel~ a ring. 
The Lady~ although admitting him when the 
named the brotherhood of Sarum~, viewed 
him with repulsion. 'His aspect. in which 
the sensual and malignant passions had 
fixed their seat, and his deportment, which 
was that of the rude hind or midnight braw-· 
ler, not of the holy and lettered clerk, 
were surveyed by the Covntess with sudden 
disgust" t which is not lessened when he 
vehemently advocates the cause of Lord Ray-
mond. presently Reginhald by use of the 
ring induces the Abiot to entrust young 
William to himself •. 
Incited by his two evil agents, Lord Raymond announced his 
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nuptials with the unwilling widow. He invaded her apartments 
and was going through the marriage ceremony before the impious 
monk: .. when a messenger brought news that the Earl of ,Salisbury 
was hastening to the castle. The Earl was put off by being 
informed' that his Countess had already married Lord Raymond. 
The Earl, therefore, went to consult the King. King Henry was 
too weak to oppose his counsellor HUbert and sinee he was help-
less, tried to smooth matters over. Reginhald then secretly 
visited HUbert who gave him a deadly poison to pour into Lord 
Williamts wine at an opportune moment. The monk poured this 
phial of pOison into a bowl of wine about to be served to the 
Lord. As he saw the cup raised to his lips he left in a state 
4 Summers, QE. ~., p. 160. 
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of exultant joy to inform Raymond of the good news of William's 
dea th. As it turned out William was interrupted from tlre.king 
the deadly potion by the sudden appearance of a long lost friend 
and in the excitement dropped the glass to the floor. Thinking 
William dead,. Lord Raymond began to feel remorse and proceeded 
to take out his remorseful anger on his false friends .. includ-
ing the monk Reginhald. More crimes of Reginhald were discovered 
oy the monks and realizing now that he no longer enjoyed the pro-
tection of Raymond, they determined to punish him. When Raymond 
learnt that W1111 .. ~ stil~ lived, he blamed his precarious posi-
tion on Reginhald and- in a rage ordered his followers to hang 
the unfortunate monk from the branches of a tree. Rather than 
face the charges of his own guilt. RaymOnd fell on his sword .. 
William. the Earl of Salisbury arrived at the castle and was 
re-united to his wife and heir. 
Reginhald is a prototype of Father Schedoni. Like Schedoni 
he is disliked by his religious brethren and fo,r the same reason, 
his ambition. He also essays to keep separated two lovers, in 
this case" husband and wife. He is the tool of Lord Raymond as 
Schedoni is the tool of the Marchesa Vivaldi. unlike Schedoni 
Reginhaldr-s crimes are will-known to the communi ty of monks. 
His crimes eventually bring about his downfall, though not in 
the same dramatic fashion in which Schedoni is brought to 
justice at the hands of the Inquisition. 
Walpole may have read Longsword" Earl tl. Salisbury. If he 
did,. he failed to make his Friar Jerome a villainous monk .. 
~----------------------------------------------~~ 
- ~~ 
\ preferring rather to concentrate his Gothicism on the castle 
itself. Leland used no supernatural machinery. but de_eloped 
bis plot according to the more natural method of cause and ef-
fect. The instance of poisoning~ and chance coincidence of 
William's failure to drink the pOisoned cup when his old friend 
arrived" were common enough devices to extricate his hero from 
danger. This novel" then" is Gothic not so much because of ter-
rifying ghosts, and mysterious portents, but chiefly because 
of the horrors and thrills found in the intrigues and murder-
ous intent of the characters. As already mentioned its impor-
tance lies in the fact that it was the first attempt at an 
historical novel and that it gave a monk mOdel which was to be 
used trequently in later more-Gothic romances. 
Horace Walpo~e wrote his major contribution to fiction,. 
The CasUe of Qtranto .. in 1764, as the result of a dream. oswalt 
Doughty in the introduction to bis edition of the novel sums 
up what Walpole himself had written in various letters: 
.... Throughout the years of his residence at 
Strawberry, of his 'go~hic' studies, impressions 
had been accumulating, charging his imagination" 
penetrating his subconscious self, until now 
they clamored for an outlet with irresistible 
force. In dreams they fought their way to con-
sciousness. Be awoke one morning of early JUne 
moved by the memory of a vivid dream that had 
come to him on the preceding night; all day its 
influence was strong upon him and when evgning 
came, he took his pen and began to write. 
5 Oswald Doughty, The Castle 21 Qtranto. Introductory Essay 
(London: The SCholartis press. 1929). p .. xlii. 
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Within eight days the tale was finished. Walpole then spent 
two months polishing up the story. Realizing the shoc~ the 
appearance of the book would make and the ridicule that might. 
fall upon him, if he published the tale under his own name, 
he decided to hide his authorship of the novel. A method 
came to him from his familiarity with Gothic manners. What 
could be easier than to pass it off as a translation of a 
long lost MSI So he asserted that the work was "translated 
by William Marshall, Gent. From the Original Italian of onu-
6 
phrio N~ralto, Oanon of the Church of St. Nicholas at otranto." 
In a translatorts preface he justified the work and prepared the 
reader for the unusual story: 
Belief in every kind of prodigy was so esta-
blished in those dark ages, that an author would 
not be faithful to the manner of the times who 
should omit all mell~ion of flhem ••• If this air 
of the miraculous is excused the reader will lTiid 
nothing else unworthy of his perusal. Allow the 
possibility of the facts, and all the actors com-
port themselves as persons would do in their situ-
ation ••• The rules of the drama are almost ob-
served throughout the conduct of the piece. The 
characters are well drawn, and still better main-
tained. Terror, the author's principal engine, 
prevents the story from ever languishing; and it 
is so often contrasted by pity, that the mind is 
kept up in a constant vicissitude of interesting 
passion.7 
So the author hoped to interest his reader, but he failed to 
mention the chief merit of his work. its brevity. The action 
6 Horace Walpole, The Castle of otranto, Edited by Oswald Doughtj 
(London: The Scholartls press, 1929). p. x.viii. 
7 Ibid., p. lxxii. 
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does move along swiftly as the author promised. "The characters 
are well drawn,"--perhaps in Walpolers own mind, but t. the read r 
they are colorless types, almost entirely lacking in delineation 
Since Walpole looked on his characters as actors, no attempt is 
,nade to give the reader an idea of any physical quali ties of the 
characters. All we know of tIanfred's daughter Matilda is that 
8 
she is Ita most beautiful virgin." His son Conrad is "'a homely 
9 
youth, sickly, and of no promising disposition."' The physical 
appearances of LJanfred, Isabella, Hippolita (wife to Manfred) 
Friar Jerome are in no way described; however, from their roles 
and actions we can gather some idea of their appearances and 
some knowledge of their mental and moral qualities. But for 
the most part they are mere types subordinated entirely to the 
plot and the supernatural background of the story. In fact it 
can well be stated that the Castle itself is the hero of the 
10 
story. 
Walpole had lived in Italy for many years and enjoyed the 
romantic Italian way of life. so different from the reserved 
stoicism of England and the hustle and bustle of London. In 
Italy he saw many friars and probably took some typical, ordin-
ary parish priest as the model for Friar Jerome. The church of 
St. Nicholas had for its counterpart a church of the same name 
1n Italy, though most probably not in otranto. The castle was 
the imaginative production of Walpole-s Gothic-filled mind. 
8' Ibid., p. 1 
9 Idem. 
lO'"""Be'ers, ..QE. E..!..!., p. 236. 
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When Walpole sent a copy of the first edition of his novel to 
., 
Gray, the latter knew at once that Walpole was its author from 
the church which he described. Evidently both of them remem-
bered it from their stay together in Italy. 
A brief swnmary of the story will help us to understand 
the role of Friar Jerome better. Conrad l' the only son of r.{an-
fred~ Duke of otranto~ is to marry Isabella, daughter of Fred-
eric, Marquis of Vicenza" but is mysteriously crushed to death 
under a gigantic helmet on the very night of the wedding. Man-
fred is in reality an usurper, and is fearful that his claim 
on the dukedome has now come to an end. So he proposes to mar-
ry Isabella, since Hippolita, his wife, cannot bear him any 
more sons. With the help of an unknown youth Isabella flees 
through subterranean passages to safety in the church of St. 
Nicholas. Friar Jerome, who is confessor to Hippolita, comes 
from the church to console the distraught wife. Manfred capture 
the youth" named Theodore, and is about to kill him for his in-
solence and suspected aid to Isabella, when the Friar recognizes 
him as his long lost son and begs for his life. Jerome had 
taken sacred orders when his wife and son had been carried Qtt 
by bandits. Duke Frederic comes to claim his daughter, but 
Manfred ~efuses to give her up. In his search for her, Frederic 
is wounded by Theodore who defends her against his attempts. 
His wounds are not fatal, and he eventually agrees to a double 
wedding: himself with Matilda, the daughter of Manfred, and 
Manfred with Isabella, provided Hippolita gives Manfred a divorcE. 
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Friar Jerome is 'ordered by Manfred to use his influence on 
Hippolita to bring about a divorce~ but the monk. hopes~hat his 
son will eventually marry Isabella. although Theodore actually is 
in love with Matilda. Manfred is led by the good Father to 
suspect that Theodore desires Isabella. Manfred then stages a 
sumptuous banquet and while under the influence of drink sees 
Theodore talking to a young woman. Without further inquiry he 
stabs her in the back, only to learn to his amazement that she is 
his daughter. At last brought to his senses, Manfred realizes 
the futility of fighting against fate~ resigns his dukedom~ 
admitting his false title to it. As son of Jerome" Theodore 
turns out to be a noble prince and rightful heir to the dukedon 
of Qtranto. He marries Isabella, while Manfred and Hippolita re-
tire to a monastery and convent respectiyely. 
As has been mentioned, we know nothing of the physical 
traits of Friar Jerome. From his words and actions, we can 
deduce. something of his intellectual and moral qualities. The 
first glimpses of his character come when Manfred suspects him 
of sheltering Isabella in the church. Walpole describes the 
Friar response: "the good man replied with an air of firmness 
and authority. that daunted even the resolute Manfred. who could 
not help revering the saint-like virtues of Jerome." 
monk's own words this firmness is expressed: 
II walpole, ~. ~., p. 33. 
11 
In the 
t-MY lord,. I am no intruder into the secrets of 
families.. MY office is to promote peace, to heal 
divisions~ to preach repentance and teach ma~ind 
to curD their headstrong passions. I forgive your 
highnesst-s uncharitable apostrophe. I know my 
duty,. and am the mini s ter 0 f a mightier p:" ince 
than Maf~red. Hearken to him who s peaks through rrry 
organs. 
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The Friar resolutely refused to approve Manfred's request 
that he urge Hippolita to ask for a dissolution of their mar--
riage~ so that the Duke could marry Isabella. Nor would a rich 
bribe move him even though he loved his order very much. Howeve , 
the Friar knew well that Manfred was capable of desperate deeds 
and would easily ignore his advice or threats. So when Manfred 
revealed a scruple he bad about the legality of his union with 
Ifippollta,_ ~erome saw in' this an opportunity to delay for time. 
We thus have the first instance of duplicity in his character. 
• • 0- HOW cutting was the anguish which the good 
man felt, when he perceived this turn in the wily 
princet He trembled for Hlppolita, whose ruin he 
saw was determined; and he feared if Manfred had 
no hope of recovering Isabella, that his impati-
ence for a son would direct him to some other ob-
ject,. who might not be equallYl~roof against the 
temptations of !;;!anfredts rank. 
So the monk took time out to think over his position • 
• • • At length conceiving some hope from delay, 
he thought the wisest conduct would be to prevent 
the prince from despairing of recovering Isabella. 
12 Ib i do-,. p. 36. 
13 Ibid.,. p. 37. 
Her the friar knew he could dispose, from her 
affection to Hippolita, and from the aversion 
she had expressed to him for Manfredts addres~s 
to second his views, till the censures of the 
church could be fulminated against a divorce ••• 
With this intention, as if struck with the 
prince'S scruples, he at length said: t'MY lord, 
r ha ve been pondering on wba. t your highness has 
said; and if in truth it is delicacy of consci-
ence that is the real motive of your repugnance 
to your virtuous lady, far be it from me to en-
deavor to harden your heart t .... Manfred ...... 
was overjoyed at this sudden turn, and repeated 
the most magnificent promises, if he should 
succeed by the friar"'s mediation. The well-
meaning priest suffered him to deceive himself, 
fully determined to traverse his views, instead 
of seconding them.l4 
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A second instance 0 f the friar 's duplicity turned out very 
tragically and far otherwise than the monk supposed. Manfred 
had asked him whether the unknown youth was in any way con-
nected with the flight of Isabella • 
• • • The friar, who knew nothing of the youth, 
but what he had learnt occasionally from the 
princess, ignorant what was become of him and 
not sufficiently reflecting on the impetuosity 
of Manfredts temper" conceived that it might 
not be amiss to sow the seeds of jealousy in his 
mind; they might be turned to some use hereafter, 
either by prejudicing the prince against Isabella, 
if he persisted in that union; or by diverting his 
attention on a wrong scent, and emplying his 
thoughts on a visionary intrigue, prevent his en-
gaging in any new pursuit. Vii th this unhappy 
policy, he answered in a manner to confirm Manfred 
in the belief £; some connection between Isabella 
and the youth.·· . 
rt was this mistake in judgment which was the occasion of t.he 




stabbing seems lacking in plausibility. If Manfred was so 
crrunkenly mad that he had to stab someone JJ why did he ~tab the 
girl and not the man? If he stabbed the girl he must have known 
that she would be either his daughter, Matilda,; or Isabella,. the 
girl he wanted to marry. We may explain his action by way of 
poetic justice,. admitting that he was so far out of his mind 
that he merely stabbed a figure,. not knowing whether it was a 
man or a woman,. or thinking that it was the youth. 
The friar"s noble courage is shown when he discovers that 
Theodore is his son.. He pleads for his son's life at the feet 
of Manfred and eventually gains his objective" but only upon 
accepting a further risk. He must secure the dissolution of 
Manfred's marriage with Hippolita and bring Isabel~back from 
her sanctuary in the church of St .. Nicholas. .The friar is torn 
between love for his son and a desire to do his priestly duty. 
He trembled for the life of his son, and his 
first thought was to persuade Isabella to return 
to t.he cast.le.. yet he was scarce less alarmed at 
the thought. of her union with ~~nfred~ He dreaded 
Hippolita's unbounded submission to the will of 
her lord; and though he did not doubt but he could 
alarm her piety not to consent to the divorce, i! 
he could get access to her; yet should Manfred dis-
cover that the obstruction came from him,. it might 
be equally fatal to Theodore .... he did not dare 
absent himself from the convent lest Isabella leave 
it and her flight be imputed to him. He returned 
disconsolabis to the monastery, uncertain on what 
to resolve. 
To Jerome's credit he always opposed the acceptance of a 
16 Ibid., p. 49. 
~·~~---------------------------------------------_-3-6_J 
divorce by Hippolita and from pure motives .. 
The role of the friar in the story is important.~ As 
confessor and adviser to Hippolita he is a foil to Manfred .. He 
is a simple" conscientious and pious priest .. whose only attempts 
at duplicity are naive when compared with the clever machination 
of a Father Schedoni. unlike Schedoni he is not ambitious for 
any high ecclesiastical position; nor is he anxious to enrich 
his own monastery... unlike the Abbot Ambrosio he is not a gross 
sensualist. He does not continue the character of the monk 
Reginhald before him, who is the tool in the hands of a prince 
much like Manfred .. Though Jeromets virtues are not described 
as being heroic in stature, he must have had some strength of 
character to oppose a prince as headst.rong as 1.[anfred is made 
out to be.. on the other hand the friar is not overpowered by a 
strong passion which drives him to perdition. a fate which over-
takes most of the monks who follow him in subsequent Gothic tale • 
Though a more or less colorless character. Jerome shows to 
advantage when compared w~th the other characters in the story .. 
In contrast to ~1anfred who exhibi ted a hot temper and strong sel 
will" the friar always remained calm and cool. His mInd is keen 
in seeing through the prince "s wily plans for adVancing his own 
projects. As confessor and adviser to Hippolita he knows her 
character completely. She is weak willed and of so charitable 
a disposition that she can think no evil of anyone, not even of 
her own husband who she knows is trying to get rid of her. Theo-
dore likewise places his entire fate in the friar t"S hands. 
~r---------------------------------------------------------~3=7~-~. 
Of all the characters in~ Castle £! otranto. Friar 
Jerome is the mos~ interesting. As a pious priest who~e 
"office is to promote peace~ to heal divisions. to preach 
repentance and teach mankind to curb their headstrong pas-
sions," he has direct relations with every other character .. 
He is as Railo pOints out t"he model for the monk character of 
that particular period .. 
In such form the man of the Church appears in 
all the romances now in question--a further 
example being Clara Reevets Father Oswald--
and is in my opinion. a deriVation of the her-
mit motive .... In his present guise. owing to 
his excessive virtue and piousness. the monk 
is lacking in real romantic fascination and 
must therefore be transformed into a wolf in 
sheepts clothlngt before the romanticists could 
succeed in making of him that embodimenr7o f human 
crime which is to be his in the future. 
Walpole took this further step in his Gothic drama The 
MYsterious Mother (1768), in which he gives us two more monk 
characters~ one of whom Benedict is prepared to do anything to 
promote the welfare of the Ohurch. Benedict" therefore. much 
more than Friar Jerome became the prototype as far as Walpole.s 
contributi~ to the future monk is concerned, for such charac-
ters of the terror-romanticists whom we shall meet in Abbot 
Ambrosio, Father Schedoni and others. 
Though an amateur novelist Walpole gave the impetus to the 
Gothic tale, which more experienced writers were to advance to 
still greater heights~ 
rz E1no Railo,.QE.. cit., p 51. 
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Clara Reeve wrote ~ Champion ~ Virtue. "- Gothic Storz 
in l77T.. The second edition (1780) bore the changed t.ittle: 
The ~English Baron oy which it is known tod~y. It is dlf-
-ficult to·see why the author named the story for Baron Fitzowen, 
a passive and less important character than Edmund. for whom the 
18 
first edition had been named. Perhaps the author thought the 
original title unattractive to the reader who wanted to read 
about terrifying events~ and not about virtue. In this novel 
Miss Reeve thought she would improve on the technique of the 
Gothic tale as executed by WalpQle. In the preface to her novel 
she indicated her dislike for the utter improbability of the 
supernatural events in otranto and showed how she intended to 
avoid ~his mistakes. M 
~ •• the machinery is so violent that it destroys 
the effect it is intended to excite. Had the 
story been kept within the utmost verge of pro-
bability the effect had been preserved. For in-
stance. we can conceive and allow the appearance 
of a ghost, we can even dispense with an enchanted 
sword and helmet, but then they must be kept within 
certain limits of credibility. A sword so large as 
to require a hundred men to lift it, a helmet tha~ 
by its own weight forces a passage through a court-
yard into an arched vault ••• when your expecta-
tion is wound up to the highest pitch, these cir-
cumstances take it down with a witness. destroy 
the work of imagination, and instead of attention,. 
excite laughter~ .... In the course of my observa-
tion upon this singular book, it seemed to me that 
it was possible to compose a work upon the saf3 
plan. wherein these defects might be avoided. 
18 Sir Walter Scott, prefatory Memoir to Miss Clara Reeve,. 
Ballantyne Novelists Library (London: HUrst Robinson and Co., 
1823',. Vol. V. P.' lxxx.· 
19 Clara Reeve. The Old English Baron,. Ballantyne Novelists 
etc ... ~ supra;-p:-002 .. 
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The common sense of Miss Reeve took pains to invent natural and 
reasonable explanations for most of the mysteries in her story 
in which practice she was followed by Mrs. Radcliffe, her more 
20 
imaginative successor. 
Walpole read Miss Reevets novel and found it very d1sappoi t 
ing. Shorn of all preternatural agencies except a weak ghost 
character 1n armor, it could not thrill the author of otranto. 
He describes the tale as tI.Otranto reduced to reason and pro-
babilityt and declares 'that any murder trial at the Old Bailey 
21 
would have made a more interesting story.t lt 
Sir Walter Scott in his It'prefa tory Memoir to rAiss Reeve, tt 
comments somewhat favorably an her technique, but defends 
Walpolets use of the supernatural against her objections .. 
Her dialogue is sensible~ easy, and agreeable~ 
but neither marked by high flights of fancy, 
or strong bursts of passion... Her apparition is 
an ordinary fiction, of which popular supersti-
tion used to furnish a thousand instances, when 
nights were long, and a family had little bet-
ter to do, when assembled round a Christmas log, 
than to listen to such tales ..... In no part of 
The Old En~lish Baron,. or any other of her works" 
aces Mlsseeve show the possession of a rich or 
powerful imaginatio.n.22 
She seems to use the ghost of Lord Lovel unwillingly, but she 
does use the preternatural. Therefore, continues Scott, why 
23 
not go the entire distance and make the ghost complete. 
Scottts defense of the supernatural will be shown more at length 
21 H. A. Beers, QE.. cit., p. 249. 
22 Sir Walter Sc~t, Op. Cit., pp. lxxxiii-lxxxiv. 
23 Ibid., p. lXXXlii. 
~~----------------------------------------~ 
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when we treat of MrS. Re.dcliffe, whose technique resembled 
that of Miss Reeve. 
Miss Clara Reeve was the daughter of a clergyman who 
gave her all the education she ever received. Isolated from 
the world and educated in accord with the strictest religious 
principles of her father, she naturally wrote novels IImarked 
by excellent good sense, pure morality, and a competent com-
24 
mand of those qualities which constitute a good romance. M 
In fact· The Old English Baron might. well have been wri tten 
by a Catholic, so packed is it with virtuous precepts and the 
observance of Catholic customs. For example, when the knight 
Sir philip Harclay 
stopped at the place where his faithful servant 
was buried and caused masses to be said for t.he 
repose of his soul ••• he then looked round 
his neighborhood for objects of his charity; 
when he saw merit in distress, it was his de-
light to raise and support 1 t" he spent his time 
in the service of his Creator, and glorified him 
in doing good to his creatures.25 
This Catholic atmosphere is shown especially in the character 
of Father Oswald, the chaplain and confessor to the castle of 
Baron Fitzowen, in whom we are chiefly interested in this study. 
The main theme of the novel is the common story of an un-
known and apparently low-born youth who has been wrongfully dis-
possessed of his patrimony by a base uncle and the process 
whereby his fortune and inheritance is restored to him. 
24 Sir Walter Scott., 2.2... cit, p. lxxxi. 
25 Clara Reeve, QE.. ~ .. t p .. 611. 
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Before discussing the character of Father Oswald we shall 
give a brief summary of the plot of the story: Walter uovel, 
envious of his brother ts high rank and covetous of his wife, 
brought about his death on his return from a military campaign, 
but informed his wife that he had been killed in action. When 
Lady Lovel, his sister-in-law, refused to marry him, he ordered 
her to be drowned in a river. Before being drowned she gave 
birth to a son, who was found later by Andrew Twyford who took: 
the .baby to his home after burying the dead mother.. The usurpin~ 
Lovel then took possession of the Lovel castle as next of kin. 
unhappy in his ill-gotteilt property" he sold it to Baron Fitzowen 
The boy, Edmund Twyford, was unhappy and unloved by his foster-
parents and soon was sent to the castle of the Baron Fitzowen 
to live with the Baronts two sons William and Robert, daughter, 
Emma, and his two nephews,. Wenlock and Afarkham. While there 
Edmund slept in a haunted apartment of the castle which had not 
been used since the deaths of the first Lovels. In a dream he 
saw Lord and Lady LOTel who told him that he was their son and 
rightful heir to the Lovel castle. Joseph, the only servant re-
maining from the o,ld housello.ld, informed Edmund and Father oswalc 
of the truth about the deaths of his Lord and Lady Lovel. In a 
search through the haunted apartment they discovered the remains 
of Lord Lovel. under pressure Margery Twyford told wha t she 
knew about Edl!JUIldts birth and the death of his mother. Edmund 
then sought the help of Sir philip Harclay, a dear friend of 
his father. In a duel Sir Philip defeated Walter Lovel, who 
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tben confessed his crimes. Edmund,. of course, married Emma 
and assumed his rightful position as Lord Lovel. The dsurping 
uncle was banished to Asia,. 
Like her predecessor Walpole, Miss Reeve gives us no pby_. 
sical description of Father oswald,. preferring to make him a 
dramatic actor and so permit the reader to learn of his various 
qualities from his words and actions. As pointed out in a recen1 
Doctoral Dissertation on the subject oJ! cbaeacter, this dramatic 
portrayal is -the most attractive and poetically effective me-
thod ••• the expert artist will show,. rather than describe,. his 
characters; will make them live before us in distinctive" fully 
26 
human deeds,. words, and gestures." 
Father oswald in ma~ ways resembles Friar Jerome. He is 
a pious priest who enjoys the complete respect and confidence of 
Baron Fitzowen. He is a learned man whom the Baron has retained 
to teach his sons,. in addition to performing the usual priestly 
functions at the castle. When Edmund comes to the castle,. Father 
OSV'ie.ld quickly develops a strong affection for the youth. He 
soon notices that Edmund is outshining the baronts sons and 
nephews. though the youth is not supposed to be of noble birth. 
Oswald watched the growing envy of the elder son Robert and of his 
two c ouslns Wenloc.k. and Markham towards Edmund:-
••• he saw through the mean artifices that 
were used to undermine him in hispatronts 
fav.our; he watched their machinations,. and 
26 RaymoridV. Schader, S.,J., The Classical Canons of Literary 
Character portrayal, A CritI'Cs.l Synthesis (St.' LouIs univer-
sity, 1943J, pp. 10S-107. . 
strove 1'-0 frus't.rat.e t.beir designs. 
The good man used frequently to ,walk out III 
with Edmund. Tbey conversed upon Yar'1Qus SUD-jecta; and the youth would lament to him upon 
the unhappiness of his situafi.idfn~ and the. pe-
cuiiar c·ircttmstanees that attended him. The 
father by his wholesome advice. comfort.ed him 
1n his resolution 01" bearing unavoidable evils 
with pauenoe and:. tort.i~ude. and from 'the con-
sciousness at hts own 1nnoeenc:e:~"land assurance 
of a future ~nd eternal reward. 
We tnus see' an outstanding tra1.\ of Father Qawald-- his trust 
in providence. When Edmund asked him or the. mystery surround-
ing t.he death of the Lady Lovel. the priest re.plied:-
tAlas .... that is only known to God; there 
were strange thought.s in the minds of many 
at that time.. I had mine,. but I will not 
disolose them,. not even to you. I w111 not. 
injure those who are innocent; and I leave 
it, to provldence. who w1l1 doubtless 1n his 
own best time and' manner,. punish the guilty. t28 
When Edmund again confided to the Father that he was dis-
turbed at the hostile att1tude of the three yO~8 with wbom 
he lived. but that he had- det.ermined to aet according to h1s 
conscience and trust in Providenoe. the priest continued 1'.0-
encourage him in his holy re.solutlon:-
.r see 1t too. with great concern." said 
Oswald; tand everything I can say or do 1n 
your favor 1s misconstrued, and by seeking to 
do you servioe. I lo·se my own influence ..... 
put your ~st in God--He who brought light 
, out of darkness. can bring good out ot evl1.Z9 
21 ttlara leeve. Op. ~., p. 515. 
28 Ib1d ... p. 618. 
29 fi. 
r Ife ad"ised him: to he pat.1ent under t.rial. In the meanUme h~­
would attempt to represent the truth to the Baron. He"hoped 
t.hat perhaps the cause ot their enmi ty could be removed. "tCon-
tinue to observe the same irreproachable conduct: and be as-
sured that Heaven will defend your innocence and defeat the 
30 
unjust designs ot your enemiea.'~ 
Fa ther Oswald accompanied Edmund to the haunted apart,.. 
ment where they both learned from the old servant. JOseph the 
truth about t.he deaths of Lord and Lady Lovel. On t.he priest l • 
suggestion they then questioned Edmund's foster mother. She ad-
mitted that Edmund was not her son and that her husband had 
buried the body of Lady Lovel .. his mother. As prOCl't she produ-
ced some of the Ladyts clothing which her busband had hidden. 
Edmund then went to get the aid of Sir Philip lIarclay.. At 
this point we meet the single instance ot dissembling on the 
part of t.he priest. Edmund had written two notes .. one to Willia 
who had shown. him friendship .. and the other to the Baron. both 
explaining in a vague fashion his departure. It was. up to the 
pr1est to deliver these notes, as if lett behind by Edmund. 
About dawn of day oswald intended to lay his 
packets 1n t.he way of those to whom they .ere 
addressed.. After lDU.oh contrivanoe. he deter-
mined to take a bold step, and. if he were dis-
covered to frame some excuse. Encouraged by hi s 
late SUCO;6SS .. he went on tip-toe 1n Master '1'11-
l1am t s chamber, placed a letter upon his pillOW 
!O Ibt<i •• p. 616j 
n and withdrew unheard. Exulting _in his heart. he attempted the Baronts apartment. but found it fastened wi thin. Finding this scheme fMl- 41 
strated he waited till the hour the Baron was 
expected' down ta breakfast and laid the letter 
and th§ key of the haunted apartment upon the 
table.3l 
, , 
When questioned by the Baron about Edmund's depart.ure. oswald 
affected surprise" feigning ignorance as to What the youth had 
clone or where he had gone. He knew of Edmlllldts departure" 
though he was not sure where he had gone.. Of all his actions" 
this instance of duplicity is the most serious charge that can 
be placed against the good father. 
Naturally, Wenlock was not satisfied with Oswald1s apparen 
lack of int'ormation. W.1shing to extricate himself from an em-
barrassing positlon, Oswald offered to call Joseph to discuss 
possible reasons for Edmundts disappearance, hoping beforehand 
to acquaint the servant with the real cause, so that both ot 
them would be safe in whatever they sai,d. Wenlock was suspiciou 
of this move and stopped him from going to summon Joseph. 
tNo" father, .... you must" stay with us; we 
need your ghostly counsel and advi ce.. Joseph 
shall have no prIvate conference with you. t __ 
'What mean you" I said oswald, Ito insinuate 
f,.o my lord against me or Joseph? But Y0llr ill 
~ill spares nobody. It will one day be known 
who 1s the distur"ber ot 'the peace of this fam-
ily; r wait for that· time" and am silent. •• 32 
the firmness of the priestts reply made Wenlock pause; but., 
When they arrived at the haunted apar~men~. the youth became 
31 Ibid •• p. 629. 
32. Ibid." p. 630. 
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sarcastic and tauntingly asked Father oswald to introduce them 
to the ghost. The priest ignored the question and counr.tered 
whether Wenloc"k knew where they should find Edmund: 
tOo you thinlt," said he, "that he lies hid 
in my pocket or in JOsepht's?t---tTis no matter,-
answered he, tthoughts are tree. t_-'MY opinion 
of you sir,.' said Oswald,. tis not founded upon 
thoughts--I judge ot men by their action. a 
rule, I believe,. it will not suit you to be 
tried by.t "None ot your insolent admOnition, 
tather,t returned Wenlock: 'this i8 neither 
the time nor the plaee tor them .. t--trThat is 
truer than you are aware of. sir: I ~!an not 
to enter into the subJ ect just now •• ' 
The priest had come otf successfully in this bi tt.er exchange of 
words.. He bad. said nothing to betray the confidence or Edmund. 
Edmund soon raturned wi th Sir Philip Hare-lay. Andrew Twy-
ford was summoned to revea~ his knowledge ot Edmundtrs birth and 
the death ot his mother. The Baron was surprised. at this turn 
of events. He did not oppose Sir Pbilipts determination to 
bring Walter Lovel to justice. Lovel was summoned. The Baroa 
tr'iea to dissuade Sir Philip trom settling Justice in a duel. 
Nor apparent1y did Father Oswald oppose it. Naturally. Sir Phil p 
won the ene-ounter, by wounding his opponent seriously. La vel 
then admitted his guilt, made restitutiQn to the Baron t and 
declared Edmund true Lord of the casUe. Edmund marr·ied Emma. 
the Baron'·s daughter. and the usurper agreed to leave England. 
'3'3 Ibld •• p. 630. 
r -47-The characters in The Old English Baron are more types 
than individuals. Baron Flt.zowen is passive throughout.-the story 
always waiting tor something to happen. Edmund is the pure. 
taul tless youth. unjustly cheated o.ut. of his inheritance.. Sir 
Philip Harclay is the brave. generous knight who comes along t.Q 
right the inJust.ice. Joseph is the typical. faithful old ser-
vant who necessarily knows the family secrets to be divulged at 
the right. t.ime. Wenlock .hows some signs of character delinea-
tion. in his stubborn o.ppositlon t.o the priest.. Emma is the us-
ual innocent. and modest heroine frequently ·with tears on her 
cheek. sweetly blushins like the damask rose with the dew at 
34 
morning.- Among all these charact.ers Father oswald stands out. 
He,.t.oo. is the pure,. unselfish .. high principled: priest. but .e 
seem to know more about him than we do about Friar Jerome.. He 
is the adviser to the B.aroa; he encourages Edmund 1n actions to 
find t.be truth about his birth; he is a fotl to the suspicious 
and envious V/enlocki he initiates every actlon which eventually 
leads to the solutio.n of the mystery. Thus he is a truly 
actlve character. 
In general. there 1s a lack of Indi vidual characterization 
which Scott notes and which he considers one reason for the 
monot.ony ot t.he tale. 
The' total absence ot peculiar character.--
tor every person introduced is rather des-
cribed as one of a genus than as an original~ 
discriminated .. and individual. -may have its 
effect in producing the t.aedium which loads 
34 rbId •• p .. 654. 
r 
the story in some places.35 
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Though not guilty at the duplicity ot Friar Jerome" Father 
oswald shows a lack ot moral stature when he rails to oppose 
the duel of Sir Philip with .al~er Lovel. In t.,he conflict of 
wills he also shows himaelt interior to the triar. Because ot 
her ignorance of the world and her own tender nature. Miss 
Reeve was unable to'endow her priest character with the strength 
which Walpole gave to Jerome. In Wenlock. an immature youth 
oswald did not have. tJle o,pposi tio.n of a headstrong prince such 
as Manfred. rt anything. the lord at the manor" Baron Fi t.zowen" 
is on the sid'e of the priest .. or at least does not o.ppose hi •• 
The nature ot Father oswald 1s even more tender than that at 
Jerome. In other respects the two monk characters are on the 
same level. Thus O'swald cont.inued the pious .. hermit type. un-
til Matthew Gragorytt},tonk'" Lewis" by way of vigorous reaction,. 
gave us the c0!Dplex 'cha:racter ot Abbot AmbrosiO. and Mrs. Rad-
cliffe. though a lady like Miss Reeve. prOduced her mastertul 
character .. Father Schedon!. 
With Father Oswald we have completed the treatment ot 
three monk c:p.aracters. The monk Reginbald in Longs.om t' !!!:!. . 
.2r SalisburY, t.hoUllltJ,crudely drawn, e~iblts more at the evil 
tendencies at the fut.ure monk villa1n than e1 ther Jerome or os-
wald. These latter merely kept t.he monk character in an importa t 
role 1n the Gothic novel. We now come to the great monk charac-
ters. 
35 Sco\t~ ~. ~ •• P lxxxv. 
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CHAPTER In 
SIX MOm{ VILLAINS 
ABBOT AMBROSIO C:m!. MONIt) 1795 by MATTHEW GREGORY LEWIS 
FATHER SCHEDONI" (Ili!. ITALIAlf) 1796 by MRS. ANN RADCLIFFE" 
FATHER CONRAD (THE" MYSTERIOUS PREGNANCY) 1796 by JOSEPH FOX 
- , 
ABBOT GONDEZ (GONpEZ THE MONIC) 1805 by WILLIAM H IRELAND 
MONK SCHEMOL! em.. .... FA __ T. __ ~L __ REVENGE) lS07 by CHARLES R. J4A TURIN 
FATHER UDOLPHO (TEE MON!{ QE.. .;,;UD_O_LP-..;;;;o;.HO_·) 18Q7 by T.J'".BORSLEY CURT"I 
Twel ve years were to elapse before til noteworthy Gothic 
novel appeared after I!!!. ~ EnSllsh Baron... In 1'1S9 Mrs. Ann 
Radcliffe published !!!!. Castles ~ AtMin and Dup,bayne. Three 
more novels soon came from her pen:- in 1790., !. Sicilian RomanC:8j 
in 1791~ ~Romance 2.t~Forestj and in 1794~ her famous The 
MYsteries ~ trdolpho. rt was this last named book which tlrEtd 
Matthew Gregory Lewis to write !!:!"Ionk. In this novel we hav. 
in Abbot Ambrosio, the monk character who marks a tremendous 
leap in the development of the personali t.y ot the monk over the 
type represented by Friar Jerome and Father Oswald. Lewis pub-
lished this tale when not qui te twent.y years of age in 1795. 
Lew1s had read most of the Gothic novels since Qtranto,. and had 
especially been influenced by the works of Mrs. Radcliffe. As w 
Shall see. he tailed to tollow the good points of her literary 
technIque. In order t.o thrill the r"eader he became starkly 
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realistic. unlike Mrs .. Radcliffe he Was unable to imply action, 
to suggest the fulfillment of a horrible deed, or to 1atimate 
the interior struggles of his characters~ but must paint these 
in their most lurid and detailed colora. Lovett and HUghea 
describe this rough tecbniqlle of Lewis:: 
In the ihysica~ basis of his. horrors Lewis'S 
melodrama s on a lower plane than that of his 
predecessors; his effects are less romantic and 
more sensational. HUman pe'rversion is here a 
soure:e of horrc:tr more powerful than the supe:r-
natural. In d'epiating the monkts violent deeds 
in all ~eir abnormality, in describing the tor-
tures inflicted upon its victims by the Inquisi-
tion. as well as in the satanic fury of the cata-
strophe, Lewis utilizes visual detail and emotion-
al excess to a iegree unparalleled in earlier no-
vels of terror. 
The German influences on Lewis mast n.ot be minimized. At 
the age of eighteen his father, intending hint for a diplomatic 
career sent him to Weintar 1n Germany. Here the young Lewis 
met Goethe and other German writers" learned German,. and read 
many of the German productions of t.he period. He professed 
himsel f greatly stirred by Goethe t 8 Lelden ~ Jangen Werther 
(1774], whiah had speedily spread over Europe. Here he also 
became familiar wi th the Teutonic -resuscitations of feudalism, 
Monasticislll. ghosts, and hobgoblins ••• includIng the :rnquisi-
2 
tion. the wandering ~ew. and the bleeding nun." These last 
~wo legends Lewis incorporated into ~_Mo_nk~. but since ~hey are 
only epiSOdes, we shall not treat them in any detail. 
I Lovett and HUghes, 2£,. ~ •• p. 122. 
2 Ibid., p. 234. 
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Ambrosio.: was the Abbot of the Capuchin monastery 1n: 
4111 
Madrid, 1n the prime of his life,. famous for his eloquence as 
a preacher and holiness as a monk. Lewis,. unlike his predeces-
sors Walpole and. Miss Reeve,. to achieve more terrifying eftects 
in his readers,. describes In detail the physical traits of his 
monk hero. He 1s leaving the pulpit of the Capuchin church 
where he had Just preaohed: 
He was a man of noble por'L and oommanding 
presence. His sta~ur. was lofty and features 
unoommonly handsome. His nose wa s aquiline., 
his eyes large. blaok and sparkling. an4 his 
brows almost Joined together. His oomplexion 
was ot a deep but olear brown; study and 
watohing had entirely deprived his eheekot 
oolor. Tranquility reigned upon his smooth 
tUlwrinkled forehead; and content, expressed 
upon every feature. seemed to announce the 
man equally unacquainted with oares and 
crimes. He bowed himself with humility to 
the audience. Still there was a cer~ln se-
verity in his look and manner that inspired 
universal awe,. and few oould sustain the 
glance of his eye. at once fiery and pene-
trating. Suoh was AmbrosiO, abbot ot the 
Oapuchins, and surnamed The ltan of hol.lness.~ 
---
Both Friar Jerome and Father oswald are more or less 
static characters, but Abbot Ambrosio undergoes a complete 
psychological transformat.ion during the aotion ot the novel. 
Lewis traces this development of Ambrosio 1n detail. He explai 
whY the abbot could fall so easily and so far. We may not agree 
with the aut.hor that there was sufficient time and reflection 
3 Mattliew Gregory Lewls" The t{onk" Edited by E. A. Eaker, (New 
York: E~ p. Dutton and U07,. 19z9)~ p. 10. 
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an the part of the monk to make his ruin plausible. but we must 
admit that the authorts explanation is fundamentally s~d and 
even In accord with the teachIngs of the best writers on asceti-
cism. There d.oes seem to be an insignificant spiri tual struggle 
before Ambrosiots fall; he is made out to be too great a sinner 
wbo turns into a beast .. and thus kills the very pity his fate at 
4 
first aroused. But "CorruptiQ optiml est pessim" and Ambrosio 
was reputed to be a man of t.he highest sanctity. 
Ambrosio lived in the at.mosphere of a monastery from his 
childhood days. As a foundling he had been discovered by the 
monks on the doorsteps of the monastery. The monks considered 
him a gift from the Virgin and took him to be educated as a 
future member of their order.. Ire was taught. by the abbot that 
no happiness existed outside the cloister~ The other monks 
treated him as t.he darling of the mnastery. They carefully 
rooted out all the JIO!!ile virtues which naturally emanated from 
the youth; they allowed him to be vain and proud; to have his 
own way;: to be ambitious for preferment;: they made ,?f him their 
idol who could do no wrong.. He never conTersed wi th the other 
sex and was apparently ignorant of everything and even of the 
5 
purpose of sex.. There seems to be an inconSistency in this 
lack ot knowledge. for if Ambrosio were the learned man and 
popular confessor he was supposed to be. he would have to pos-
sess a theological knowledge of all manner of sins 1n order to 
give correct moral guidance to his penitents in 'Lhe confessional 
Cit., p. 173. 
• 188 89 
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pOssible t: r think the author has somewhat overshot the +ealms of 
probability. On the other hand it is true that many priestsof 
tbe period were woefully lacking 1n such fundamental knowledge. 
The devil saw in Ambrosio a worthwile vict!. of his mach1-
nations. A clever psychologist he began to 'tempt the monk in 
small things. He led Ambrosio to a spiritual pride because of 
his virtues~ and to conceit on account of his great reputation 
as a preacher, confessor. and abbot. The devil next caused the 
monk to become unduly attached to the holy picture of a women 
saint which he kept in his room, a picture which was in reality 
the facsimile of a beautiful girl named Matilda. SataIl,ls next 
mOve was to seIld Matilda (already in league with him) disguised 
as a nOVice, Rosario. to enter the novitiate of the monast.ery. 
Here as the boy RosariQ she immediately won the affection of the 
abbot who was greatly flattered and encouraged by her fl1ial 
love tor hilJt. Having won Ambroslots heart, Rosario became sulle 
in mood and: threatened to leave the order to lead the life of a 
hermi t. This threat pained Ambrosio. Finally ~ Rosario in 
feigned seriousness asked the abbot to help her and never to ab-
andon her. The abbot replied: "To give up your society would be 
to deprive myself ot the greatest pleasure ot my life. Then re-
veal t.O me what afflicts you and believe me while I solemn.ly 
6 
swear." Rosario then proceded to draw a solemn promise trom: 
6 IbId. t p. 42. 
ri AD!bros10 -64-that even when he should become aware of her secret 
,. 
~-.- ,he would not oblige her to leave the monastery until her novitia e 
was over. The abbot Feplled: -!' promise it faithfully. and as r 
keep my vows to you may Christ keep His to mankindl Now explain 
7 
this mystery and rely on my indulgence .. 1t Rosario then revealed 
her true Iden~ity as a woman. Ambroslo~ stupefied beyond words, 
did not know what to do or say. She reminded him of his solemn 
promise to her. He hesitated to break this proml •• -ancJ,;~oOJl­
sequently, instead of immediately sending her out of the monas-
tery as he should have done~ he allowed her to continue to talk. 
She told him not to worry. She insisted that she was drawn to 
him only by his holiness. She wanted the friendship to be 
purely spiritual and for the benefit of her own soul. Lewis 
relates in detail the psychological reactions of the monk: 
She ceased. While she spoke, a thousand oppos-
ing sentiments combated in Ambrosiots bosom. 
Surprise at the singularity of this adventure; 
contusion at her abrupt declaration; resentmen't 
at her boldness in entering the monastery; and 
the consciousness of the austerity with which 
it beJ:aoa-.EidhUmttort"pb---such were the sent.i-
ments of which he was aware; but. there were 
others which did not obtain his notice. He 
perceived not that his vanity was flattered by 
the praise bestowed upon his eloquence and vir-
tue; t.hat he felt a secret. pleasure in reflect-
ing that a young a seemingly lovely woman for 
his sake abandoned the world,. and sacrificed 
every other passion to that which he had in-
spired; still less did he perceive that his 
heart throbbed with desire, while his handSwas 
pressed gen~ly by MatIlda's ivory fingers. 
"I IbId., p. 42. 
a !bid., pp. 45, 46. 
~r- -5S-r I aradUally the abbot recovered trom his contusion.. HOW could 
he permit her to remain he thought to himselt. Thea w~h a show 
af weakness he asked her what good she could derive even were he 
to' grant her request to remain.. Ambrosio never reflected that G 
even though he was abbot he did not have power to allow a woman 
to' remain permanently to break the rule of religious cloister. 
lira tilda continued to flatter the monk. holding out tbat she wanteid 
to' improve spiritually by beingnna.ar;.Ji&r. She insisted tba t therE 
would be no danger to his lofty virtue. AI~ Ambrosio had to do 
was torget that she was a womant As soon as he had lost any 
particle of his virtue she would leave him.. She looked upon him 
as a saint. Therefore. there could be no harm in her staying. 
She further reminded him ot his solemn promise to allow her to 
9 
remain. 
Ambrosio still insisted that she must leave the next day 
because he confessed to her that she would be a temptation to 
him. Fearing that the monk might force her to go,. Matilda drew 
a PQlUard'. opened her dress, and placed the pOint of the weapon 
on her breast. She told him that there was no choice left for 
him; either she will stay or send her soul to eterDi~. Ambrosio 
was not certain whether she would actually kill herselt, but he 
could take no chances at having a suicide, and that of a woman, 
1n the monastery. Furthermore, at this new sight of Matllda t s 
bedl1y charms a strange emetion swept Over the monk's heart. He 
did not seem to want her to go.. Ma t.11da as scheming mind had won 
a further victory over the heslstant abbot. 
~ Ib1d ... -0. 47. 
~ ~~ r I under the influence of her- rlattery. Ambr.a1o cont.inued to 
r consider his pos i tion. To think tba t he had vanquishedi a heart 
_bieh the noblest cavaliers of Spain doubtlessly had not been 
able to win. Besides. he reflected~ since she was undoubtedly 
wealthy,. certainly much benefit ,ight accrue to the monastery 
10 . 
and indirectly to his credit. But constant delay made the 
monkts posi tion less firm. He could not keep her out of his 
thoughts. In desperation he allowed her but two more days re-
spite before she must definitely go. on the day set for her 
departure. she asked AmbrosiO for a remembran4e. In the act of 
giving her some flowers. Ambrosio was stung by a deadly cienti-
pedera. Iatilda knew a remedy tor this poisonous bite and saved 
t.he fevered mack.ls life. attending on him most dutifully as the 
novice Rosario. The necessity and dlfficul ty ot sending her 
away still haunted the mo·Elk after his recovery. He continued 
to attempt to defend her apparentl.y pure intention. His spirit-
ual pride now came to the front again: He began to think it 
cowardice to fly froll temptat-ion. Hadntt st. Anthony withstood 
all temptations to lust. and he bad been tempted by the devil. 
while his own temptation or danger "tproceeded from a mere mortaJ 
woman. fearful and modest. whose apprehensions of his yielding 
were not less violent than his own. • • r am secure froa tempta-
11 
tion by the 1nnocence ot Matilda. tit Ambrosio was yet, t.o learn 
"That to a heart unacquainted with her. 'Vice1is ever most danger-
. 2 
ous when lurktng behind the mask of virtue." 
Ie ibId ... pp. 48. 49. 
11 IbIa. to p. 62. 
12 rbid •• p. 63. 
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MatIlda then cleverly admitted that Ambrosio after all was 
She must go. This saddness,. however,. made her-Ill and 
she was taken to bed. It was in reality the poison which she 
bad sucked from the monkts wound that was causing her illness. 
Ambrosio himself attended on her lest her presence and identity 
be discovered. She told Ambrosio she must now die. There was 
nothing in life worth lIving tor unless she were permi tt.ea to 
live for Ambrosio. NOW before she died they should be like 
brother and sister. Suddenly Matilda showed her real self. She 
begged to be allowed to die in Ambroslots arms. She requested 
this as a parting remembrance. She drew the monk closer t~ her. 
And with no one around,. with his passions aroused. Ambrosio fell 
a complete victim to the charms and wiles of Matilaa, and soon 
vIolated his precious vow of chast.lty made to God .. 
Once fallen Ambrosio could no t turn back. The pleasures 
he had tasted for the first. time, were so keen,. tha t he could no 
dream of sending Matilda away. Furthermore,. he was 80 steeped 
crime" that. by s ending her away he would only completely ruin. 
his reputation Qefore his brethren and men. He could only hope 
to keep his actions secret trom now o~ Thus he played a dual 
personality:- holy monk in the daytime. and lusty playboy at 
night. In this role of t.be double personality which was f~~r 
elaboratea in the character ot Schemoli and Father Udolpho,. we v 
have the beginning of the split personality of later fiction 
which culminated In. the famous Dr • .Tekyl and Mr. HYde ot Robert. 
Louis Stevenson. Ambrosio went from bad to worse. Remorse 
r ~------------------6-8--'­
followed but i~ was insufficient to. make h1m ohange. As h1s 
oonscience was dulled~ so the frequent repetition of the sensual 
pleasures begin to cloy his nature. He began to tire at Matilda 
He wanted some new source of the same pleasure. As a tool of 
the devil. Matilda did not mind being abandoned by Ambrosio, in 
fact it was Just what she wanted. She had already caused him to 
fall; now she was to lead him further into orime. With Matilda~ 
help he gained possession ot another ma1den. Antonia. who lived 
in an adjoining residenoe, though his first at.tempt to get her. 
forced him to kill her mother.. After violating Antonia. ~he mo 
killed her and buried her in the crypt of a nearby ohurch. 
the devil revealed to Ambrosio that unknownlngly he had killed 
his own mother and sister. The body of Antonia was disoovered 
some nuns and Ambrosio and Matilda were arrested and brought 
before the Inquisition. Matilda was carried to safety by the 
devil. on her suggestion, AmbrosiO, fearful ot death, eventual1 
bargained with the fiend who delivered him trom.: the hands of 
the Inquisition, only to drop h1a mockingly from a great height 
to his death. 
As already noted the sudden tran.formatlon of Ambrosio. has 
been oriticized as being lacking in probability. The objections 
are baaed on the grounds that the spir1tual struggle immediately 
preoeding his fall 1s not strong enough in intensity nor long 
enough in duration to warrant such. a oatastrophic tall. unlike 
a true tragic ohara·oter the monk does not. excit.e pity and sym!-
pat.by, but rat.her a loathing disgust. tor his best.ialit.y. He 
beoome a monster. As Railo remarks 
The weakness of The Monk lies in the insig-
nifioanoe of the'S'Dlr ritual struggle preoed-
ing the monkt s fal --makes him out to be 
too great a sinner~ whose bestiality is almost 
enough to kill the pity arollSed by his 
fate. Compassion 1s kept awake only beoause 
Ambrosio is helpless and altogether abandoned 
to the temptations threatening h1m~ so \bat 
any balanoe of oonflioting powers or even the 
posslbilii! of a better fate seem out of the 
question .. 
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The differences between ~brosio and Friar ~erome or Fathe 
oswald need scarcely be pointed o-ut, so divergent are they.. The 
two latter men are st.at1c charaoters; Ambrosio is dynamio. The 
friar and priest con~inued morally pure; Ambrosio became morally 
base. In the intellectual order Ambrosio seems less acute than 
his predecessors, though from his fame as a preacher' and oonfes-
sor, he must have possessed high mental powers. However, his 
gross sensuality had the eftect ot dulling these qualities. The 
predominant vices of Ambrosio are: spirl~ual pride and sensualit • 
We know much more about Ambrosio than we do about his two 
predecessors. This comes from the tact that Ambrosio is the her 
of the story. Lewis was oareful to inolude a complete desorip-
tion ot themonkts physioal features. The inner workings of 
Ambrosio's mind were psychologically described. We are given th 
entire process whereby the monk falls. He knows what is r1ght, 
13 RallO. 2£. cit •• p. 173. 
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weak-willed characters, he attempts to justify his actions in-
tellectually, until the temptations become so strone that he 
falls. Spiritual pride makes him procrastinate. Once on the 
road to moral cor~lption Ambrosio's mind and will are so weak-
ened that he cannot stop. His pride and sense of shame again 
come to the fore, causing him to lead a double existence. All 
his former training in Catholic morals forsakes him. The advice 
he formerly gave to penitents that God is always ready to wel-
come back the prodigal son, he now cannot apply to himself. Re-
morse leads not to contrition, but to despair. Wishing to 
grasp at the tenuous straw of hope to save his physical life, 
he throws his trust on the untrustworthy word of the father of 
lies, the devil, and meets not only physical, but in all pro-
bability, spiritual destruction. The moral of the novel is 
~uite plain. In ascetical language it is principiis obsta, 
"Check the beginnings. n 
The monk character in the hands of the youthful Lewis was 
suddenly brought to maturity, though there remained various 
refinements for his successors to make. The pious, hermit type 
is gone. Now he is endowed with the qualities of strong passion 
mystery, plotting, terror, and immorality. As a model, Ambrosio 
will continue the arch-villain tradition of the monk for the 
next decade and slightly beyond. 
Mrs. Ann Ward Radcliffe had published The Mlsteries of 
Udolpho in 1794, perhaps her most popular novel, a book which 
r encouraged Lewis to write !!!!.Monk a year later. -61-Mrs. Radcliffe 
in turn read The Monk and though shocked by its realis. determin 
ed to use the monk character in her next novel. In 1797 she 
wro te The Italian" .2!. !!:.! Confess lonal .2! ~ Blaok penl tents. 
The mo·nk 1n this novel,. Father Schedoni,. is a copy of Abbot. 
Ambrosio,. though his character ~~\rayal is definitely peculiar 
to Mrs. Radcliffe and superior to that of Lewists monk. She 
also may have followed Lewis in using the Inquisition, but the 
plot of the stor,y,. the s~enic background, and character por-
trayals in general~ are definitely her own •. 
Mrs. Radcliffe's chief contribution to the progress of the 
novel is her vivid descriptions of the scenic background. , She 
describes in minute detail places she has visited and places 
she has only heard or read about. She had travelled 1n France,. 
but not in Italy" so when she placed the locale of The Italian 
that romantic country she empl.oyed a vivid creat,ive imagination. 
She therefore drew upQn her imagination to 
provide settings often more admirable than 
her method would lead u.s to suppose. Ideal-
ized as they are,. they breathe a feeling for 
beauty which adds to much to the story that 
henceforth novelists dared not disregard the 
newfound necessity1{or harmony between environ-
ment and incident. . 
What was the source of this clever gift of imagination which 
proved so helpful in giving to her stories a ~eautlfu1 back-
ground? In this her 
I4 Grant C.· Knight t .QE.. c1 t., p. 83 .. 
fancy was probably ted by sentimental adyen~ure 
novels of Prevost~ and his imitators in France 
and England; by the German romantic poets. e~ 
pecially Schiller; and by her demonstrable fam-
il1arity with the plays of Shakespeare and his 
contemporaries, Macbeth in particular .. 15 
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unlike her predecessors Mrs. Radcliffe is more 1nterested 
in the plots of her stories than in the characters. Far this 
reason some of her plots are sometimes very complicated. The 
characters belong to the usual Gothic type begun by Walpole .. 
Cross critically summarized her use of characterization: 
Mrs. Radcliffe wrote for the story, and not for 
the characters p which are all types, and soon 
become conventional. There is always the young 
lover~ a gentleman of high birth. usually in 
some sort of dislUise, who" without seeing the 
tace ot the heroine, may fall. in love with her 
tdistinguished air of delicacy and grace,' or 
.the sweetness and fine expression of her 
voice.' The only variation in the heroine is 
that she may be either dark or fair. The 
beautiful character 1s confined in a castle or 
convent because she r~fuses to marry some Qne 
she hat.es.. Finally she bas her own way and 
marries her lover. The tyrant is always the 
same man under different names ..... 16 
The Italian has perhaps the most dramatic plot of her 
17 
novels. Its essential theme is rather trite, for it is the 
old story that true love does not run smooth.. But in l{rs. 
Radcliffe's hands the obstacles to this smooth running of true 
love appear malignantly enhanced from the close association of 
rs Wilbur Cross, .Q2. .. cit., p. 105. 
16 Clara F. MCIntyre, Ann Radcliffe in Relation to her Time, 
Doctoral Disserta t10n (New Haven: yale unlverSTty-press, 
1920). p. 86.. 
17 
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. a disappointed mother and a crafty monk against the background 
of lonelY castles, silent cloisters, and the awful macaanery of 
the Inquisition. Clara F. MCIntyre summarizes briefly the plot! 
.... Vlcentio di Vivaldi has seen Ellena 
Rosalba at church, and has fallen in love 
with her. He forms an acquaintance with her 
and her aunt~ and visits them at their villa. 
His father and mother. however. object to the 
connection. The monk~ Schedoni~ conspires 
with Vivaldi's mother, the Marchesa~ to get 
Ellena out of the way. She is first taken to 
a convent, but Vivaldi finds her. and effects 
her escape. They are about to be married,. 
when they are arrested in the name of the In-
quisition. Vivaldi 1s imprisoned at Rome; 
Ellena is taken to a lonely house on the sea-
shore~ where occurs the scene .... in which 
Schedoni,. about to kill her, recognizes his 
own picture about her neck, and thinks she is 
his daughter. At the end of the book. Schedoni 
pOisons himself and the monk who bas betrayed 
him. Ellena finds her mother in the nun whe) 
has befriended her; she learns that she is the 
niece, not the daughter of Schedoni; and sbe 
and Vivaldi are happily married.lI.~ 
Father Schedon! 1s a more complex character than his pre-
decessors Friar Jerome,. Father OSWald,. and Abbot Ambrosio. 
Railo succinctly notes this complexity of character and Mrs. 
Radcliffe "S techni'lue in portraying it. 
He is no longer a young and inexperienced saint 
preserved from temptat,ions,. but a person long 
hardened in the ways of crime and Vice, alarm-
ingly gifted and strenuous, hypocritical, un 
feeling and merciless, more like Monvelts 
Laurent. It was impossible for Mrs. Rad-
cliffe,to write a novel dealing with erotic 
straylngs, and so such sins we~e reIegated 
to the monk's past, and a dark mystery in 
that 11ne only ht~ted at with faint sugges-
I8 Clara F. McIntyre,. QE.. cit., p. 8S. 
tions. Thereby the romantic effect of the 
character was increased.19 
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From this we see obvious differences between Schedon! and the 
Abbot Ambrosio. The Abbot was inexperienced and was never 
hardened in the way of crime and vice like Sohedoni. On the 
other hand Schedoni is not the sensual criminal that Ambrosio 
was; at least, his crimes of an erotic nature, if he did com-
mi t such, are merely vaguely hinted at. 
Following the method of Lewis, Mrs. Radcliffe describes 
1n detail. the physical appearance of Father Schedon!. The simi-
larity to the Abbot is evident, but the connection between the 
hardened nature of Schedon1 and his physical appearance is much 
closer. 
There was something terrible in his air, 
something almost superhuman. His cowl, too, 
as it threw a shade over the livid paleness 
of his face, increased its severe character, 
and gave an effect to his large melancholy 
eye which approached to horror ••• There 
was something in his physiognomy extremely 
singular. It bore the traces of many pas-
sions, which seemed to have fixed the fea~­
ures they no longer animated. An habitual 
gloom and austerity prevailed over the deep 
lines of his countenance, and his eyes were 
so piercing that they seemed to penetrate, 
at a single glance. into the hearts of men 
and read their most secret thoughts. 20 
Schedoni was supremely ambitious for power. He wanted 
to become a powerful churchman. To achieve this ambition he 
r -65-order~ since he had too many enemies among his own brethren. 
The Marchesa di Vivaldi, mother or Vicentio, to whom ~ was 
confessor, would be such a patroness. This ambition had been 
noticed by his religious brethren. 
Ambition ••• was one of his strongest motives 
of action" and he had long since assumed a 
character of severe sanctity chiefly for the 
purpose of lifting him to promotion. He was 
not beloved in the Society of which he was a 
member.21 
Since the Marchesa opposed the plans of her son to marry Ellena, 
Schedoni naturally approved her apposl tlon.. He here aaw an 
opportunity to help both the Marchesa'and himself. The young 
Vivaldi was suspicious of the monk's frequent visits to his 
mother and in a quarrel w1 th the monk struck him so forcefully 
that the latter fell to the floor. Schedoni vowed that the 
youth would rue his rash conduct. When the news of this insult 
reached the monastery there was great rejoicing. 
• • • many of the brotherhood who had laboureq 
to disappoint his views and to detect his er-
rors, who bated him for his pride and envied 
,him for his reputed sanctity, now, gloried in 
the mortification he had received and endeavored 
to turn the circumstance to their own advantage. 
They had not scrupled already to displ~, by in-
sinuation and pOinted sneers their triumph, and 
to menace his reputation; and Schedoni, though 
he deserved contempt, was not of a temper to. en-
dure it.22 
n IbId., p. sao. 
22 Idem. 
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schedon! now had a further motive for keeping the Marchesa in 
ber resolve to prevent the marriage. He must revenge l901s honor 
for the stinging insult to his dignity. Cleverly he schemed to 
direct the actions of the Karchesa. 
He wished to prepare her for measures, which 
might hereafter be necessary to accomplish 
the revenge he meditated and he knew that by 
flattering her, he .ast_s.tt~IJkely to succeed. 
He praised her therefore for qualities he 
wi.shed her to possess, encouraged her to re-ject general opinions,. by admiring, as the 
symptons of a superior understanding the con-
venient moral1t-y upon which she had occas1on-
ally acted; and called sternness Justice, ex-
tolled that for strength of mind~ which was 
only callous Inl.nslbillty.23 
The Marchesa had suffered much from the disobedience of 
her son Vincentio in his love for the poor peasant girl,. Ellena. 
Schedoni artfully increased this pain by representing to her 
the base ingratitude of her son while at ~he same t1me attemp-
ting to excuse his actions. 
• • • so far was he from attempting to soothe 
her sufferings that he continued to irritate 
her resentment and exasperate her pride, at 
fecting at the same time, with such impercep-
tible art, that he appeared only to be pallia-
ting the conduct of Vivaldi and endeavoring to 
console the distracted mother.24 
Against her wishes Ellena was taken to a convent where 
she was confined as a prisoner preparatory to being forced to 
take the veil,. and thus be removed from all reach of Vivaldi. 
~z Ibld.~ p. 581. 
24 Ibid.,. p. 606. 
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, With the desperation of a lover. Vivaldi discovered the convent 
of his belovedts confinement and on the day when she wts suppose 
to take her vows he entered the convent as a pilgrim and escaped 
with her. on their way to a friendly refuge they were captured 
by an armed force claiming authority from the Inquisition. Vi-
valdi was taken to the prison of the Inquisition at Rome, while 
Ellena was borne away to an ab~doned castle near the seacoast. 
All this on orders of Schedon!. There seemed to be only one way 
of keeping the two lovers apart. The priest conferred wi th the 
marchesa. The mo.nk;t·s duplicity and hypocrisy appeared at its 
height when he brought he~ to suggest as the best way out. ot 
the difficulty. the very plan which he had long been meditating 
--the murder of Ellena. The l\farchesa was bewildered arid scru-
pulous. 
'I have not the shield of the law to protect 
me. t Schedon! reassured her, tBut you have 
the shield of the Church. you should bave 
not only protection, but absolution •• 25 
From this last statement of the monk we see that the infamous 
charge frequently made against the Jesuits that "The end justi-
fies the means" was attributed to Schedoni by Mrs. Radcliffe. 
To encourage her Schedoni said he himself would absolve the 
Marchesa from any participation in the crime. if crime it had to 
be. But the casuistry of the monk went even further: he stro~e 
to convince her that there would be no sin involved. And this 
Was the method of reasoning he followed: 
~5 Ibid •• p. 609. 
r . 'This girl is put out of the way of committing more mischief, of injuring the peace and dignity of a noble family; she is sent to an eternal -
sleep before time--where is the crime, where 
is the evil of this? on the contrary, you 
percei ve,. and you have convinced me, tha tit 
is only strict justice, only self-defense.2G 
That Mrs. Radcliffe may have bad the common portrait of the 
misunderstood Jesuit in mind when she penned the lines above 
seems quite probable. The Marchesa was flattered to. think 
that she had convinced the learned priest. She yielded to 
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his flatteries and with Schedon! made plans to carry out the 
deed. Whatever Schedon! thought best, would be perfectly 
agreeable to her. The priest now had an opportunity of evening 
scores with an old eneray named Spalatro,. who being in posses-
sion of damaging evidence against the monkts past life, had 
blackmailed him for many years.. Schedon!,. therefore, com-
missioned Spalatro to poison Ellena, now imprisoned 1n the 
lonely castle along the seacoast. Schedon! hoped to gain some 
power over Spalatro to use to his own advantage in the future. 
Suspicious of Spalatrots actions Ellena refused the milk which 
he had poisoned. Repulsed in this, Spalatro refused any further 
attempts to carry out the monk's will. Schedoni decided to at-
tempt to carry out his plan himself to insure success. The 
pOint where Schedoni is about to drive the cold steel into 
Ellena's sleeping bosom is a masterpiece of suspense. The monk 
stopped short when he thought he recognized the medallion worn 
about the girl as a picture of himself. Betore becoming a monk 
26 Ibid., p. 609. 
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Schedoni had had a daughter whom he had abandoned. Ellena 
~wakened in wonder at the presence of the monk. Schedoei ques+ '." 
tioned her about the picture. Her answers confirmed him in his 
suspicion. His familiarity with the history of the medallion 
seemed credible to Ellena,. though she hesitated to admit that 
he could be her father. The mood of the monk now changed. He 
reasoned 1tb:t..,~he n1lltl&t let Ellena to a safer refuge in same conven 
and at the same time must get Vivaldi out of the hands of the 
Inquisition. He was as anxious now to promote their marriage 
as he had previously been determined to prevent 1 t. But what 
would now become of his plans of ecclesiastical preferment! 
HOW could he win over the r ..farchesa to a course of action 
diametrically opposed to the one which he had urged her to take. 
At the very instant, when his heart reproached 
him with the crime he had meditated,. he re-
gretted the ambitious views he must relinquish 
if he failed to perpetrate it and regarded 
himself with some degree of contempt for hav-
ing hitherto hesitated on the subject.27 
Schedoni dreaded his next interview with the Marchesa. He felt 
a strange shame of confessing his failure to kill Ellena; be-
sides he was in a quandry as to how to tell her of his change 
of heart toward the marriage. He could not. bring himself to 
tell her that he was the father of Ellena, as he did not think 
the Marchesa would believe his story,but would think that he 
was trying to counter her desires. 
~1 Ibid.,. p. 632. 
••. and from its approach ~he intervle~ 
the 0001 and politic Schedoni often shrunk 
in such horror; that be almost determined. ., 
to avoid it at any hazard and secretly to 
unite Vivaldi and Ellena without even soli-
citing the consent Qf the Marchesa. 
A deSire, however. of the immediate pre-
ferment so necessary to his pride, con-
stantly checked this scheme,and finally 
made him wIlling to subject every honest 
feeling and submit to any meanness, however,. 
wicious. rather than forego the favorite 
obje~t of his erroneous ambition. Never, 
perhaps, was the paradoxical union of pride 
and abjectness more strongly exhibited than 
on this occaslon.28 
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An incident occurred during the return journey which 
helped to keep the monk in an agi t.at-ed frame of mind. At a 
country fair he and Ellena saw re~nact.ed the drama of Virginlus 
killing his daughter Virginia to save her chastity. The thought 
of what he had almost done~ preyed on his mind. 
He wanted to leave the pla~~; his complexion 
changed colors. Ellena saw his strong emotions" 
13ut ignorant of their cause, looked te.nderly at 
him, always interp~~ting his emotional changes 
favorable to him. 
Schedon! placed Ellena in a nearby convent and prepared to 
present himself before the Marchesa. His plans for preferment 
would have to be bolstered with new arguments if he intended to 
admi t his change of mind toward the marriage. 
HOWever painful it must be to Schedon! to 
meet. her now that he had discovered the 
depth of guilt in which she would have in-
volved him. he determined to seek this 
~ ibId •• p. 644. 
29 Ibid., p. 654. 
r eventful conference on the following morn-
ing; and he passed this night partly in un-
easy expectations of the approaching day. 
but chiefly in inventing circumstances and 
arrang1ng arguments that might bear him 
triumphantly towards the accomplishments of 
his grand deslgn.30 
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A further anxiety troubled his peace of mind: he could not tell 
the Marchesa that her son Vivaldi was in the hands of the Inqui-
sition at Rome. nor that Ellena was in a nearby convent, slnce 
be feared that she would use unscrupulous means to thwart all hi 
plans. His delay too in advancing the Marchesals plans might 
bring him into. disfavor. As a matter of fact the lady had con-
sidered changing her ghostly confessor. 
on hearing his story the Marchesa accused him of weakness 
of will. but she apparently agreed with his opinion that perhaps 
Ellena was of noble birth and that there would be no. disgrace 
coming to the Vivaldi family. 
Immediately after this conference with the Marchesa. Sche-
doni went to Rome to seek the release of Vivaldi from the Inqui-
sition. But here he met unexpected trouble. One of the members 
of the Holy Office was a monk to. whom Spalatro had gone to con-
fession and to. whom he had related some of his own past crimes 
together with some of Schedonits both past and present. This 
mOnk p named Nicola, now made use of the information"at the ex-
press command of the Inquisition and Schedoni found himself 
trapped. Vivaldi testified further against the monk. under 
!C. IbId ... p .. 661. 
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torture Schedoni confessed his crimes and was sentenced to death. 
In the courtroom of the Inquisition he dramatically ave~ged him-
self by stabbing Father Nicola with a pOisoned dageer and then 
plunging it into himself. The young Vivaldi was released and 
re turned t 0 his fa ther • The Marchesa had di ed bu t not before 
she had discovered the truth about Ellena's noble birth and that 
she was the niece and not the daughter of Schedoni. The two 
lovers were soon united and their nuptials solemnized. 
Father Schedoni is an improved character over Ambrosio. 
The Abbot's crimes were mostly personal and of a sensual nature, 
e!'!tailing little conflict of will with other characters. Sche-
doni on the other hand suffered opposition from his brethren, 
from Vivaldi, and from Spalatro and from his enemies on the boarc 
of Inquisitors. The proud spirit of Schedoni hungry for power 
and employing every intrigue to obtain it, is more dynamic than 
the lusty desires of Ambrosio. Schedoni was Ambrosio, and more, 
for he had already passed the Abbot's sensual phase and was now 
prepared for greater conquests. Like the Abbot, Schedoni was 
spiritually proud; both used this pride as means to an end, 
Ambrosio to keep Matilda in the monastery and Schedoni to win 
" the patronage of the Marchesa. Schedoni is a more thoroughly 
criminal monk. His fall comes not through weakness of character 
but from its very strength. His is a case similar to that of 
Macbeth, vaulting ambition overreaching itself. Schedoni shows 
control over his emotions even to the very moment when he is 
condemned by the Inquisition. And after his condemnation, 
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admitting that his cause is lost" he cooly rids himself of the 
one who has caused his downfall and, just as cooly, tak4ls his 
own life. 
Intellectually" Schedon! .is superior to all of his pre-
decessors. He is more scheming. He knows more about the wiles 
of women .. of whose nature we have seen Ambrosio was quite ig-
norant. He knows how to bring others to suggest that whicb he 
himself desires to do. He plans carefully, watcbful of every 
detail. If others cannot carry out his will, he himself at-
tempts the work. He is facile ta adapting himself in his var-
ious changes of fort.une. His wlll is strong, always looking 
for his own ends. but flexible enough to go along with the plans 
of others. Once determined. he is not easily t.urned from his 
goal~ In this Schedoni shows an opportunism in keeping with t.he 
oomplexity of his character. 
Morally, Schedoni is a more seasoned criminal. His con-
soience is not only dull, it is erroneous. He deliberately 
does anything to achieve his ends and what is more wonderful. 
he is able to justify bis actions as morally good. Ambrosio 
always felt some remorse to the last, but he was too weak to 
profit from it. Ohly the strong passions of the flesb kept him 
in bis pursuit of crime. Schedoni is on a higher plane spirit-
ually and for this reason his lofty pride in himself is more 
serious a vice than Ambrosiots lust of the flesh, although it 
creates less disgust 1n the reader than the Abbotts bestial sins. 
In this spiritual pride Schedon! is more nearly like Sa t.an him-
self. 
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According to Railo, Schedoni is just outside the circle of 
great tragic heroes!' 
If Schedon! had only possessed a high guid-
ing principle he might have become a truly 
magnificent tragic creation" but as Mrs. 
Radcllffe t s talent was unequal to making of 
him anything more than a tool 1n the hands 
of the Vivaldi family for the persecution 
of the young Vivaldits beloved~ ••• he is 
left outside the circle of great tragic 
figures, in the gallery of sombre criminals. 
But even as such, there is more of the at-
mosphere of romantic terror around him than 
in any preceding type, and the picture of 
the criminal mOnk~ is raised by him to more 
dreadful heights.~l 
Thus we see that Schedoni stands out among the villains of the 
Gothic novel. His suggested evil past, his terrifying physical 
appearance, his crafty~ unscrupulous intellect, his strong male-
volent will have made him ~.{rs. Radcliffe's most famous character 
and perhaps the nearest approach to a perfect Gothic villain. 
Bis scheming nature will be seen in the monks which followed him 
That the villain monk was now foremost 1n the minds of the 
Gothic novelists was shown by the appearance in the same year 
(1796) of Santa Maria; or. The IYsterious~regnanc.l:_t by JOseph 
Fox. In this novel we have a Carthusian monk, Father Conrad, wh 
is closely modelled on Ambrosio and Schedon!. Montague Summers 
in his Gothic Quest gives an account of this novel. The story 
opened with the intended nuptials of Santa Maria and prince 
Rinaldo, but the bride is found ill of a very malignant fever 
31 Railo t .QE. •. £.!!. '., p. 178. 
r 
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The next day she Is discovered to be seriously pregnant. Father 
~iatolone, confessor to Santa Maria, is summoned to exatlline her 
conscience and finds her innocent of any unchaste actions. 
After some time the confession of another monk, Father Conrad, 
clears up the mystery. The remorseful monk abandoned to his 
death in a cave is troubled in conscienoe about his past crimes 
and in a great emotional panic begins his confession: 
tonce a monk in the Carthusian monastery--
youngly initiated in the luxuries and debau-
cheries of that ordet"--T dedicated my whole 
tIme and thoughts to the gratIfication of my 
lusts' and passions. t After various incidents 
of poisoning those who stood in his way, ~by 
stratagems the most diabolical~ he cried: 
~l~ blood thickens and congealsl I shake with 
terror at the thought.--MY flesh creeps upon 
my very bones as I do ruminate upon it. --But 
i.t must come forth--then forthwIth let it. 
come--deed of darknesSL: hell ts own direct 
progenyt-_t32 
After a pause the monk continued his story. The villainous 
Count Philip Contar-inl, an enemy of Count Rodolph. father of 
Santa Maria, wanted to marry the yoUDg girl. Since she refused 
him 1n favor of the prince Rinaldo. he determined to plot with 
Father C'onrad to obtain possession of her for a time long enough 
to allow him to satisfy his passions of revenge and lust. While 
Father Matalone was ill, Conrad contrived to be sent as the 
representative of. the holy priest to t.he palace on a feast day. 
During this visit he complained of thirst and asked Santa Maria 
for a cooling drink and invited her to join him sinoe it was a 
fiesta. Summers quotes the monks own words: 
32 Montague Summers t 2£. sl! .• p. 361. 
~And alas, you but too readily acquiesced; 
for during tbS.t short interval, I secretly 
contrived to mingle a strong sleeping potion, _ 
which upon its taking due effect, I too well 
knew would answer the seeming appearance of 
death--oh' wretched me, too well I said I 
knew it.--33 
At this point Conrad went on to explain how he bad used the 
same drug to gain' possession of the more virtuous females of 
his.convent~ whom he afterward-buried alive in the graves of 
'the convent. He, continued his narration: 
This same sleeping potion, had all its in-
tended effect on thee. thou loveliest sacri-
flce; and as thou were supposed to be de-
oeased, I was dispatohed for to sing requiem 
over your beauteous body. In this solemn, of-
fice" Count Philip attended me disguised as a 
brother monk,? and in the absence of thy mother. 
the Lady Isabella" fully and grossly satisfied 
his impious lusts .. -- .. • • Modesty forbids me 
to repeat the vile abuses he made of all his 
opportunities,. nor the horrible satisfaction he 
enjoyed in the idea of sending thee vila ted to 
the bed of Prince Rinaldo.--Ioan no more--
Stung now wi til remorse, guil t,fear, I fled the 
monastery and retire,d to this cave---. 34 
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As a result of this confession Count Philip Contar1ni is be-
headed on a public scaffold,. while his two acoomplioes underg~ 
death by torture on the rack. Santa Maria and Rinaldo. are 
then married. 
Father Conrad is similar in character to the Abbot Ambrosi • 
He .is driven by his sensual lusts to commit many crimes in order 





the end seem to save his soul from perdItion. Like Schedont 
be cooperates In a conspiracy against an 1nnocent g1rl:' unlike 
him. his character completely falls to pieces In the end. Fear 
of the consequences of his guilt breaks down the early strength 
of wIll which he had shown. 
Fox does not employ superna~ural means to strike terror 
1nto h1s reader. The sole recourse to anyth1ng above nature is 
the use ot the strong sleeping potion administered by the monk 
to achieve the success ot his plot with Count Philip to ga1n 
possessiQn at the maiden, Santa Maria. We might also note here 
that the author betrays h1s ignorance of the life led by the 
Carthusians. Tradit10nally they have always been a rig1dly 
asce~ical order in the Catholic Church. I.x probably likedthe 
name and merely used it by way ot convenience. 
The importance ot Fa ther Conrad shows the continued use of 
the monk as a suitable character in the Gothic novel. He has 
long since become a stock character who is treated along more or 
less the same lines by difterent authors .. some ot whom went to 
extremes in making him out to be a mons ter ot inlqui ty, while 
others, though considering him a villaih" depicted h1m somewhat 
more gently,. Some portrayed his character skilfully; others~ 
quite amateurishly. 
William Henry Ireland gained some notoriety as a torger of 
several supposedly original lISS o.f Shakespeare which decel vea 
such men as James Boswell. Joseph Warton,., Dr. parr, and the 
35 
poet-laureate pye. When the fraud was exposed, Ireland ts 
35 Summers, 0 • cit., p. 341. 
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literary career seemed at an untimely end. He tried to write 
plays but with little success. on the suggestion of s~e friend J 
who apparently realized his imaginative powers, he turned to wrl -
ing novels. Since the Gothic novel was in high favor at the 
~lme. he applied his vivid imagination to writing fantastic and 
terrifying stories at convents and monasteries. His first novel 
!!!!. Abbess. (1799) was well received as he himself tells us in 
the preface to his later novel Gondez the Monk (1805): "Such 
~6 
gentrous praise as made my ABBESS live." It was considered 
a fine novel in the best style of the Lewis school. In tact the 
plot and characters are quite similar t~ those ot The Monk with 
this difference that an Abbess Vittorla Bracciano plays the 
villainous role of Abbot. Ambrosio. There are voluptuous scenes, 
trials before the Inquisition, and a terrible punishment for the 
37 
guilty part.ies. Ireland wrote several other G.othic novel s 
after The Abbess, but we are interested chiefly in Gondez the 
----
~r one olthe most stirring of Gothic tales, named after the 
wickede&Dt.Q,;t.tGotld.b(l.S!.;~ .. 
In a verse dedication Ireland acquaints the reader with 
the story he is going to narrate .... We quote but a few lines: 
01 you shall hear a tale wl11 make you start, 
For never yet had monk so black a heart. 
Never did owls and ravens scent such blood; 
Never stood convent In so drear a WOOd; 
Never was witch so foul, as you shall hear; 
Never had damsel eause,~gr so much fear 
As her of whom I write; 
"!"6 william Henry Ireland, Gondez the MOnk. (London: W. Earle and 
Httcklebridge, 1805), VaX. I, p:-irii. 
37 Summers, ~. ~., p. 345. 
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at some length in order to understand the roles played~y the 
principal ae:tors and especially by the Abbot Gondez himself. 
The tale opens against an historical background--the defeat in 
1305 of Robert Bruce VIII of Scotland by the English Earl ot 
pembroke. The King and his followers, among _born is HUberto 
Avinzo, an unknown youth who had saved the Kingts life three 
times,. retreat with difficulty and sail to the small isle of 
oranza where they beg shelter at the monast.ery 0 f St. Columba. 
The cold welcome they receive urges the King and his men to 
assume false names. The~ are fed and lodged but more like 
prisoners than as travelers. By way of retrogression. ~e story 
I 
of the youthful hero, HUberto Avinzo, 1s told. He bad been born 
in Italy and brought to Scotland by a Roman named Alzarrowho 
committed him to the care of Sir Alan MacDonald before he was 
forced to return to Rome. Alzarro told Sir Alan that the boy 
was of noble birth. Slr AI~n Is killed in battle and HUberto 
and Lady MacDonald are taken prisoners to London. Here Lady 
MacDonald dies, but HUberto escapes and soon makes his way 
north where he joins the forces of the King wl th whom he is 
now sharing the disgrace of defeat. 
At the monastery one friar, • Father Anthony, who 1s in 
disgrace wl th the brethren, alone looks favorably on HUberto 
and informs him of a secret means of escape from the monastery. 
"3S Ire I ana, .QE... ,ill.., p. 1. 
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one night by accident HUberto discovers a beautiful maiden who 
1s being held prisoner by the Abbot. HUberto first le.ds the 
king and his men to safety through the secre\ passageway and 
then returns to effect the rescue of the beautiful girl. While 
exploring the subterranean caverns, he discovers in chains JOhn 
of Dunbar, formerly the bosom friend of Gondez. He nurses t.he 
monk back to life and with his help plans the rescue of the 
maiden Ronilda and her brother Donald. Word is sent to the King 
to send an army to apprehend the Abbot, who. on the word at John 
of Dunbar, is guilty of the most heinous crimes. A vessel 
arrives from Italy on which it is suspected that. Gondez will 
attempt an escape t.o It.aly wi th his stolen treasures and his 
fair captive. The Abbotfs plans miscarry and HUberto rescues 
Ronilda •. Gondez is c.aptured aboard the ship and taken to Scot-
land to stand trial for treason because ot his rude treatment of 
the King and his followers. 
At this point in the narrative. the author- makes another 
digression to intorm the reader of the past. hist.ory of Gomez 
before he became Abbot of St. Columba at oranza. In brief, 
~ondez was Giovanni Maldichini, son of Cardinal Nicolo Gonzari 
and Madre Aluzzo. Abbess of the Convent Della pieta. In order 
that the Cardinal may obtain the possession of his nephew, Duca 
Gonzarl, Maldichini had attempted to assassinate him" an en-
deavor which led to a meeting with Rosanna the Duca.s beautiful 
wife. Maldlchini then lured the Duca to Rome on a false report 
of the Cardinalts illness and abducted Rosanna who was then 
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placed under the care of Madre AluZZQ. The Cardinal himself 
visited the fair prisoner and lusted for her~ Maldichi~ also 
had the same abandoned desires and with the help of his mother 
poisoned his tather" the Cardinal" to rid himselt of a rival. 
Rosanna had conceived before her capture and SOGn gave birth to 
a baby boy (HUberto) who was secretly entrusted to Count Azimo, 
or as we have known him" Alzarro. Rosanna died from the rigours 
of her imprisonment.. To further his ambitions" Maldlchini 
changed his name to Gondez" assumed an air of sanctity, and with 
the wealth which the death of his father gave him, acquired much 
ecclesiast.ical influence. He himself nominated Abbot of Qranza. 
Before leaving to take up his new duties" he determined to rid 
himself of the Duca Gonzari, the only one who could contest his 
claim to the Card ina It s fortune. With his close associa te in 
crime" Domenico" he pOisoned the Daca and buried his body in the 
same grave with Rosanna .. Alzarro. who we saw, had taken the 
Duca's son HUberto to. Scotland and returned to Rome to track 
down Maldichini. was now forced to return to Rome. So he lett 
for the monastery of St. Columba at Oranza to continue shadowing 
Gondez as the simple Father Anthony. 
To return to the imprisoned Gondez.· During his trial be-
fore the King, Gondez denied all charges made against him" and 
appealed to be sent to Rome, where he hoped his influence would 
free him from his sad position. However" a mysterious voice 
told the court that crimes unheard of would be charged against 
the Abbot in Rome. Gondez is taken before the Boman Inquisition 
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on wbere he denies three times all the crimes ll1pUa"ted to him. 
the third denial such a preternatural disturbance rockw the 
courtroom tha t the Abbot in terror confesses his numerous and 
heinous crimes. He is sentenced to a slow death by fire. Fathe 
Anthony then solemnized the marriage of HUberto a·nd Ronilda. 
Ireland shows the influence of his Gothic predeoessors. 
The episode of Maldichinl and Domenico and their dialogue when 
they poisoned the Duca is olosely modelled on Sohedoni and 
Spalatro when they discuss the assassination of Ellena in The 
Italian. The use of the Inquisition had been used frequently 
before. The influence of Maobeth is seen in the two witches 
who appear to Huberto to tell him of his fa~e. After the weddin 
they appear for the las t time and prophesy good fortune for the 
wedded pair .. 
Gondez is similar 1n character to his famous predecessors 
Ambros io and Schedon!. He too has an evil past which 1s not 
hinted at but described somewhat in detail. Like Schedon! his 
capital vioe is ambition for power. Being the illegitImate son 
of a wealthy Cardinal~ he is in a much better position to see 
the fulfillment of his wishes. Like Ambrosio he is erotiC,. 
though none of his sex crimes is described. He had never 
attacked Ronilda while she was his prisoner at Qranza, but had 
hoped to prevail upon her will to consent.. Like Sohemol!, whom 
we shall discuss next, he is actuated partly by a revenge motive 
against J4f.lii·;.'ot' Dunbar who had crossed his desires.. The In-
ordinate desire for powe~ and wealth are his predominate vices. 
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Ireland used the now conventional method of suggesting the 
horrible character of his monk by gi ving a detailed dea.cription 
of the Abbotfs physical appearance. The similarity to Ambrosio 
and Schedoni is clearly indicated. 
His person, which was arrayed in the sumptuous 
embroidered trappings with which he was invested 
from his elevated station, became from this cir-
cumstance, even more conspicuously repugnant, as 
his stature was considerably below the common 
standard, and his air diametrically opposite to 
every motion which characterized dignity and 
elegance of deportment. yet, notwithstanding 
this insignificance of stature" his features 
were strikingly prominent, and marked with every 
line that portrays internal craft, malice, 
cruelty, and revenge.39 
Like the other monk characters Gondez had sharp, piercing eyes~ 
His small piercing eyes emitting a look of ma-
lign enquiry, were bent by turns on each of the 
nobles, but fixed at length on the person of the 
monarch himsel-f, the lineaments of whose manly 
visage he proceeded to scan with the most de-
termined effrontery;40 
The author continues his physical description to show what a 
horrible appearance the monk gave~ 
his nose though short, was peculiarly aqui-
line, and gave to his ae.eral appearance an 
air of ferocity, which was in a great meas-
ure heightened by the cadaverous complexion 
of his countenance and the falling in of his 
cheekS, added to which, his mouth was hide-
39 Ireland, ~. cit., Vol. I, pp. 146, 47. 
4Q Ibid. t p. -:-14 r.-
-
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ously wide. round the falling extremities of 
mingled deceit and ineffable contempt. His 
chin was thickly covered with a beard short -
and busby~ the dye of which coincided well 
with the red complexion of the hair, which 
by the rules of the order of St~ Columba he 
was obliged to keep closely shaven. In short, 
every feature of the Abbot Gondez. seemed 
alone framed to barrow up the soul of the ob-
server and present to the contemplative mind 
some dr!fdful picture, replete with sin and 
horror. 
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We have mentioned a revenge motive in the actions of the 
Abbot. John of Dunbar, a monk of Schedoni's appearance, had 
been a close confidant of the Abbot. But when he failed to 
carr.y out a harsh command of his superior relative to the im-
prisonment of Bonilde., he fell into disgrace. and was imprisoned 
himself by Gondez in the lowest caverns of the monastery cbained 
to the floor and just ou~ of reach of a quantity of tOOd and 
left to starve to death. Daily the Abbot came to see his 
prisoner t.o watch his slow death.. In his explorations, HUberto 
had come on the dying monk and had given him a small portion of 
the food ~ Hearing the footsteps of Gondez, HUberto hid himself. 
John of Dunbar feigned dea th and the Abbot thinking he was dead 
flew into a rage. He was furio.us that he had missed his death 
agony and gave expression to his horrible thoughts: 
'I am too late, and my revenge is incomplete. 
Ohl that I had witnessed his agonizing torturesl 
my soul would then have glutted on the sight, 
and the full measure of my wishes had been ac-
complished. Well, well t the reptile is no more 
who would bave crossed me in my purposes. • • 
Cold blooded wretch, didst thou believe thou 
couldest escape mel Dldst thou imagine Gondez 
'T41or--:I:"I'b-J'l""'l'a-•. -,. -p. 147. 
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sensuality, revenge, and pride. As a result the next monk 
characters will be somewhat less evil in their deeds, Whough the 
will be thoroughly bad men. The reaction against the monk 
character bad already set in. Here and there the old portrait 
of the monk will be drawn, but it will be by way of exception. 
Before we reach this stage introduced largely by Sir Walter 
Scott, we shall have to discuss two more monk characters. 
Charles R .. Katurin was an Irish protestant minister note-
worthy for his bitterness towards the Catholic Church. He 
carried this acrimony into his pulpit from whic,h he preached 
many sermons against the "errors of the Roman Church." This 
an~l-Catholic bias he also showed in his Gothic novels which 
were published between 1807 and 1824. His first. !h! Fatal 
Revezwe, ~!!!!. Famill ~ Montorio (1807} we shall treat in 
detail since it contains in the pseudo-monk Schemoli, a worthy 
successor to "Ambrosio, Schedani,. and Gondez. Al though Schemol! 
was not a monk in the strict sense of the word, having posed as 
one only in order to carr.y out his "fatal revenge," still he was 
intended by his creator to embody all the villainous traits of 
a Catholic monk. For this reason I feel justified in considerin 
him. as a type of the mo~-character. Maturin doubtlessly was 
familiar with the preceding monk characters which we have 
treated. His anti-Catholic animus urged him to use the monk 
as the villain of his novels. 
The plot of ~ Fatal Revenge shows similarity to Shake-
spearets Othello. unfounded suspicion leads to tragic r~venge. 
r __ ----------------------------------------------~ 
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Rallo polnts out this slmilar1 ty when he summarizes the plot o·f 
the story: 
In revenge for his refusal by Erminia, dis-
tantly resembling Desdemona, the beautiful wife 
of his brother Qrazio, the wicked brother, like 
a second Jago, succeeds in inflaming Qrazio-oth-
ello to a catastrophic jealousy, using as his 
assistant his own base-minded wife and acting 
with her the persecutor couple played earlier 
by Ambrosio and Ifa t1lda against Antonia. After 
the death of Desdemona-Erminia comes a continu-
ation of the othello story 1n which the de-
ceived orazio having learned the truth sets out 
as the monk Schemoli to seek a fateful revenge 
on his brother. In this person the author has 
created an impressive and worthy successor to 
Ambrosio, though he lacks the stamp of true 
originality.43 
For fully three-fourths of the story the action deals with Sche-
molits efforts to carry out his ~fatal revenge K on his brother. 
The last fourth clears up all the mysterious events by the con-
fession of the pseudo-monk. The death of Erminia has occurred 
before the action of the novel begins. Schemoli as orazio Duke 
of Montorio had been happily married to Erminia, by whom he had 
two sons. His brother had loved Erminia in his youth but had 
been rejected. Envious of his brotherts successful marriage and 
his own unhappy marital life. he sowed the seeds of jealousy in 
the heart of orazio by telling him that Erminia was having 
clandestine relations with a handsome gallant named Verdoni. 
Orazio shadowed Verdon! and discovered him visiting a little 
girl who was being kept outside the city in the care of an 
elderly woman. This lady told oraziQ that the childts father 
43 Rallo, QE. ~., p. 160. 
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was Verdoni and that Erminia also came frequently to visit her. 
orazio immediately concluded that the child was also E~inia~s. 
When she showed her sadness when Verdoni departed for .ar~ 
oraziots cup of poisonous jealousy was filled to overflowing. 
In a rage he ordered his servants to stab Verdoni to death be-
fore mrmlnla.',~s eyes. Qvercome by the sight she too dies over 
bis bleeding bOdy. Too late orazio discovered that Erminia 
had been invalidly married and that the girl was actually their 
daughter. Because of this crime Oraziots brother now forced him 
to leave Italy. In addition his two sans were taken from him. 
His brother now assumed the t.i tIe of Count of Montorio. orazio 
wandered through Asia and Africa preparing his revenge. While 
in the orient he cultivated the occult s<fiences and became a 
master in the black arts. In Gree'ce he took on the disguise of 
a monk before crossing over again into Italy.. Arrived in Italy 
he became the confessor to his brother.. At this point the novel 
begins .. 
Schemolits plan was to gain control over the minds and per 
sons of his brother'S two sons ~ Annibal and Hippolito and force 
them to kill their father. As has been mentioned most of the 
novel deals with his efforts to effect this end. Schemoli 
worried the two sons with all sorts of preternatural phenomenon 
and promised them deliverance only when they shall both have run 
their swords through a man he will paint ant to them. During 
this long process which becomes very monotonous reading several 
Obstacles obstruct him. one is the attraction of Annibal for 
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Idelphonsa who resembles Erminia and who turns out to be her 
daughter. She so reminded Schemoli of Erminia and was~such a 
distraction 1n his efforts to get Annibal under his thumb, that 
he determined to kill her and eventually did so. There are 
many appearances of ghosts~ discoveries of old graves,. conflicts 
in dark calVerns Qf monasteries and convents, etc. Schemol!. 
pursues the two brothers tar and "Ue. Finally,. in desperation 
they give in and kill Schemoll t s brother, who is apparently 
their own father. Schemolits revenge boomerangs when he dis-
covers tba t the two youths are actually his own sons who had 
been mysteriously substituted in childhood for the two dead 
sons of his brother. For the crimes of Schemoli and his two 
sons, the house of Montorlo is dissolved by the' rnquisi tion ... 
The countess~ wife of the Count of Montorio. dies when the 
decree is read. Schemoli realizing his guilt and the horror 
of the crimes he forced his sons to commit. dies in a spasm 
while embracing them. The two sons are then banished from Italy~ 
The first glimpse of Schemolits mysterious character is 
given when Annlbal describes to his brother Hippolito the 
impression the monk made upon him: 
~ • • tI never saw a form and air more un-
earthly. a whole appearance more remote from 
the beings of business of this world, than 
this mants, whose name is Father Raffaello 
Schemoli. In his large fixed eye all human 
fire appears to be dead; his face is marked 
with the traces of past rather than the ex-
pression of present passions or events; it 
seems like the bed of a torrent that has 
flowed away, but whose violence may yet be 
traced in its deep..- dry, unlevelled furrows. 
Tbe very few who have seen or known this m.t2' 
speak of him with a hint of ~bscure fear. -
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From this point on we know Schemoli only as the mysterious 
monk who seems to be ubiquitous in his attempts to gain control 
over the minds of Annibal and Hippolito. one incident occurrs 
in wh~ch Schemal! proudly shows his resolute will. He has been 
conspiring with the superloress of a convent where Idelphonsa 
is staying until the time has arrived for her to take the veil 
against her will. Since her amour with Annibal is stalling his 
plans t Schemoli has decided on her death. "Tomorrow night, then 
reverend mother, this serpent shall be. crushed in the darkt may 
I rely on your assistan~e7t--'As firmly as on your own reso~utio • 
4 
Father.t--~That has never failed,- said the monk emphat~cally." 
Face to face wi th the success 0 f his revenge which bas 
turned out in a manner otherwise than he had intended. Schemol! 
revea+.s in full his own character and the plans for his revenge. 
In preparation for the execution of his purpose he had gone to 
the East--to Turkey, Syria, persia, and Egypt where the study 
and practic~ of black magic were far more advanced and understoo 
than ~the dark wisdom of Rosicrucian, or Sullyts or Nostradamus. 
or Albertus Magnus; had I been a student in the wizard halls of 
44 Charles· R. l.faturin, The Fatal Revenge, or,The Family of Mon-
toria (London: ~. Clements, I84I" RomanciStS and NoviriStS 
Library, Vol. X, p. 15. 
45 Ibid. p p. 204. 
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Salamanca, r must have bowed to the wands of the Oriental and 
46 
African sa~s." ~ 
Schemol! then went on to describe some at the wonderful 
powers these orientals possessed, as that "of disarming serpents 
47 
and noxious reptiles jlt powers which "they pretend to exercise 
with spell and charm, but which when I acquired, r found to be 
48 
obtainable by means merely physical.... Schemoli then/told why 
he was interested in this black ar~: 
.... II mention these things merely to intimate 
the line of operations, I sought, and the powers 
r acquired amid the luxuries of nature and the 
labors Qf art, the wonders Qf anti qui ty or the 
magnificence of recent dominion; in the mosque or 
in the.cavern, the desert or the bazar, I purposed 
but one object; my labor wai ne!er remittea, nor 
my tenacity ever relaxed.t4~ 
All this training over a period of years was merely a prepara~­
tlon and a means to carry the fulfillment of the predominant 
passion which controlled his every action--ravenge. In his 
own words the monk continued to describe this passion~ 
••• 'with me, ambition was only the ornament of 
life ••• r saw without a groan, the palace and 
castle built by my ancestors--I saw their jewels, 
their treasures, their magnificence,. sparkling 
round the forms 0 f those who had undone me--
I saw without a thought of resumptian, but 
with a determination of revenge. Ambition 
had not left a shadow on my mind; of love, 
is Ibid., p. 241 .. 




only the soul subsisted still; but. of re-
venge~ both.body and soul lived within me 
in a state of vigour and vitality still ca- ~ 
pable of the most powerful functiQns~ still 
imperiously demanding their sacrifice.. From 
my own experience I am convinced that revenge 
is the most livid of passions ••• I bad but 
one faculty~ one passion, one appetite. 1~ 
bOdy w~s but a corporal vehicle for reveng., 
its s}'{irit seemed to actua'te me instead of a 
soul. 50 
Some of his hearers may have wondered at the rashness 
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which prompted Schemol! to undertake a plot apparently so 
impossible of fulfillment. Let them not wonder. for he was 
fully prepared intellectually and physically for the execution 
of his plan. 
'Let those who wonder at the temerity of ~ 
undertaking, think on the requisites I possessed 
for its success, and the train of preparation 
those requisites had long been in. MY body was 
a body of adamant; my mind was capable of filling 
and directing the energies of such a frame. I was 
invincible to the fatigues of famine. sleepless-
ness or of toil; no difficulties could exhaust, 
no dangers could repel; the world, its temptations 
and its terrors were like dust beneath my feet. I 
possessed a knowledge of the human temper, deep 
and accurate, together with a patience of caprices 
and anomalies which only experience can teach. NO 
sallies of violence could intim.idate, no Vigour 
of obduracy could weary me. With regard to the 
means of affecting my purpose, my mind or rather 
my memory was a perfect thesaurus terrorum. I had 
powers to confound the deliberate, and to scare 
the bold. l~ body as well as my mind conspired 
with my purpose. MY figure was gigantio, 
my countenance scarce bore resemblance to 
humanity; the intonations of my voice were 
like the roar of the storm and cataract it 
!o Ibld.~ p. 242. 
-
had been my delight, in the rages of in-
sanity, to imitate, and, above all, I pos-
sessed from memory, a perfect knowledge of ~ 
secret passages and subterranean recesses, 
both at Menalto and the palaces at Naples.5l 
Schemolias oontrol over other charaoters was masterful. 
Witness his sucoess in influencing the mind of his usurping 
brother to whom he was acting as confessor. 
'The influenoe I had obtained over the mind 
of the count was mixed and extraordinary. MY 
austerities. my superhuman abstinence, and 
contempt of fatigue and pain, and watching" 
had raised me to the highest pitoh at his 
estl.ma tion as a devotee. • • He oertainly re-
garded me as a being not of this world; his 
mind. weakened by the perpetual harassings 
of guilt and danger, reposed on the idea of 
a Visionary proteotor j' and timid and Jealous 
of its security. pleased itself with the 
thought of employing a seoret and resistless 
minister of death. Henoe be would at one time 
employ me as an assassin without remorse, and 
at- another, oonsult me as a saint without 
superstition ••• he called on me without 
hesitation for that assistanoe. whioh he be-
!;!!:~5~OUld be oonferred by me without a 
When sohemoli saw his plans realized in the death of the 
count, he was momentarily gratified. until he realized that the 
innooent ins truments of his death were his own two sons. At 
this his strong charaoter disappears, his sto1cism vanishes, and 
h~s gaunt exterior turns tender 1n a flood of tears. He was not 
sorry for the death of his wicked brother, but that his two sons 
might have to pay for his revenge with their lives, was too 
51 IbId., p., 246. 
52 IbId., p. 246. 
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much for him to bear~ A strong paternal affection came over 
him, and he seemed in a way sorry ~or what he had donef The 
tender emotion with which he pleaded for their llves p an emo-
tion so inconsistent with his former character~ can only be ex-
plained by the resurgence of a strong love for his sons. Betwe 
sobs he pleaded before the Inquisition for mer9Y toward them: 
'r do not adjure compasslon--I appeal to justice. They are not criminals--frenzy is 
not criminal. Their intellects were extin-
guished; fatigue. and sleeplessness~ and . 
visionary horrors" and all the train of de-
vilish englnery that I had brought against 
them~ had impaired the noblest frame of 
faculties that ever was abused by the wit 
or malice of devils ••• they were impelled 
beyond all power of human resistance ••• t53 
For himself he .craved no mercy. He admitted his crimes and 
begged for the most severe punishments • 
. .. . 'r provoke,. I sollicit punishment. Bury 
me under manacles, macerate me with your 
tortures, let every hour bring more than the 
pangs of death. yet let me be many hours 
dying. 
'I feel my crimes deserve it; I am a mon-
ster,. beneath whom the earth groans. To one 
demon passion I have sacrificed the whole of 
existence; in revenge I butchered Verdant. 
in revenge I murdered my wife, in revenge 1--
Ohl let me not saY--I have destroyed my inno-
cent sons. I have been sated with revenge, 
and let revenge be now sated on me.,54 
The revenge theme which only partially directed the actions of 
Schedon! and Gondez, is the predominate motive behind the deeds 
5$ IbId.,. p. 250. 





In all three cases injured pride led each of the 
monks to seek revenge: Schedoni's pride had been injURed, first, 
by the many slights given his talents when inferior brethren bad 
been promoted to ecclesiastical posts overr1hiim t and second, by 
the insult given to his dignity and person by the hot-tempered 
Vivaldi. Gondez attempted to work vengeance on his former ac-
complice in crime, JOpn of Dunbar. because the latter had re-
fused to carry out a base command. Schemol! had been led on by 
the false accusations of his brother concerning his wife to 
kill an innocent third party, and indirectly to cause the death 
of his wife. In revenge for this betrayal by his brother, he 
was determined to stop at nothing to achieve his death, and this 
by means of his brotherts own two sons. Thus, in Schemolits 
case we see that revenge was the main principle of action .. 
From his own description of the long years in working out 
his revenge, we see both the keen intellect and persevering will 
of Schemoli. Maturin, knowing the traditional interest of monks' 
in scient1fic studies (cf .. Friar Laurence in Shakespearets Romeo 
~ JUliet} endowed Schemoli with acute, almost preternatural 
powers. Only at the end when a latent paternal love bursts fort~, 
does the control of his will fail him... There 1s a further simil~ 
ari ty between Schemoli and Schedoni, in the supreme confidence 
each placed on his own individual powers. Schedonits attempt 
to kill Ellena when his accomplice Spalatro refused is similar 
to Schemolits conspiracy with the IUperioress of the convent to 
kill Idelphonsa.. In the end he must dispatch her himself.. At 
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another time his companions feared to follow him~ ~The ruffians 
I employed though hardened in horrors, recoiled from vfsiting 
a haunt which was said to be the abode of a departed spirit, and 
I was myself compelled to perform the parts of spy and tempter 
55 
at once 6. ' It 
Maturin ends his tale of terror with a moral to the reader 
which reminds one of his love of sermonizing: 
'such. 'said the narrator, twas the fall of the 
.ontorio fami~ in whose fall the dispensation 
of a higher hand is visible to the most .eak 
. and limited eye .. He who sought his own ele-
vation, and the aggrandizement of his own child-
ren lihe broth~ was defeated and destroyed by 
him rorazio-Schemol~ whom he had sacrificed 
to his ambi tious wickedness.. He l]chemoliJ who 
sought revenge as atrocious as the crime that 
provoked it. fo~d it poured ou~ on his own 
children; and they who desired the knowledge of 
things concealed from man" found their pnnsult 
accompanied by !gilt, and terminated by misery 
and punishment. 
, 
Maturin continued to write Gothic novels and also perpetu-
ated the monk character. In The Milesian Chief published in 181 .. 
the monk now named Morosini, as the influential and unscrupulous 
confessor to an aristocratic family. continued the work of Sche-
doni and Schemoli, dartamdng with his sombre appearance and wily 
intrigues the romantic background of a novel already filled with 
terror.. In 1820 appeared Melmoth !JlA.. Wanderer, considered by 
many crItics as Maturints masterpiece, in which several criminal 
monks appeared to show the authorts continued hatred of things 
55 Ma~urin, QB.. ,ill. .... p .. 249 .. 
56 Ibld .. , p.~55. 
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Catholic .. In 1824, years after the vogue of the Gothio novel .t-~,:,; 
had passed its peak Maturin published The Albigenses, _ novel 
entirely in favor of the Albigensian heretios and completely 
devoid of historioal truth. In all these novels Maturin used 
the monk more out of hatred for the Catholic Church and to 
ridicule Catholic institutions, than for the inherent qualities 
of the llI)nk. or because other novelists were dOing the same .. 
For as a matter of fact, years after most Gothic novelists had 
ceased using the monk~ Maturin continued to feature him .. 
Here we may pause for a moment to note Maturints aesthetic 
treatment of Gothic fiction. a method indicative of that employ-
ed by the other Gothic authors we have studied. As already se 
in the novels so far considered, the awsthetlcs of this genre 
o,f romance oonsis ted chiefly in an appeal to emotlons of fear 
excited by the authorts clever use of supernatural maohinery, 
natural suspense in the aotion, and terrifying plots and horri-
fying deeds. In his first novel, The Fa"l !!evens-, Mat-urin 
explains his technique and purpose. We quote from Walter 
Raleigh: 
'I have presumed' he Maturin says, .to found 
the interest of a romance on the passion ot 
supernatural fear. and on that almost alone. t 
Love he urges is felt in its purity by oom-
paratively few; fear on t.he other hand" espec-
ially that arising from objeots of invisible 
terror, is universal and irresistible in its 
appeal. Objeots of terror, by no means always 
invisible, abound in~his speotre-hauntg9, 
oorpse-ridden story ~he Fatal Begenge~ 
57 Vvaiter Raleigh, .QE.., ~., p. 236. 
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In his treatment of the supernatural Maturints seoret of success 
lies almost entirely in his power of suggestion. ScheIlW)li is 
suggested to possess diabolical powers. though he 1s actually 
no more than a clever magician. His presence is made to be 
fel t everywhere, always by suggestion, for he seems to appear 
from nowhere throughout the entire story. In this method of 
suggestibility he follows the example of Mrs. Radcliffe before 
him, endeavoring as she did, to explain all phenomenon by na-
tcural means. 
The last of the villain monks to be treated is the monk 
Udolpho who appears in The Monk of Udolpho published in 1807 
by T~ J. Horsely Curties. Udolpho was suggested by Mrs. Rad-
cliffe's novel ~ Mysteries .2t. ITdolpho; the character of the 
monk however shows similarities with Reginhald, Schadoni, and 
espe~lally Gondez. 
The story opens with the self-administered poisoning of 
Duke Angelo of placenza, who in his death agony confessed to 
his daughter, Hersilia. that he 'had lost all his fortune on the 
throw of a dice and now must leave his kingdom to a foreign 
lord. All that he could leave her was the Castle of Alberi. 
Suddenly Father Udolpho entered the room even though it waB 
midnight and demanded why the Duke had done such a rash deed. 
The physical appearance o·f the monk is typically Gothio: 
His dress was singular, it was of sable 
baize, reaching from the head and flowing 
round his feet, which were laced only in 
sandals; his stature 'was tall, ,and even gi-
gantlc, inclined rather to the robust than 
meagret he wore a full hoOd~ which was 
generally drawn over his whole face and -
fastened under the chin~ so that the real 
expression of his saturnine features could 
never be distinguished; across his eyebrows 
was bound a white linen forehead cloth. upon 
which was displayed in the centre the ghastly 
grinning ensign of a Deathts head. said to be 
the emblem of an order of monks founded by 
Udolpho. and delineated in his own person with 
such pertinaceous exactitude as to render 5~s 
first sight toohorrlble for a repetition. 
Before the stupefied princess could cry out the monk 
59 
"'displaying the hideous features of a demon. t" plunged a 
dagger into the heart of her father to hasten and insure his 
death. At this Hersilia fainted and was ill in bed for aome 
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days.. Her lover Lorenzo-Val-Ambrosio came to console her. She 
next learnedt\bAt the monk Udolpho and Cosmo, Duke of parma. 
were now her guardians. and that the title to the principality 
of placenza had fallen into the hands of the Unknown who had 
won the title from the Duke Angelo before his death. This un-
known had ~hen given it to Duke Cosmo. As guardians Udolpho 
and Cosmo refused to sanction the marriage of Hersilla and 
Lorenzo. The monk then produced a mysterious scroll which was 
purported to be the wt'll of her father which proved that Hersili 
had forfeited her dowery .. Hence, she could not marry. The 
Compte Benvoglio Guestella. father of Lorenzo ~ho had been her 
friend. now also forbade the union.. In a last atte:npt to see 
his beloved, Lorenzo following his impetuous model the young 
58 Montague Summers, The Gothic ~uest. p. 337. 
59 Ibid •• p. 338. 
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Vivaldi 1n The Italian. struok the monk Udo1pho and unoeremoni-
ously hurled him to the floor. The monk,. like another .sohedoni, 
swore revenge: 
• • • The oountenanoe of the Confessor was now 
blaokened with an expression of every baleful 
passion that oould deform the human charaoter; 
it was dreadful, it was terrifio" and even hor-
rible; as was the tremendous oath of revenge 
whioh still in his prostrate attitude issued 
from his gnashed teetht ~I will wring his 
heart with torments 0 f never-oeasing anguish 
.... Audaoious renegadel in blood and ruin 
shalt thou rue this hour ..... yest By Heavent·s 
host I swear to aocomplish thy destruotion .. 
Escape me .. if thou cans ~t" A horrible grin 
of diaFniao exultation oonfirmed this impious 
vow .. 
Hersilia urged Lorenzo to yield to his fatherts demands. 
However,. the councillors of plaoenza ignored the forged will of 
the Duke her father and proceeded to invest her with the emblems 
of sovereignty. Cosmo then se1zed the dukedom and announoed tha 
Hersilia was to be the bride of his son Sanguedon1. This corrup 
youth immediately pressed his suit beyond all decenoYt The plot 
of the story is here oomplioated by the entranoe of Signora Hor-
tensia della Corsenti" a strong willed mistress of Sanguedoni~ 
who will not easily permit a rival for his affeations. 
The monk Udolpho suddenly appeared in Hersiliats apartment 
urging her to aooept Sanguedonits hand. As she refused a hollow 
sepulchral voice was heard saying: "But the grave of death oan-
not forever bury in endless silenoe the voioe whioh will be 
heard and will proclaim aloud the malefaotions of the murderer 
60 Montague Summers,. .!!!! Got.hic Q.uest.,. p. 338. 
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Udolpho." The monk was startled but being a hardened villain 
soon recovered himself. Duke Cosmo also urged Hersili~to accep 
Sanguedonr~ but on her refusal showed that he too was now a riva 
for the fair maiden by quarreling with Sanauedonl 1n the presenc 
of Hersilia. To forward his schemes Sanguedoni sought the help 
of a page named Astolpho. Udolpho persuaded Hersllia that she 
must place herself under his protection in order to avoid a 
forced marriage wi th Duke Cosmo. Accordingly she went to the 
Castle of Alberi wi th Benedotto and Astolpho and was shown to 
a remote chamber of the house by the housekeeper Beatrice. A 
sudden noise was heard and Beatrice cried out: "The Ghostt Holy 
62 
Saints it is the ghost of the murdered Eloisal" 
Udolpho himself soon arrived at the 6astle and demanded an 
interview with Hersilia and again bade her become ~he bride of 
Sanguedoni. When she again refused the monk threw off his habit 
and revealed his true identity: 
• .. .l-the cowl and its forehead cap" wi th all 
its horrid trappings which had so long and so 
well concealed his person and rea1lcountenance. 
disappeared, and in all his terrible attributes 
Sanguedoni stood revealed: bold in guilt, tri-
umphant in the succ,ess of his dark destroying 
projects. t63 
Curties cont.inued to give us more of the past history of this 
thorough villain~ 
51 Summers, The Gothic guest, p. 339. 
62 Ibid •• 9.~9. 
63 Ibid., p. 340. 
'The history of this bad man was one endless 
tissue of crimes and enormities, so enmeshed .. 
that not the eye of wisdom, nor yet the keener 
penetra tion of experienced age,. could develop 
his true character. Cruel, blood~thirsty, and 
self-trained from boyhood to manhood in everY 
vice.- ... hypocrisy was in him personified ... 64 
Sanguedoni di Ubaldl was the second son of the eldest 
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sister of Duke Cosmo and after embracing the monastic state, 
had led a double existence as the monk Udolpho and the rakish 
youth Sanguedoni.. He had established a fearful order of men 
who outwardly appeared ascetic" but who- were nothing less than 
an organized band of cutthroats.. It was Sanguedoni who had 
forged the will of Duke Angelo.. NOW in the power- of Sanguedonl 
in the Castle of Alberi" Hersiliats cause seemed lost.. She 
learned that Duke Cosmo, Sanguedonlts uncle and rival for "her-
had been put out of the way and that her lover Lorenzo and his 
fa ther were prisoners in the same Castle wi th her. HOrtensia 
1n an attempt to pOison Hersilia was stabbed to death by Sangue-
doni ... The villaints triumph seemed complete. He summoned a 
meeting ot his secret council and bade them bring Lorenzo to be 
tortured on the rack. The company removed their robes and re-
vealed themselves, not as henchmen of Sanguedoni, but soldiers 
under the leadership of LorenzQts father" the Compte de Guestell • 
Sanguedonl is bound and turned over to the Inquisition.. One at 
his many revealed crimes was the seduction of the nun Eloisa" 
whom he had supposedly done to death" but who had taken the dls-
~~~~~ of the page Astolpho to work out her vengeance on Sangue-
0; summe~, ~ Gothic Quest. p .. 340 .. 
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doni. This fact explained the outcry of the woman Beatrice at 
the castle of Albert when Astolpho accompanied Hersilia. With 
curses on his lips Sanguedoni confessed a long list of crimes 
and then suddenly plunged a dagger~ which he had concealed under 
his robes~ into. Eloisa's bosom~ and then drove the same steel 
into himself. Of course~ Hersilia and Lorenzo were then happily 
married .. 
As can be readily seen the plot of the story is cleverly 
developed. The usual Gothic events occur. but various themes 
are introduced such as the double character of Udolpho as monk 
and as the sensual youth Sanguedoni~ and the jealousy of Horten-
sia which keep interest at a high pitch. Like Schedon! and 
Gondez Udolpho is ambitious and sensualj he is strong-willed and 
self-controlled to the paint of cheating the Inquisition of a 
victim and getting revenge on one whom he had betrayed and who 
had finally brought him to Justice. This last incident calls 
to mind the Spalatro-Schedoni feud in The Italian". which also 
ended in a murder and suicide in the very courtrooms of the 
Inquisition .. 
In the short space of twelve years from 1795 to 1807 the 
six monk characters just. treated marked the climax in the devel-
opment of the monk from the 8~mplehermlt type of Friar Jerome 
in %he Castle of otranto 10 the arch-villain represented by 
- ._-----
Father Udolpho in !.!!.! Monk ~ Udolpho. Except for varying 
differences in treatment and some diversity in the vices attrib-
uted to them .. these monks are all of one st.amp.. Their physical 
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appearances may be reduced to the same terrifying elements: 
gigantic st,s.ture,. rough facial lineaments. sunken and s.jlarp, 
piercing eyes, pale and gaunt faces, or sometimes. fat and sensu-
al faces t s,ombre sinister exteriors, whose movements always be-
token craft and suspicio,n. All are endowed wi th scheming, 
devilish intellects which know no end of intr'igue and machinatioo.. 
All of them are experienced hypocrites at the art of playing 
saints. Their wills are strong and unbending. never thwarted by 
the obstacles tha~ may be placed in their way. Morally they are 
either grossly sensual as Ambrosio and Father Conrad, or proud 
as Satan like Schedoni ll or are a combination of both as exempli-
fied by Gondez and Udolpho. With such a surfeit of criminal 
qualities, it is no wonder that readers of Gothic romances began 
to tire of reading about the monkts escapades. Nothing new coulA 
be added to the stock plots so common to interest the reader and 
certainly the monk character could not be made more wicked. 
Thus we come to the end of the high tide of the Gothic 
novel. But. Gothic features still influenced succeeding wri ters. 
Sir Walter Scott himself knew the Gothic romance well and showed 
Gothic t~ndencies in his early novels. However, he chastened 
the novel of hideous features and by means of a better bistorlca 
insight. and improved character technique gave us his famous 
historical novels. To show the link between the decline of the 
Gothic novel and the new method of Scott and also to consider 
Scottls treatment of the monk character, will be the purpose of 
our next chapter. 
CHAPTER IV 
THREE MONK CHARACTERS FROM THE NOVELS OF SOOT'!' 
Sir Wal ter S~att, wrote Ivanha.e in the year 1819 and The 
Monastery~ in 1820. In the farmer novel Soott gives us his. 
ve-rsion of "the Friar Tuck of the Robinhood. legends in the charac 
ter of the Ho,ll' Clerk. a·f Copmanhurst... In the second. he des-
cribes twa monks who held high ecclesiastioal pasts. Abbot Boni-
face and his sub-prior Father Eustace.. The olerk is typical 
of the friars found. in the old balladS who profess to. follow 
the religlQ,us life of ma,nks" but are equally at. ease dressed for 
batt.le.. The Ho,ly Clerk is a worldly monk .. but not t.he villain 
of the Ambrosia-Schedonl-Schemoll-Gondez-Udolpho school.. The Ab 
bot. and sub-prior are even less wor14Jy than the rustic c.lerk. 
Thus with these three oharacters we see a return in the develop-
ment, of the monk c.haracter to the type eXemplified in Friar ~er­
orne and Father oswald. The pendulum has swung from a good to a 
bad monk and back again to, a goad monk. SCOlt:'" of course. has 
further improved the mo.Dk c.haracter in a more careful d.'e1 inea-
tion of his qualities. 
Nei ther IVanhoe nor !a.! Monastery are Gothi~ novels striotE 
dicta. but since Scott wrote during the period of deolIne of the 
Gothio novel,. was himself greatly influenced by Gothic novelists 
plaoed ma~ of his nayels in Gothic or medieval t,imes. and fre-
quently deals with the Catholic clergy. we have considered it 
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proper 'to include him in our discussion of the monk in the 
Gothic n'Ovel" to show how this particular- char-acter weM out of 
vogue as a Viillain. due in part to the influence whic-h Scott 
himself was to have on his contemporary novelist-s. 
Sc:ottls most Got.hic character is perhaps t.h.e Knight Templa 
Brian de Bois-Guilbert.. The Knight was a member 0 f a military 
order and had taken spec-ial yows. including one of chast.ity; but 
since he is not a mQDk in the sense in Which we haye taken hlm~ 
and since he never througho-ut the ae:t.ion Qf IYanhoe is seen to 
perform priest.ly functions .. we cannot consider him as a monk in 
the same class as those .e have treated:. We should rather not 
consider him a monk at all. though he belonged to a military re-
ligious order. Raila .. however. does- consider him a monk., and 
makes some appropriate remarks regarding him:-
E.ven at the heels of Sir Walter Scottts muse 
can the shadow of t.he criminal monk be dis-
cerned. al tho.ugh his healthier romantic.ism de-
clined to accept the type in the fantastic 
form depicted. • • The nearest approach is in 
Ivanhoe, in the shape of the Good Templar Brian 
ae BoIs-Guilbert. a soldier and priest who. in 
the manner of Ambrosio jOins the band o.f monks 
as the victim of a broken promise and a con-
flict between a :forbidden. unhappy love. pas-
sion and duty. Of all the types here dealt 
with" his is 1.he fate most consequently and 
logically developed and described. rising to 
true tragedy. In creating his character Scott 
used with fine discretion traits from the com-
posite tragic-al monk_ .. at the same time joining 
to them such features from the tyrant-type as 
manlihood. aruelty and wildness; the keen. 
searching gaze has not been forgotte~. any more 
than the surviving mysterious gloom. 
I Halla. The Haunted Castle,. p .. 181. 
r~ ________________________________ -, 
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We firs~ meet the Clerk of Copmanburst when Richard Coeur-
de-Lion finds hi. humble abode among the old ruins of aMwayside 
chapel where the knight hopes to receive refreshment and rest, 
for the night following his viet,ories in t.he To,urnament at Ash-
by. Monkish duplicity is shown from the very beginning. for 
there is a ,rogressive unfolding of the clerk'"s character begi~ 
ning wi th a c-ertain reluctance to allow the stranger to know of 
his peculiar mode, of life. ntpass on, who,soever thou art,t was 
the answer given by a deep voice from within t.he hut. tand dis-
turb not the servant of God and St. Dunstan in his evening de-
2 
votions. f'lt After further exchange of' words the hermit opened 
the door. The monk marvelled at. the physical proportions of 
the knight, but not more than Richard who, gazed with wonder at 
the immense size and strength of t.he hermi t. The holy man show-
ed the knight, in and offered him shel tar and a bowl of pease ,;,;j 
which, he had placed on the table. The monk said grace in very 
poor Latin and began to eat;: whereupon Richard took, off, his 
plumed helmet to follow suit. The herm! t was much impres sed as 
the knight showed his features, but not to be outdone. he him-
self revealed his own physical appearance. 
The hermit~ as if wishing to answer to the con-
fidence of his guest.: threw back his cowl, and 
showed a round bullet head belo,nging to a man in 
the prime of his life. His close-shaven crown., 
surrounded by a circ~e of stlf! curled black 
hair, had something of the appearance of a parish 
pinfold begirt by its high hedge. The features 
expressed nothing of monastic austerity t or of 
~ Sir Walter Scott. Ivanhoe (New York: Charles S. Merrill Co." 
19l1)" p. 25:3. 
ascet.ic privations; on the contrary, it was a 
bold bluff countenance" with broad black eye-
brows, a well-turned forehead, and cheeks as -
round and vermillion as those of a trumpeter, 
from which descended a long and curly black 
beard. Such a visage, joined to the brawny form 
of the holy man, spoke rather of sirloins and 
haunches, than of pease and pulse.3 
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The sensual monk of the Gothic novel. is clearly seen in the des-
cription given by Scott. The revelation of his physical prowess 
was to be the friar's undOing, as the knight soon perceived cer-
tain obvious incongruit.ies which indicated some duplicity on the 
part of t.he herm1 t. Richard asked him how he could have grown s 
strong on such a poor diet as pease and water. At. first the 
mO.nk in hol~ hypocrisy attributed his strength to the super-nu-
tri tious effects of the simple food--a cont,inual miracle wro~ght 
through the favor of our· Lady and his holy patro,n. The hermit 
then realized that. his knight guest had undoubtedly been accus-
tamed to better fare~ so he "remembered" the food which t.he keep 
e r 0 f the forest. had left him. He immedla tell' brought au t a 
large baked venison pasty for the knight. The hermit.s hypocr1s 
would have left him very hungry in the sight of a guest who was 
doing justice to such a meal, had not Richard invited him to 
4 
share the food. The hermi t at:for once departed from his rule, It 
and soon surpassed his guest in the race to empty the cont.ents 
of the dish. The knight. hinted tba t. the same gOOd keeper mast 
surely have left some wine to accompany such a feast; and in the 
same manner the herm! t reluctantly· fetched a large bott.le at win • 
p. 259. 
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The hermit 'goaded on by the sly taunts of the knight,. began to 
boast of his prowess as a warrior~ 
'S,ir Sluggish Knight. I drink to thee'~ t 
said the hermit; 'respecting thy valor much, 
but. cteeming wondrous slightly of thy dis-
cret.ion. If thou wilt take equal arms w-i th 
me, I will give thee. in all friendship and 
brotherly love,: such sufficing penance and 
complete absolution. t.he. t thou shalt not for 
the next twelve mnths. sin the excess of 
curiosity.5 
The two men pledged each other and the knight asked the hermit 
to name his .eapo.ns. The hermit then opened another cupboard 
and brought forth several broadswords and bucklers. Among 
these weapons the knight perceived three long bows. a cross-bow 
and some arrows, and also a harp. He had seen enough t.o be 
convinced of the manliness of the hermit and had also discovered 
the source ot the excellent venison. Richard suggested a con-
test on the harp_ Both men then began to play and drink and 
sing ballads far into the night. After about t~ee hours of 
carousing they were interrupted by the knock of Locksley the 
yeoman whQ was gathering volunteers to take up arms against the 
kidnappers of Cedric,. Rowena" Isaac of York. and his daughter, 
Rebecca. 
The monk fearful for his reputation of sancti ty quickly re 
moved from sight the evidences of their re'velry and began to 
shant in aJ.loucl voice the De profundis in which he asked the 
knight t.o join. The hermit admit.ted Locbley with his two com-
5 !c~ttt IVanhoe" p. 265. 
r ------------------~ 
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panions .. Wamba and Gurth. Further to safeguard h1s own repu-
tation the ele~ 11ed about the identity of his compan1~n. say 
he was a brother af his order. Locksley. of cours-e. had remem-
bered the Black Knight. at the lists. but he thought it better no 
to emoarrass the monk by exposing the lie. since he wanted him t-
join their forcea. Richard quickly joined hi.elf to the expe-
dition. The hermit, hurriedly changed his religious- garb for 
the green of a :E'orester with sword and buckler.. bow and arrow. 
Wamba was hesi\aJltt to heLp transform the hermit to a s lnful fore 
ster. "'tNever fear. t said t.he hermif.; tI will confess the sins 
of my green cloak t.o my gray friar-ts frock. and all shall be 
6 
well again.'" 
In his new out.!i t the Clerk seemed to change personalities 
Re began to curse th.e unprincipled men. who had carried off the 
defenseless women in the part.y Q.f aedric. When the knight showe 
surprise at suc-h strong language.. the hermit. tock pains to as-' 
sure him that he was no longer a mQ;nk~ 
tClerk me no Clerks .. t replied the transformed 
priest;- tby Saint George and the Dragon I am 
no longer a shaveling than while my frock is 
on my back.--When I am cased in my green cas-
sock,. I wl11 drink .. swear .. and woe a lass. 
with any blithe torester in the West Rid1ng •• 7 
The hermit divested of his religious trappings was like any 
other forest adventurer. Confident of his strength as a fighter 
he took his place with the party of warriors. 
S SCQ~~t Ivanhoe. p. 3Q4. 
7 Ibid •• p. 308. 
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NO account is given o,f the deeds of the hermit in the 
storming of the castle o>f Reginald Front de Boeu! .. but .. e c:an 
suppose that. his actions d'id not .pe~ much less lOudly than 
his words. He was last seen by a miller attempting to force 
his way into the .1M cellar of the castle. The company feared 
he was lost, in the fire .. but. soon the hermit. appeared leading 
captive Isaac the JeW whose capture he quickly described!' 
'BY Saint Dunstan .. ' said t.he Friar .. tI fottnd 
him where I sough~ for bett.er warel I did step 
inta. the cellarage ta see what might be rescued 
t.here i for though a cup 0 f burnt wine.. with 
spice.. 'be an evening t S draught. for an .-paror .. 
it were waste, me thought .. to let so much good 
liquor be mulled at once; and. I bad caught up 
ane runlat O"i' sack .. and was coming to call more 
ai~ among these lazy knaves ..... when I was 
adv"1sed ot a strong door. Aha 1 thought It"; here 
is the choicest juice of all in this. secret. 
crypt; and the knave butler,. being disturbed in 
his yocatio-n .. hath lett the key in the door. In 
therefore I,went" and found just naught besides 
a commodity o! rusted chains and this d'og of a 
Jew.. who presently renderect himself my prisoner .. 
re sC'ue 0 r no rescue ... 8 
The !'riar then described how he had refreshed his thirst after 
this fat1gue and was about to go forth with his captive when 
the c:astle beg'an to ta~ in heaps about him. He thQught it a 
disgrace to die with a Jew- and was about to beat out his brains 
when he considered it would be batter to- convert the .;-ew. 'Ihie 
according to his st.ory. he proceeded to do. Isaac confessed 
that he hadntt understood one word Qf all the monk had said. 
EVidently the DlQnk had drunk too much. But. he continued t.el 
insist that Isaac had pramised all his substance to the holy 
S scot,,,. Ivanhoe, p. 50S. 
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order o,! St. Dunstan. When the Jew denied this,. t.he monk would 
have struck him on the head,. had not Rie:hard intercept814 the 
blaw. The clerk then transferred his re$entment to the knight 
telling him to mind his own business. Bi.chard then reminded 
bim that they were friends,. but. the hermit would have no share 
in this friendship,. and retote« that i:( the knight d1d not 
wa tch himself t he would bestow a buffet an him. The knight 
agreed to receive amy blow the hermit would give h1m. provided 
the hermit would take his b~ow in return. The friar bared his 
arm and delivered a b101J: t.o the knight,."s head that. would have 
knocked over an ox, but Richard rema1l:led erect without astir. 
The mOllk: then received the knightfs blow,. but not as sueces&:-
fully,. tor he was. knocked oft his teet. and rolled head over heel s 
upon the ground. Apparentl.y sobered by the blow. the monk got 
to his feet, and shook hands with his conqueror and the quarrel 
was patched up. He made no excuses. but to.Qk his humiliation 
w1 th a smile. 
After a short while he was again in an argument. This 
time with the Prior Aymer of Jo.rvaulx,. who had sought refuge 
wi th Front de Boeut,. but who bad been C!lptured in the storming 
of the castle. He was now brought forward to answer the demanCa 
of his c'aptors. The hermit was commissioned to carry on negoti-
ations with his nobler religio.us brother. The clerk quiokly 
donned his friar's frock over his green forester's cassock and 
told the Prior that his only chance tor freedom was to pay 
t,1 thea to his captain. The amount to be paid could not be 
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aiteeel ~E~SOE ~ha:i.r.w wassinvited to set the prlor t s ransom. 
and the Pri.Qr. the .rew t s. Isaac se-t the prior"s ransollt at 600 
crowns. In desperation the prior agreed. but warned them of 
the judgment that would follow. if the sacred things of the 
Church were hancUed: by lay hands. The hermit ottered to meet 
this warning by .earing the j ewe1s" and takIng care or- the 
sacred vessels himself. With high dignity the prior cautioned 
the hermit. to take c-are of ho,w he would answer to his superior 
for his share in the day .. s work. The ma:nk. defiantly replied:-
It 'YOU are to know that I belong to a little diocaae-, where I. 
am my own diocesan, and care as· Ii ttle tor the BisBOP of york 
as I do for the Abbot o.t JOrTaulx, the prior and all the con-
9 
vent.· It The Pr'tOI" answered this boast of independence bitter-
ly:- It'Thou are utterly irregular ••• one ot those disorderly 
men, who. taking on them the sacred character without due 
eause" profane the holy rites,. and endanger the souls of' those 
whet take counsel at their hands. lapidea pro pane coDdonantes 
iis, giVing them atone instead O.t bread,. as the Vulgate hath 
- lQ 
it.'H" The hermit resented this insinuatIon:- "'I say, that 
easing the world: ·or- such misproud priest.s as thou art of their 
jewels and their gimcracks,. is a lawr-ul spoiling or- the Egyp-
11 
t..ians. '" .. In great. wrath the Prior pronounced the words of ex-
communication on the hermit" an act which so incensed the monk 
that he determined to use the argumentum ad baculum and strike 




the aged Prior. ~tOs ... ei!8 perfringam. r will break your bones 
as the Vulgate hath it.'. The yeomen standing by ha~ to se-
parate the two priests· 
• •• who continued to raise their voices. 
vituperating each other in bad Latin. which 
the prior delivered more fluently. and the 
Hermit with the greater vehemence. The 
Prior at length recollected himself sut-
tic'iently to be aware that he was compro-
mising his dignity~ by squabbling wit~ such 
a hedge-priest as the Qatlaw'S chaplain. 
and being joined by his attendants. rode 
off with c.-onsiderably less pomp, and in a 
much more apostolical condition, so tar as 
wor Idly mat ters were concerned. than he had 
exhibited before this rancounte~.13 
Later to his great. consternation the herm! t discovered 
that the knight whom he had struck in their test 0 ts·trEfngth 
was act.ually King Richard. He. was DlUeh distraught at his 
sacrilegious action in striking the L.ordts anol'ilted. 
'confiteorl C.onfiteor,t exclaimed a sub-
missive voice near the ~'s side--.. Latin 
will carry me no further--but I confess -rn:r 
deadly treason, and pray leave to have abso-
lution betore I am led to executiont t 
Richard: looked around. and beheld the 
J,ovial Friar on his knees .. telling his rosary, .. i18 
while his quarterstaff, Which had not been 
idle during the skirmish, lay on the grass 
beside him. His countenance was gathered 
so as he thought. might best express the most 
profound contri tion. his eyes turned up. • • 
yet this demure affectation of extreme 
penitence was whimsically belied by a 
ludicrous meaning which lurked in his huge 
:rea tures t and seemed to pronounce his tear 
and repentane:8 alike hypocritical.14 
"-1-2-, -S-c:o~t"l"'£-,-:rYanhQ.e t p. 5:31. 
13 Ibid •• p. 532. 
14 IbId., p. 658. 
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The King then asked him if he were downcast or -afraid thy 
diocesan should' learn how truly thou dost serve our Ladit and 
Saint Dunstan1--Tush, manr fear· it not; Richard of England be-
15 
trays no secrets that pass over the flagon.- The king told 
him to t'orget. a bout t.he affair, as he had received panishment 
enough in the blow he had received. The manIt,. however, still 
wanted some penance. rnstead of answering this, Richard be-
gan seriously to. consider the benefits that woul.d accrue to 
the church and to. the herm t if the latter were unfrocked and 
kept as a yeoman in the king's service.. This last suggestion 
did not please the friar, as he was unwilling to giY. up his 
easy and carefree life as a hermit. The king readily understood 
and promised to. assign him three bucks a seasonalo.ng with a 
plent.eous supply o.! sack. The friar then humbly knelt ber-ora 
the king,. paid hi s obei sance, and fell. to t.he rear of rank •• 
The role of t.he hermit in this novel 1s ot secondary 1.-
portance. He has not the importance which belong8 to Ambrosio, 
and his fellow monks. Nor was he entirely Scott. ... s creation; he 
is .. however t tYpical o·f what the Gothic novelists t.hought the 
ordinary monk not holding high ecclesiastical positions must be. 
As we have ment,io.ned earlier in this thesis,. t.here is some truth 
ta. th.eir position .. The Clerk g·f Copmanhurst. 1s lazy, preferring 
to live off t.b.e bounty of others; he is worldll' miniea and at 
times as much given over to the pleasures of the world as any 
merry yeoman.. His sanet.i tJ' is somewhat. feigned .. being more 
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reputation than fact. His main purpose seems to be to aseure 
himself of a life ot ease and eomtor't. He will kill ane steal 
a deer on the sly. He loves rich foods and strong drinks .. al-
though he professes to ba a man ot long fasts and strict.. absti-
nence. He says Mass and ofters up his prayers i'"or his benefac-
tors. chief of whom Is the lord who t.oleratas him .. but it is 
implied that. his knowledge of Latin or of what he Is doing Is 
so poor .. that he has little realization ot the dignity and 
sacredness of the life he profe .... to lead'. the hermit is In 
truth a disgrace to his order t though his many and manifest 
taul ta are glo.ssed o,'1ar by the fai thful... He- is a hypocrl te • 
this does not. mean t.ha1- he is immoral. though he himself hints 
that when dressed in the green of a torester .. his monast,ie rules 
are no mon binding on him. anet he will behave as any other 
youth of the time" even 'to the extent. ot .... ooing a lass." The 
monk is certainly not a debauched charae:te.r like Ambrosio. He 
tor the most- part. a humoroua 4haracter much like Wamba and 
Seo,t.t. pokes a deadly satire at MOinastle lnst.i t-utlons through the 
rldieulOWl situations: in which he plac.es the herm1 t. yet, there 
is a eertain strength in his eharaC't.er which is shown in his 
ene-ounters with King Riebare! and the prior Aymer. He is not a 
villain monk of the Ambrosio elass. He 1s a likeable ~aracter .. 
though we regret. that. he 1s more sturdy yeoman. than holy monk. 
The two. priests in Sc.o,tt.'s !!:!- MQnaatery w111 serv. as 
the tinal examples of the •• Yelopment in t,he monk character 
which. we have. been trac,ing. These charaeters aret Bonif'ac:e. 
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the Abbot of St. Maryls mo.nastery. and his Sub-Prior. Father 
Eustaee. 
The ac.tion Q:·f this novel takes pI ace during the reign of 
Q,u'een Elizabeth against. the background of the growth of pro-
testantlsa In Sco.tland and of her efforts to gain control at 
the Scottish thro,ne. The MCtnastery of St. J,{ar)Hs was t.he center 
o-f Cathollc teudalism in Kennaqullalr t the Melrose of Scottt"s 
time.. A Scott.ish ~orce had r«cently been defeated by the Eng-
lish.. a d'efeat which left as widows Lady Alice of Avenel w1 th 
her daughtflr Mary .. and Elspeth Glendinning Qt the Tower of 
Glendearg. w1 tho her two SallS .. Halbert and Edward. Forced by the 
English to leave her caBUe II LadY Alice took rei''Uge at Glen-
dearg. When the English torces retreated'. JUlian Avenel. bro-
ther of the deceaseci Lord Avenel. s'81zed 'the caBtle of Avenel. 
Wlthin a few. years the Lady AIle. too·k sick and both Father 
Phl11p,- sacristan of St. Mary I S and Father Eustac.e went- to }T.e-
pare her for deat,h. Elspeth told both of them ot a mysterio.us 
black boak which Lady Allee used j,o read to the household. 
Eager to, attack the first outbreak of heresy both Fathers on 
different.. oCteasio'na got possession of the book,. only to· lose 1 t 
to ftthe Whl te Lady at Avenel."' This spectre made itself known 
to Mary Avenel and also to Ha1bert and Edward Glendinning. Lady 
4110'8 died leaving the book to. her daughter Mary. Christie of 
C11nth1l1. a henchman Qr J'U11anAvenel .. visited Glendearg while 
t,he sub-priQ,r was t.here consollng- the famlll".. provoked when the 
sub-prior refused to inform the Abbot that. JUlian intended to 
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hold, the funeral feast for Lady Avenel at the monastery. Chrlsti~ 
ar'gued violently with the monk and on the lattert·s retl.Jlhl to the 
monastery attempted: to k1111him~ but his eftorts were thwarted 
by this same "Whi te LadY- whQ had taken the black book from the 
priest. Rather than risk the enemi ty of JUl.ian Avenel., Eustace 
gave the border thief his freedom. The "white spectre lt' then 
gave the black book., evidently a Protestant version at the Bib~e. 
to Ra~bert. ROb Millar accompanied by his daughter AU's1e. _de 
his a.tUlU8.l visit at. this time to the Tower t.o examine the grain 
which was to be sent to his mill. Another visitor came in the 
persan at Sir pieTeie S,harton. a refugee English Catholic gallallt. 
exiled from the court of Eliaabe-,h. In a duel resulting trom all 
argument with Halbert over the girl Mary .. Sir Plercle waS' killed: 
by the youth. Halbert in fear tle4 the country with a stranger 
he met. Henry Warden. a notorio·us herat,ic. Bath went to the 
castle ot Avenel where War-den hoped to gain protection. The 
zealous heretic spoke out or t..urn against the rUf:fian t s immoral 
life. and was thrown in prison. Ha~bert refused to join up with 
the border gang .. and he was also kept under guard. ae escaped. 
however .. and began a journey to Edinburgh wi th a letter or 
recommenda t10ll from Warden tOo Lord MUrray. In the meantime Sir 
Piere!e appeareel at the Tower unhurt .• where he was immediately 
charged with the murder of Halbert. whose whereabouts was unknown~ 
Edward planned revenge: for' 'the murder of' his brother. pi.rete 
escaped before he could be brought. to trial .. and travelled north 
ward with MYsie Happer who had helped him escape. To punish 
r 
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Warden f.or his preaching JUlian Avenel sent him under the guard 
o-f' Christie to the sub-prior who was at Glendearg wi tl:fthe hope 
that he would meet the :fate at a dangerous: heretic. Eustace 
let.t Warden at the Tower on his promise that he would not escape 
and he himself returned with the yoUng EdWard who was determined 
to. enter the monaatery asa novice. now that he knew from, Warden 
that Halbert was living.. Boniface realizing that. he waa not the 
proper man to direct- the destinies of. ,the monastery 1n the crise If 
that were soon to. arise. resigned in favor of. Eustace. Halbert 
joined the party at MUrray and soon abandoned hi s Ca tho,lie faith 
to pracure ad~cement in the military torees of MUrray.. This 
Sc.o,ttish lord was headed tor- st. Maryts to head off a foree of 
attacking men led by Sir John Foster. Eustae:e appointed JUlian 
, I 
Avenel to lead the men ot St. l<fary t s against Foster. Before Mur~ 
ray could prevent it. Foster lBd attacked the monastery and de-
feated the defenders und'er Avenel. who. was himself killed. Not 
wishing to risk an engagement wi th lt1urray" Foster retreated to 
leave MUrray to deal with the Abbot. Father Eustace courageo,uslr 
fac-ed the Scottish leader and threatened to turn OYer the mona-
stery and its. property to the Queen at Sco,tland unless fa .. orable 
terms- were granted. In the negotiations a compromise was reached 
in which the monastery sutfered little harm beyand the loss ot 
a small amount of property. Halbert who had risen to high rank 
in the Murray army was then married to Mary Avenel by the heret-
ical preacher Warclen who had also turned her away trom her 
Catho11~ faith. Sir piercie Shatton's claim to nob1e rank was 
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exposed and he was banished to Flanders with his wife Mysie 
Rapper. lrdward "miserably" returned to the monastery "'lle 
. 
Ralbert took over his wifet"s rightful c.laim to the castle of 
Avenel. 
Halbert Glendi~ing is the hero at this story,. but Father 
Eustace. the sub-prior is·the Qutstanding c.haraeter. We shall 
compare him with the Abbot Boniface,. since the two men were 
trequent.ly o'ppased to each other" and then compare him with the 
previous monks we have alr&.a.dy c:Uscussed. 
As Scott erred in many historical po,ints in his novels, so 
does he~'err in his attempts to treat the Catholic Church c:tbjec-
tively. His bitter dislike of the Church frequently intrudes 
itself into the pages of .!!!! Monastery. We shall mentio.n but a 
few instance of his dislike. Commenting on Father lrustace's 
resolution to do his duty as a priest and preach against heresy 
he says! 
Thus spoke. at least thus thought,. a man 
according to his imperfect knowledge, co~ 
founding the vital interests o,f CJ3.rlstlanlty 
,with the extravagant and usurped claims Gf 
the ahurch of Rome and defendin~6h1s cause 
with ardQur worthy of a better. 
Some pages later Scott tries to explain the pure motives of the 
earlier reformers: 
·Indeed,. the Lady of Avenel,. however she 
might privately doubt some of the doctrines 
annolmced by the church of Rome,. and al-
though she bad probably tacitly appealed 
16 Sir Walter Scott, The Monastery (Chicago: Rand, Mcmally and 
Co.1 p. 119. -
from that corrupt syatem of Christian! ty 
to the voLume on which Christianity itself 
1s founded. had nevertheless been resular 41 
in her att·endance on tb.e worship of the 
church. not.. perhaps, extending her 
scruples so far as to break: off cOllUrl'tlIl1on. 
Suc.h, indeed, was the sentiment of the 
earliest ref'ormers. whe seem to have stud-
ied, for a time at least,. to avoid a schism 
until the vio.lence of the pope rendered ! t 
inevitable. 7 
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scot.t doubts the efficacy of praying for the (aad. ItElspeth 
left the monk. who employed himself' in fervent and sincere. 
18 
though erraneous" prayers tor the departed spirit." When 
Halbert atter slaying Sir pierei. Shaftan was in a quandary as 
to, what he must. do tor his soul" Warden told him not to worry 
about the dead:-
'It is not. :tor the soul ot thine enemy I 
woul.d exhort th •• to pray. that has already 
had its final doom from a JUdgeaa merclt'ul 
as He is Just; nor, wert. thou t.o coin that 
rock into duca t.s, and obtain a mfas tor each 
o,ne" would it avail the spirit.t 9 
A further instance of Sc.ott.·s anti-Catholic bias: In the Pro-
testant Bible which Mary Avenel had received ir'om her mother, 
she found some slips Qf paper "in which by an appeal to and a 
c:amparison of' var ious passages in Holy Wri t,. the errors and 
human inventiQns with whic;h the C~hureh of Rome had defaced the 
. 20 
simple edifice Q.f Christianity were pOinted out." We shall 
.it. one mar .. instance:- When Halbert Joined Murrayts pert,... 
11 Be.ott, The Monastery" p. 126. 
18 Ibid. I: p. 127. 
19 Ibl~.,. p. 284. 
20 f61d., p.3'l2. 
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UTbe ministers in Murray's company found an easy convert in 
• 
Halbert Glendinning ••• who listened eaeerly to more reason-
. 21 
able views of religion. It (I talics ours.) 
This anti-Catholic bias naturally colors Scott's portrayal 
of Catholic life in Scotland and his delineation of the monk 
characters. The monastery is practically rolling in wealth at 
the expense of the poor feudal tenants. The monks from the 
Abbot down, loved to feast and were blessed with delicate 
appetites. On one occasion Dame Glendinning had prepared a feas 
for the Abbot and his party who had visited the Tower. The im-
patient Abbot could not wait to attack the food. He therefore 
ordered the sub-prior to say grace and cut up the haunch. But 
the sub-prior hesitated since it WaS Friday. The Abbot, however, 
quickly dispensed the group, and legitimately, since they were 
travellers. He himself took the lead in the meal. 
While the abbot was stating the conditions on 
which his indulgence WaS granted, he had al-
ready half-finished a slice of the noble 
haunch, and now washed it down wi th a flagon 
of Rhenish, modestly tempered with water. 
'Well is it said,' he observed, as he re-
quired from the refectioner another slice, 
, tha t virtue is its own reward, for though 
this is but humble fare, and hastily pre-
.pared, and eaten in a poor chamber, I do 
not remember me of having had such an ap-
petite since I was a simple brother in the 
Abbey of Dundrennan ••• ,22 
From our earlier description of Abbot Boniface we have 
21 Scott, The MonasterI, p. 429. 
22 Ibid., p. 235 
seen that in the troubled times through which. the Church of 
.. 
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Scoitland was passing, he was not the ideal man to. guide the 
dest.1aies of the mOIlastery and the interests of the Church. 
In quiet times n.o one could have filled the 
state of a mitred abbot, such was his dignity. 
more respectably than this worthy prelate. He 
had no doubt, many of those habits of self-i~ 
<fulgence which men. are apt to acquir·e who live 
for themselves alone. He was vain, m.oreover; 
and.. when boldly Q:on!ronted. had sometimes shown 
symptons cf timidity not very consistent with 
·the high claims which he preferred as an eminent 
m.ember o.f the Church, or with the punct:ual de-
ference which he exaeted from his religious 
brethren, and aI.I who were placed under his 
command.. But he was hospitable. charitable, 
and by no means of himself disposed to pro.oesd ,;.~ .',:: 
with severity against anyone. In short, he 
would in a.ther times have slumbered out his 
term. of preferment with. as much cre.di t as" any 
,ther 'purple abbot,. who lived easily, but. 
at the same time decorously, slept soundl!! 
and did not disquiet himself with dreams. 
Thus it was that when letters from the primate of Scotland 
or from the Queen came to him asking for advice upon. this sub-
Ject or requesting informatioll an that. he reeeived the messages 
.i th a troubled mind. not knowing just what to do. The primate 
realized his deficienciea ana sent him a helper in the person 
at Father Eustace 
a man c.f parts and knowledge, devoted to the 
service o,f the C.atholic: Churcll, and very ca-
pable no.t o.nl.y t.o advise the abbot on o,ccas-
ions of difficulty, but to make him sensible 
of his duty in case he shottl.dfrom good-na-
tura or timi~ity. be disposed to shrink from 
it. 24 
RaWZ-!--co=tTt-.-"'The Monastery. p. 104. 
2'4 IbId. t p:-I05. 
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But the Abbot resented the interference of the sub-prior and 
waa always recommending him tor promotion to anoth~~ a~ey as 
s means of getting rid of him. An oppertun1 ty came after the 
sub-prior's applrently miraculous escape from the deadl;r thrust 
a-t Cbi1stie's spear. The abbot. insisted that such a man who 
had tound favor lIi th the blessed patroness at t.he order should 
not be torced to remain under the spirt tual author 1 t.y 0 t one so 
unworthy in comparison. Father Eust.ace was to prepare tor a 
speedy removal to.. Aberbrothwick. But t,he sub-prior firat asked 
to be g1 ven a chanee to tell what actually happened on his way 
back trom the tower to "t.he monastery. under the seal of con-
tes sian he then rela ted how he had: been cIepri ved 0 f the Dl3'ster-
ious black book in somewhat the same manner as Father philip 
by the ~ite Lady of Avenel.· On hearing this confession the 
Abbct seemed to change his mini about the necessity of, eneoura-
ging the sub-priarts promotion. Up until now he had looked on 
Father Eustace as being a faultless character. but now he hatt 
made a discovery which he cottld use to his cum advantage. Re 
immediately took an unjust advantage of the monk- •. humiliat-Ing 
contession and began to berate him for having held suC'h a high 
este .. n for his own opinions t showing him how he had tallen 
victim to the snares of the devil. HOwever. he told h.1Dt that 
his aartce would still be asked in important. matters and it it 
was fo1ltld u'Seful would be announced at chapter meetings as eman-
atIng f'rom the abbot himself. Not satisf'ied with 1i.he new pow.~ 
he held over the sub-prior,. Bon1faae took pains to lower the: 
esteem of the brethren for him. 
For instance the Abbot seldom mentioned him 
to the other monks wi tho'ut designing him tour 
beloved Brother hstace. poor manl 'and now aed 
then he used to warn the younger brethren against 
the snares or- vainglory and spirit'UI pride which 
Satan sets r-or the more rigidly righteous. with 
such looks and demonatra t ions as did all but ex-
pressly designate the aub-prior as one who had 
fallen at one time under such delu810n8. 25 
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TOt the sub-prior's credit he suftered these humiliations with 
great courage: 
••• upon theae Gccasions it required all the 
votive obedience ot a monk. all the philosophical 
discipline ot the sehools~ and all the patience 
at a Christian. to enable Father Eustace to en-
dure the pompous and patronizing parade of his 
honest bu~ somewhat thick-headed superior. He be-
gan hillself to be desirous 0 t leaving the monastery, 
or at least. he manifestly declined to interr-ere with 
its aftairs in that marked and authoritative manner 
which he had at first practised.26 
Soon, Aowever, Abbot Boniface was humble enough to realize 
that he was incapable of coping with the· serious situations now 
confronting the Church and monastery. perhaps it was another 
subtle form of pride which tempted him to resign his abbot-
ship and so escape the humiliations which were sure to follow 
it he failed in his duties. At any rate he resigned in favor 
Qf Father Eus~ce. f1tb:ei,api;ntenljot tthllysiib.fPFi.:t);'''1h~k tag8lplato 
his .up.ri~ hadnl.ver m.e1lll~vebyshigb~eb¢'211!.5.D1lSd>gn&ftbOJl-or.j 
raised him somewhat in his re-gard. 
25 Scott,. !!:!. Konas-tery. p. 153. 
26~. 
Even Father Eustace had held his 8piritual 
superior hitherto as a good-humored. indolent" 
self-indulgent man. whose ohief merit was the 4l 
absence of gross faults i so that this sacri-
flo-e of power to a sen$e of duty. even if a 
Ii ttle alloyed by the meaner motives of fe.ar 
and apprehended difficulties" raised him qon-
siderably in the sub-prior'-s estimation.27 
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The Abbot Boniface was a good man" but claimed no outstanding 
traits of character. He had 0.0 strong vices. but neither did 
he shine with res-plendent vir\.ue. of talents. He was oompletely 
overshadowed by his sub-prior" Father Eustace. The Abbot along 
with almost every other charae:ter 1.0 the story, was a source of 
opposi tion to the sub-prior. whose personal qualities we- nOT 
treat. 
Had S.oott. so wished he might have joined Father Eustace 
to t·hat selec.t circle of tragic heroes of AmbrosiO,. Sohedoni,. 
and their' sohool,. but herpreferred tOo make the object o.f the 
priest'rs ambitIon not merell his own glory. but mainly that. o·f 
his monastery and his Church.. Scott. must have secretly admired 
Eustace,. fo.r· he gave him ma~ lofty virtues to, make of hIm a 
strong oharaet.er in the best interpretation of t.he word "strong.' 
Scott had no intention of making a monster o,ut of his priest-
character. His good taste and abhorrence Qf '\he: bizarre pre-
vented him from depleting Father Eustace aa sensual. avenging,. 
scheming" or oTerly proud. Both Boniface and Eustaae are proud. 
but not in the degree whi~ would bring about their own destruc-
tion as was the case with the monks alre.ady 'treated. 
27 Sco.tt" The MQ.nastery" p. 41.5 .. -----......;~ 
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In physical appearance Father E·ustace differs somewhat 
from his predecessora. 
He was a thin" sharp-faced,. slight,-made 
little man~ whose keen grey eyes seemed almost 
to look through the person to whom: he addressed 
himself • Bi.~ body was emaciated not only with 
the :Casts which he observed: with rigid punctu-
ality,. but also by the active and unwearied ex-
ercise of his sharp and pierclng intellect:-
A. fiery soul. which" working Qut its way. 
Fret ted. the puny bOdy to decay r 
And e'er-informed the tenement of O'1ay.28 
We may note the frequent occurrence ~f ane trait common to all 
the preceding mank characters and also found in Eustace:- the 
ability "to. look through the person to whom he ac:tdrassed. H· I'ro.w' 
Ambrosio. on this trait has never been lacking in the villain 
monk:. Scott then compares Eustae:e with the Abbot:-
He (j:ustaci7 'Lurned with conventual re-
verence to the lord abbot; and as they stood 
together it was searce possible to see a more 
complete diff'erence of form and expression. 
The good-natured rosy face and laughing eye 
of the abbot" which even his present anxiety 
could not greatly rufne,. was a wonderful 
contrast to the thin, pallid cheek. and quick,. 
penetrating glanc:e of the monk. in which an 
eager and keen spirit glane.ed throu-gh eyes 
t~ which it seemed tG give supernatural lustre.Z9 
The inner fire of the sub-prio.r ts sou1 seemed to charge his 
amall physic'al frame with energy •. For example while speaking 
to the impetuous Edward Glend,inning:-
~ • • NQtwithstand1ng his slight figure and 
thin feat.ures.. t.he aub-prior could. from 
the energy of his tone and the earnestness 4J1 
of his devotional manner,.. impress his pu-
p11s and his penitents with no ordinary 
Ceelings of personal reverence .... upon 
such occasions as the present his puny body 
seemed to assume more majestic st.ature;: his 
spare and emaciated countenance bore a 
bolder. loftier. and more commanding port; 
his voice. always beautiful. trembled as 
labouring under the immediat.e impulse of 
the Divinity; and his whole demeanour seemed 
to bespeak. not the mere ordinary man~ but 
the organ of the chur~. in which she had 
vested her high po-wer fo·r delivering sinners 
from their load of iniqulty.~O 
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The aub-priorts force of character came from a clear 
knowledge of the conviction of t.ruth and a determined will to 
carry this conviction into action. His was an observant mind 
always in thought. For example. when t.he wet mule af the sacri 
stant Father philip .. had been found without its rider,. Eustace 
began to g1 ve directions before the Abbot Bo.niface found time 
to think:-
'Santa Mariat' said the abbot. 'our dear 
brother hath perished by the _aytt 
'It may not be,. said Eustace. hastilYi 
Ilet the bell be tolled--cause the brethren 
to get torc-hes--alarm the village--hurry 
down to the river--I will myself be the fore--
most .... 
The real abbot stood astonished and agape 
when at once he beheld his office filled. and 
sawall which he ought to have ordered gOing 
forward at the grctatas of the youngest monk 
in the convent. 
30 Ibid •• p. 395. 
3T Ibid •• p. Ill. 
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Eustace was a good judge of character. Be saw in the 
young Edward a love of piety and interest 1n learning ~ich his 
o.lde-r brother Halbert did not show. TO' Dame Elspeth he would 
often talk o·f the poss1bili.ties of Edwarc!ta joining the monks of 
st. Mary's~ but she would always try to change the subjeat or 
make some excuse that he was needed to take his father"s plaQ"e 
at the Tower. But the sub-prior had his ready answer: 
on such occasions the sub-prior would answer 
that ~ even in a worldly pOint of vie.~ the wel-
fare of the family wou~d be best consulted by 
one of the sons entering· into the communi ty of 
St. ·Maryts as it we. not to be supposed that 
he wottld fail to afford his family the important 
protection which he could then easily extend to-
wards them. What could be a morepl~~slng pro-
spect than t~ see him high in honor? 
Later. of his own accord .. Edward became a novice at st. Mary's 
when his brother Halbert decisively won the heart of Mary Avenel. 
EUstace never acted without first carefully considering al 
arguments tor and against. an action. one such weighing of pros 
and cons threw him into a painful dilemma. Edward Glendinning 
wanted to avenge the apparent murder of his brother Halbert. at 
the hands of Sir piereie Shafton. The sub-prior tried in vain 
to check the ire which the universal customs of the times had 
made as common of avenging the death of a cl.ose relative. on 
the other hand the monastery would be dishonored if it. left 
unpunished the murderer of one of 1 ts vassal s. But should the 
monks proceed against Sir piereie the house of Northumberland 
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and other D4'DIe northern Catholic families with whom piereie 
elaimed to, have' close connections,. might easily wreck tlbeir 
vengeance on at .. Maryt s. But were the crime to go unavenged 
the strong ref'orm party in Scotland would resent strongly the 
death of a Scot at the hands of an English Catholic. 
The sub-prI0,r well knew how they [he Scot-
tish reform partyl lu-sted after the r~venues 
of the church (to express it In the ordinary 
phrase of the religl0,us of the time)" and 
how readily they would grasp at such a pre:-
text for encroaching on those of St .. Maryts 
as would be afforded by the suffering to pass 
unpunished the death of a nativa Scottishman 
by a Catho~!c Englishman" a rebel. to Queen 
Elizabeth. 
But to hand over to Q.u-een Elizabeth an, English Catholic knight 
who. had, sought protection was an act llIlworthy in itself. The 
Queen at Scotland at least was a Catholic and a sudden change 
might put. the entire government in her fa,vo,r. The welfare of 
the monastery was also. foremost in the sub-prlor t s mlnd~ 
on either side, the sub-prIor" thinking, 
according to his sense of duty. most anxiously 
for the safety and welfare of his monasteIT, 
saw the greatest risk of damage,. blame. inroad, 
and confiscation. The only course on which he 
could determine was to stand by the helm like 
a resolute pilot,. watch every contingency, do 
his best to weather each reef and shoal and 
commit the rest to Heaven and his pat,roness.34 
Fortunately. Father Eustace was spared the necessity of choosing 
either horn of this dilemma as Sir piereie made his escape from 
the Tower with the help ot MYsie Rapper the Millerts daughter. 
33 Scott,. ~ Monastery" p. 338. 
34 Ibid •• p. 338,39. 
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The character of the sub-pr ior is very balanced. He shows 
a common sense whieh prevails over emotional thinking • ., He 
earnestly wishes EdWard to become a mOnk,. but he does not want" 
him to choose this life impetuously. If the youth is sure he 
desires to. come .. he will be admi tt.ed .. but he must undergo the 
usual period of probation to see if he really has a vocation. 
Edward had expressed his desire to accompany the monk that night 
back to the monastery. 
'"Not now,. my son." said the sub-prior--tnot 
in this distemperature of mind. The wise and 
good accept not gifts which are made 1n heat 
of blood. and which may be after repented of; 
and shall we make our offerings to wisdom and 
goodness itself with less of solemn resolution 
and deep devotion of mind than is necessary to 
make them acceptable to our own frail c~nions 
in this valley of:.cIarkne •• , This I say to thee 
my son.. not as meaning to deter thee from the 
good path thou art now inclined to prefer .. but 
that thou mayst make thy vocation and thine 
election sure •• ·35" 
Among his other gifts is the ability to be quick and inte -
ligent in organizing a eourse of action. W. have already seen 
instances of this gift 1n operation. He states his purpose and 
knows how to use the means at hana to obtain the fruition of 
this purpose. He knows that Sir John Foster w111 come to attac 
the monastery and alone,. and b.fore MUrray can join forces with 
him or stop him,. sinee he knows that Foster will want the wbQle 
of the spoiling of the monastic goods and will not tolerate 
another sharing 1t with him. Hence,. Foster will attack as soon 
35 Scott. The Mona s te,ry ,. p. 394. 
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as possible, which means that the monastery must recruit 
immediate help. With characteristic. initiative the sua-prior 
made plans to defend the monastery!" 
. • • Sacrista.n, send tor our bailiff. Where 
1s the roll at fencible men liable to do suit 
and service to the halidome? Send off to the 
Baron of Meigallot; he can raise three-score 
horse and better. Say to him the monastery 
will compound wi th him for the customs of his 
bridge" which have been in controversy, if he 
will show himself a friend at such appoint. 
And now, my lord, let us compute OUT pessible 
num ber s arid tho se o! the enemy,. tha t human 
blood be not spilt in vain. Le t us therefore 
calcula t e--- .,35 
It was at this point tha t the abbot became so dizzied at the 
rapid movements of the sub-prior that he was convinced that the 
welfare of St. Mary's could only sa.fely be entrusted in t.he 
hands of Father E.ustace. Father Eustace at first felt an 
aversion to pt'ofit by the resignation af Abbot B.anifac.~ 
••• but this sentiment did not lang contend 
with those which led him to recollect higher 
considerations. It could not be denied that 
Boniface was entirely unfit for his situa tion 
in the prasent crisis; and the suo-prior felt 
that he himself, acting merely as a delegate 
eould mot well take the decisive measurea which 
the time required; the weal of the IOnmnmlty 
therefore: demanded his elevation.37 
The new office had its effect on the newly elected abbot~ 
The abbot elect c'arried himself with more 
dignity than formerly. when giving such direc-
tions as the pressing circumstanceS' of the 
times required; and those who approached him 
could perce i ve an unusual kind I ing 0 f hi s 
falcon eye and an unusual flush upon his pale 41 
and faded che~. With briefness andprBcision 
he wrote: and dictated various letters to dif-
ferent barons ~ acquainting them 'II i th the medi-
tated. invasion of the halidome by the English,. 
and conjuring them to lend aid and assistance 
as in a common cause.38 
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We see a new resourcefulness in the subpriar when the 
defeat Qf JUlian almost renders his cause hopelesa. Here the 
new Abbot Eustace exhibits a keen business sense and tact to-
gether with' a fearless courage that gave him a compromise with 
the demands of Murray which kept the losses of the monastery at 
a low minimum. In faat except for the loss of life before 
surrender. the monastery came off exceptionally well. Eustace 
first put the border chief o.n the defensive by refusing to 
appear before him, but demending that MUrray come to the monk 
himself. He then strengthened this advantage by boldly asking 
whY the peace of the balidome had been so ruthlessly attacked. 
After an exchange of heated language between the two. the abbot 
began to deal privately with the two earls, MUrray and Morton • 
• • • the abbot held serious discussion with the 
twa earls,. and,. partly yielding to their demands,. 
partly defencIing himself with skill and eloquence', 
was enabled to make a compasition for his convent,. 
which left it provisionally in worse situation 
than before. The earls were the more reluctant 
to drive matters to extremity. since he protested 
that,. if urged beyond what his conscience would 
comply with, he would throw the whole lands of 
the monastery into the Queen 0 f Scotland' shands t 
38 Scott, The !i~onastery,. p. 416. 
to be disposed of at her pleasure. This would 
not have answered the views of the earls~ who 
were contented" for the time. with a moderate .. 
sacrifice of money and lands.39 
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Thus Father Eustace always displays oomplete seli-oontrol and 
a strong manliness in all his dealings with the o~h.r characters 
in this novel. iew of whom fail to feel the iorce of his persona -
ity. We have already mentioned his oontinual confliot with the 
will of his superior t Abbot Boniface. His struggles wi th 
C,bristie. Sir pieroie. and the heretic Warden will next be 
related. 
On the death of the Lady Avenel, Julian. her brother-in-l 
and usurper of the oastle of Avenel, deoided to hold the flmeral 
feast at the monastery. He deputed Christie to commission the 
sub-prior who was visiting at the. Tower of Glendearg, to inform 
the abbot of these plans. The sub-prior answered Christie: 
·Friend. • • believe not that I will do to 
the :father abbot the indignity of delivering 
such an errand. Thlnk'st thou the gOOds of 
the church were, bestowed upon by holy princes 
and pious nobles. now dead and gone, to be con-
sumed in revelry by every profligate layman 
whe n1ltl1bera in his train more followers- than 
he can support by honest means, or by his own 
incomings? Tell thy master, from the sub-
prior of St. maryts. that the primate hath 
issued his commands to us that we submit no 
longer to his oompulsory exaotion of hospital-
ity on slight or ialse pretences.. OUr lands 
and. goods were given to relieve pilgrims and 
p-10'lliS persons" not to feast bands of rude soldiers. 40 
This brave harangue angered the border ruffian and he threatened 
39 Sc,oti, The Monaster:;_ P. 463. 
40 bid.. n:-l3I .. 
t 
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to burn the haystacks of the monastery and to drive off some of 
the cattle. When the Father further warned him, Christ~ brought 
his spear down to a level with the monk's body, an action which 
only drew from the priest the assertion that he was· ready to be 
slain in defending the rights and privileges of the community. 
Eventually the borderman left in a mad huff and made his unsuc-
cessful attempt on the life of the sub-prior, who was, as we 
have noted earlier, saved by the intervention of "the White 
Lady of Avenel." 
Sir piercie Shafton, Scott's euphuistic knight, also met 
the opposing will of Father Eustace. Though not clear of the 
suspicion of having killed Halbert Glendinning, he had mention-
ed his intention of leaving the Tower of Glendearg and going 
north; Father Eustace tell.s him bluntly that he must remain. 
'HOW, reverend father'" said the knight. 
with an air of the utmost surprise; 'if 
what you say respects my departure, under-
stand that it must be, for I have so re-
solved it.' ----
'Sir knight,' reiterated the sub-prior 
'I must once more repeat, this cannot be, 
until the abbif's pleasure be known in 
this matter.' 
Sir piercie then began to appeal to his high lineage and the low 
birth of the youth who was supposed to be dead. The answer of 
the sub-prior warned him that his high birth would avail him 
nothing. The knight then threatened to use force. To this 
last the sub-prior replied that there would be sufficient men 
41 Scott, The Monastery, p.332. 
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in the vicinity to stop any attempt o,n his part to escape.. The 
father had the last word when he informed the knight ~ 
"'Besides t consider" were we to send you to, 
your kinsmen at Alnwick or Warkwortla to-morrow, 
he dare do nothing but t.ransmit you in fetters 
to the Queen of England. Bethink, sir knight~ 
that you stand on slippery ground, and will 
act most wisely in reconciling yourself to be 
a prisoner in this fitter until the abbot shall 
decide the matte,r .. I' 
As we have already seen the plans of Father Eustace were frus-
trated by the heroism of Mysie Happer who. enabled the knight to 
escape from his room in the Tower and whQ accompanied him horth-
ward. 
Evan with the youthful Edward Glendinning the sub-prior ha 
to sho,. sternness of will.. The youth vehemently 4em~nded re-
venge on Sir pi.reie for t.he apparent death of his brother.. The 
father's sense of justice prevailed t.o temper the, emotionally: 
upset mind of EdWard. Thus he addressed the you'th:-
I,. .. ~ Father Eustaee expects from. the pupil. 
whom he nurtured--he expects from Edward Glen-
dinning., that. he will not, by a~ deed or sud-
den violence, bowever~ justified ln his own 
mind by the provo, cat 10n. break through the 
respect due to public justice. or that which 
he has an especial right to claim from him.43 
The priest then continued to comment on the ancient custom of 
feud which had caused the commitf,ing of so many excesses. 
~ ..... vengeance 1s mine. saith the Lord. 
42 Scott,. The Monastery. p. 333 
43 Ibid ... p. 334. 
aDd I will requite it. t ••• ~he heathenish 
custom of deadly- feud which prevails in this 
land~ through which each man seeks vengeance • 
at his own hand when the death 01' a friend 
or kinsman has chanced. hath already deluged 
our vales with the blood 01' Scottish men. 
spilled by the hands of countrymen and kin-
dred. ,,44 
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The greatest clash with another character came with the 
appearance of Henry Warden. a zealous reformer ~ whom the Church 
feared. according to Scott,,. more than Knox. Father Eustace and 
Warden had both studied to,gether as youths on the continent...· Th 
priest. had bean named William Allen while Wa~.n had gone under 
the name of Henry Wellwood. After their studies they had gone 
along diverse paths. Eustace to the priesthood and Warden to 
the new reformed seets. All along the subprior had been hopl;\g 
to get possession of a heretic in Scotland whom he might punish. 
as an example to other heretics. NOW here was his opportunity 
for Warden had been delivered into his handa by JUlian Avenel. 
Fa ther Eustace carefully began his t.houghUul planning of pro-
cedure. If Warden were punished. he reasoned,. perhaps he would 
be made out to be a martyr, and his cause would be espoused by 
more people. On the other hand. he "felt himself called upon to 
make good his promises to the friends of the Catholic faith, by 
quenching heresy 1n the blood of o.ne of its most zealous pro-
45 
fessors." But this duty ·was not to be pleasant. Scott seems 
44 Scott, The Monastery, p. 334. 
45 Ib1d~. P:-S80. 
to' favor t.he cause of the heretic and makes him appear more 
reasonable t.han t.he sub-prior. 
The monk- was about., at the utmost risk t.o 
himself and his communit.y" t.o exercise. what. 
1n his ignorance he conceived to be his duty. 
The preacher, actuated by a better-informed" 
yet a not more ardent. zeal twas prampt to 
submit to execution for God 'fS sake. and to 
seal, were it necessary. his mission with 
his blood. placed at such a d.1stance of time 
as better enables us to ap~eciate the tendency 
o.f the principles of which' they severally 
acted tI we Qannat doubt to. which the palm 
aught to be awarded. But the zeal of Father 
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Eustace was as free from passion and personal 46 
views as if it had been exerted in a better aause. 
The two men first exchanged recollections of their student days, 
but they soon left sentiment behind and began to; accuse one_ 
another of having been led into false paths. The sub-prior was 
the first to speak~ 
'And is this~ then the end of that restless 
activity of mind .. that bold and indefatigable 
love of truth. that urged investigatIon to 
its utmost. limi ts. and seemed to take Heaven 
itself by storm; is this t.he termination ot 
Wellwood's career? And having known and loved 
him during the best years of our youth, do we 
meet in our old age as Judge and crimIna1?,47 
Warden answered this question in the same manner in which it 
was gi ven:-
-Not as judge and criminal,' said Henry Warden • 
• • • 'but as a misguided oppressor and his ready 
and devoted victim. I too may ask. are the har-
vest o·f the rich hopes exel ted by the classical 
46 SC:Qtt., The ilQ,nastery .. p .. 381. 
47 Ibid .. ., '!!2. 
learning, acute logical powers, and the varied 
knowledge of William Allen, tba t he should sink 
to be the solitary drone of a cell, graced onl~ 
above the swarm with the high commission of ex-
e'cuting Roman malice on all who oppose Roman 
imposture? .,48 
Scott puts into the heretic I s mouth the usual canards about the 
Church, such as the worship of statues, impossibility of purga-
tory" the tyranny of the pope,. et,c. After much wrangling in 
which neither yielded aDJ" ground. Eustace extracted a promise 
from Warden that he would remain a prisQ;ner until his case 
could be tried by the Abbot. The sub-prior realizing the zeal 
Q,f his prisoner. also demanded that be preach none of his doo-
trine t4 anyone in the house. This last demand was reoeived 
coldly. 
'I knQw not that,' replied Henry Warden; 
thou mayst indeed cast me into a dungeon, , 
but can I foretell that my Master hath not 
task-work for me to perform even in that 
dreary mansion,. The chains of saints, have 
ere now~ been the means of breaking the bonds 
of Satan. In a prison,. holy paul found the jailor whom he brought to believe the word 
of salvation,. he and all his house .... 49 
The two men resumed their intellectual struggle at a later 
meeting. Seott, again oompares the qualities of t.he two men to 
the detriment of the sub-prior and also exhibits his anti-Oath-
olic bias. 
46 seott, The Monastery, p. 382. 
49 Ibid .. t P:-38S. 
In truth the chief distinction betwixt them 
was that the Catholic, defending a religi.on 
which afforded little interest to the feel1ngt, 
had, in his devotion to the <:"ause he espoused. 
more of the head than of the heart, and was 
po~ltlc, cau1t.ious, and artful; while. the 
Protestant, acting under the strong impulse 
of more lately adopted conviction, and feeling, 
as he justly might, a mere animated confidence 
1n his cause, was enthusiastic, eager, and 
precipate in his desire to advance it. The 
pri.est wettl.d have been contented to defend, 
the preacher aspired to. conquer; and,. of course, 
the impulse by which the latter wag governed 
was more active and mere decisive. 0 
-1.40 
In the end the su-b-prior suffers- dereat. as Abbot, when t.he men 
of. St. Mary'-s are defeated by the heretical forces of L.ord 1.(llr-
ray. Warden is v&ctorious in that he converts Mary AVEmel to 
. 
his reformed sect so that she is in a position to marry Halbert 
Glendinning. 
From all t·hat. we have seen of AbbQt Boniface and Father 
Rustace, we easily conclude that they are worlds apart. fram thei 
Gothic; predecessors, as Ambrosio, Schedoni, Schemoli, Gomez an 
Udolpha. The English novel reader was no longer thrilled by 
monkish exe-esses. A. climax had been reached after the turn of 
the century about the year 1805 with the publication of G-Ondez 
t..he Monk. 
-
In the characters of Boniface and Eustace there is no hint 
of the sensuality we find 1.0 Ambrosio; no hint of the,lust for 
power shown in Schedoni.; no hint of the yearning for r-evenge of 
Schemoll; nor any hint of the gross sensuality combined with a 
50 Scott, The Monastery, p. 401. 
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love of wealth and power exhib1ted by Gondez or UdolphQ. Eustace 
in his own way was aa strong w111ed as Schedonl; he is~as shrewd, 
but he enjoys a probity of character which Schadoni along with 
his fellow monks lacked; he po ... ,ses a clarity of intellect and 
a sense of justice which we fail to find in them. The pendulum 
has swung back to t.he earlier monk character as presented by 
Walpole and Miss Reeve in FrIar Jerome and Father Oswald. Scott 
saves his sub-prior from their colorless mediocrity, however. b, 
endowing him with outstanding qualities of character. EUstace i~ 
not a vague type. but. II. man possesaed ot carefully delineated 
traits. In spite of Scott.s prejudices .. he is truly portrayed 
as a zealous Catholic priest. In Scottts mind .. Eustacets cause 
was hopeless compared with, the new reform sect .. but the author 
still treated his herG as a noble character. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION 
Even after Scot t wrote Ivanhoe and !!!!. Monastery t there 
appeared many semi-Gothic novels,. several of which continued to 
treat the monk character in the Lewis-Ambrosio manner. In 1826 
William Child Green published ~ Abbot of Montserrat; or t ~ 
pool of Blood. Mo.ntagu:e Summers makes. passing mention of this 
-r 
novel. QbandCl is the abbot who invokes the demon Zatanai and 
througa his infernal help becomes abbot,. in spite of the opposi-
tion of his brethren,. and after having strangled to death the 
Holy Abkot Ambrose who bad discovered him in the cloister at 
midnight ho.lding converse wi tn. the demon. ObandQ, among other 
crimes. aad killed his brother. Soon his crimes came to the 
notice of the Inquisition. Like Ambrosio he clamored for help 
from the fiend. At the last DlO.ment he repented, but Za tanai 
hurled him from a tFemendoUB height to his death, a crushed and 
bleeding mass an the chapel pavement. Before expiring he con-
fessed his enormities and apparently was saved from eternal 
perdition. Green in his own words stated:- tttI have chosen to 
2 
rescue my hero from the snare of darkness. ttt The similarity 
to Lewis IS!!!!. Monk is toe obvious to need comment. 
The Go thic novel enjoyed a high populari ty for Ii t tl e more 




than a quarter 0 f a century. Up to the year 1802 ~ Go thi c novel 
to the number of about 140 bad been wri tten; 180 more .. y 181S; 
and between lS18 and lS30~ about ISO more to make a grand total 
o.f approximately 500. Some of these later novels were semi-
:3 
Gothic. The high point, as far as the monk character is con-
cerned ~ was the year 1805,. the year o:f Gondez .!!!! Monk. We can 
truthfully say that the Gothic novel was the "best aeller" of 
its day. Today the only Gothic novels included in anthologies 
Qf English literature are The Castle of otranto and portions Gf 
- ------
~ gateries ~ Udolpho. Though not important in itself as a 
literary contribution to literature. since few of the novels ar 
worth reading for themselves. the Gothic romance was important 
for its influence on the future development of the English nove. 
As Cross pOints out:-
The lineal descendants of the Gothic romance 
are the tales of terror and wonder by Irving,. 
pOe and Hawthorne. The romance of crime such 
as was written by Bulwer and Dickens is a 
realistic treatment of Gothic melodrama. God-
win and C'harles Brockden Brown were the first 
to explore the mazes of the detective story; 
a1]cl" the latter began the transformation of 
the Radcliffe romance into the Indian tales 
o:r Cooper. MrS. Badeliff., possessing a real 
passion i'or deep woods, mountains, storm and 
sea--those aspects of nature which impressed 
Byron.--was able to add a new interest to 
fIction. Her influence, either directly or in-
diree-tly through Scott. has been felt on 
3 Jacob Brauch, Dar'englisehe Schauerroman um 1800 unter Beruch-
siahtun dar unDeiannten Buchert quo~ed bylr. A. Baker. The 
History ot the English Novel. p. 261. 
sverr variety of the nineteenth century novel, 
whet4er psychological, romantic. or naturalis-tic. ~ 
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Knight confirms the statement of Cross showing other avenues 
into which the Gothio novel branched out:-
From the Castle of otranto the avenue of the 
Gothic romance liQ to Thornfield. where Jane 
Eyre was dismayed by maniac laughter .. and to 
the awesome inhabitants of Wuthering Heights. 
It erossed broad highways in the domains at 
poe and Hawthorne; it took us to the haunted 
houses of scores of ghost stories; very re-
c'ently it brought. us to William de prgan"s 
Old Mad' House. • .It wandered aside to the 
realms of the detee-tive story (much of A. 
Conan DOlle's HOund of the Baskervilles is 
genuine Gothic. romance 'Iil'i ts suggestion of 
the superna tural). and perha pa mo s t impo rtan t 
of all, joined with other roads to expand in-
to the impor~ant thoroughfare of the histori-
ea.l romance. 
The Gothic romance was an accurate measure of the spirit 
Qf the times. We again q:uC::fte=:titQJittKnigh't.:-
It was. •• the mirroring of the consciousness 
of many people in the days of its popularity. 
people whose states of mind were adventurous, 
credulous. eagerly imaginative, wishful to for-
get the prosies of war, politics, and business. 
It was read and written by all kinds ot peaple, 
by the practical as well as by the sentimental; 
• • • even the first Napoleon t,ook time to eom-
pose one in 1805.~ 
As the Gothic novel mirrored its times, so the changing 
spirit of the times affected the Gothic novel and oontributed 
4 crosa, The Development of the English NOTel, p. 109. 
5 Knight.-rIie Novel 1h Eng-nill. p. 86. 
6~.t p785. 
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to its gradual decline. We have already mentioned same of 
these contributory causes--the monotonous repetition 01 the 
same plotst characters~ and backgrounds began to weary the 
English reading public; Scott had begun to popularize the true 
historical romance; the spectacular and bizarr& horrors of the 
Gothic no longer thrilled the reader; with the beginnings of 
the new spirit of liberalism. and the revival of t.he religious 
sentiment. Catholic priests and monastic. institutions received 
a greater consideration and respect from the people. Tbis toler-
ance eventually led to Catholic Emancipation in England in 1829. 
Jane Austen bitterly satirized the Gothic Novel in her Northange~ 
Abbey written in 1798-99, though not published until 1818, when 
the satire had its best effect. The villain monk, however, re-
mained as a character. but he beeame another personality--the 
sa-called "Byronie hero". the superman who was above all laws 
except those of his own making. We find the Gothic villain in 
the novels of Dickens •. as Edmund RoOd,. the lawyer Mr. Talking-
horn. and Fagan. The Gothic background is seen in ghostly rooms 
and qUller characters of Great· Expectations. From tlle sensation 
novels c·f Wilkie Collins to the Wessex. novels of Thomas Hardy 
(ct. Egdon Heath in The Ret.urn at the NaUve) we see the in-
- -------' 
fluence of the Gothic. Thus we see that· although the Gothic 
noyel flQurished in the pre-Romant.ic periOd of 11 terary England 
and in a decadent period as tar as great literature is concernedt" 
1 t was not an exotic form or a Ii terary aberration. and greatly 
influenced the literature which tollowed it. 
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By way of recapltulation~ In Chapter I we examined the 
Gothic novel and saw that it was so called because it .raated of 
events which took place against a medieval background of old 
castles and clOisters; that the name soon came to inclUde any 
story which dealt with the horrible and the terrible in general. 
Foreign and native influences Joined to mould the Gothic form. 
Chief among the foreign forces were the robber- stories. old folk 
legends, the poems and tales of Goethe and Schiller. and early 
Gothic tales from Germany. and the romances from the Ereneh, and 
those especially of the Abbe prevost.. The native soil of Eng .... 
land provided the act.·ual development of the Gothic novelt; fo.r 
the seeds of Gothic had been already sown in the novels of Smol-
lett.. The ruins of Gothic castles and monaste.ries exci ted the 
imaginations of English writers .. A new interest in Gothic ruins 
and antiquities led Horace Walpole to. write !!!!. Castle .2!. Qtran~ll. 
The Gothic praved popular in literature since it proTided an es-
cape from the prosaic events of the day. Economic. and political 
slavery was the lot of the poor.. The educated and middle c:lass-
as wanted to ignore the serious problems confronting them and 
used their leisure to escape to. another world of bizarre fancy 
in the fantastic and, for that time. "·hair-raising." pages of 
Gothic fiction. 
We next noted the frequent appearance of the monk. charact ... 
in these Gothic stories. We showed that his frequent appearance 
was o·ccasioned by the' fact that. the majority of the tales were 
laid in Catholic countries of romance as Italy and Spain. In 
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addition the blissful ignorance of things Catholic on the part 
of the English Gothic novelists, the mystery connectede!with the 
cloister" and their love of the spectacular,. treed them from all 
restrictions on their imaginations" and led them to misrepresent 
and exaggerate beyond all bounds of credulity what they thought 
life in the cloister must be. Many authors, among them the 
protestant minister ~turin" deliberately showed their anti-
Catholic animus. 
Abstracting from this bias which was not always intention-
al we saw that in itself the character of the monk was most 
suitable for a villainous and tragic role. since his tall trom 
a higa place ot honor and v1r~ue was great 1n dramat1e potential. 
The purpo,se of the thesis was then enunciated--To study ~ deseril:!&, 
compare and show the role ot the monk character in the Gothic 
no,vel' from the year 1762 to 1826, as exemplified in a I1l1mber of 
representative monk charaQters taken fro~ Gothic novels written 
during this period. 
A three-fold division was conveniently made according to 
time and typet First~ the more or less pious monk trom 1762 to 
1777; next. the thoroughly villainous monk trom 1'195 'Lo 1807; 
and tinally .. in the novels of Sc.ot~t the return to, the noble-
minded monk by the year 1820. 
Chapter II was devoted to a. discussion ot the monk: in this 
first division. The monk Reginhald appeared in Longsword. Earl 
o,f Salisbury,. by Thomas Leland" published in 1'162 .. two years 
before otranto,. Reginhald' was not, exac,tly the pious type" but 
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since he appeared almost contemporaneously with Friar Jerome,. 
he has been placed in this rough division. He was, mOC'eover, 
the true prototype of Schedoni, and the other meddlesome monks 
to follow. The novel itself is considered the first attempt at 
a true historical romanee. 
Friar Jerome in Horace Walpole ,·s The Castle of otranto 
written in 1764 was next discussed. He was Ull.like Reginhald, 
being a serious minded and pious monk whose greatest vice was a 
weak duplicity of character. 
Father oswald in ~ Old English Baron, published by CIaI' 
Reeve in 177.7. under the title of !!!! Champion ot Virtue wa .• 
closely akin to Friar Jerome. He was even more virtuous and. 
eager for justice t showing a complete trust in pinne pro.viden 
and the eventual triumph of virtue over vice. 
rn Chapter III we. came to the second divisioll of t.he monk 
character. Here we met the first thoroughly criminal monk in t 
Abbot AmbrosioL,in.!!'!!. ;;:M;...onk_" written in 1195 by Matthew Gregory 
"Mo·nk" Lewis. Lewis described fully the physical appearance of 
his monk and then showed the complete evolution from a holy man 
to a lustful murderer wh~ finally met death at the hands of . 
Satan. The infernal demon~ the theme of unconscious incest, and 
the terrors are also introduced in this novel. In The Italian, ---~.......;...;~; 
Mrs. Ann Radeliff., in 1797, gave us Father Schedoni. an improv 
ed mo·ok over Ambrosio in physical delineation,. strength of will, 
keenness of intellect and dramatic power. His predominant vice 
was a proUd ambition which eventually brought him to a tragic e 
• 
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m the same year appeared the criminal monk Father Conrad in 
Joseph Fo.Jets novel Santa tfar"ia: ~t The MYsterious pregflS.ncy. 
. -
He was also the sensuai and scheming type whG took advantage of 
his position to cloak his immoral life~ unlike his pre-decessor 
the worm of conscience devoured his peace of mind and f'oroed hi 
to confess his many crimea before he died a .1.eE~ble death. 
W. H .. Ireland in 1805 continued to give a prominent tragic role 
to the monk in GOndez !!!!... Monk .. which featured the evil-doings 
Qf all monk charactera. To satisfy his lusts he killed his own 
father with the help of his mother. He exhibited a combination 
af sensuality .. pride,. and ambition Which stopped at no obstacle 
or excesS'. To the end he lied that he was innocent. and only 
broke down under the influence of cont-inued preternatural signs 
The influence of Mrs. Radelif!e continued in Father Udolpho who 
appeared in 1807 in !!!!. Monk of Udolpho by t .. J"~- Horsely Curtie • 
UdolphQ, was closely modeled on Schedan!. Like a Dr. U"ekyI and 
Mr. HYde he led a double existence as mank and rake. C~oaked 
by his religious habit, he plotted to benefit himself as an im-
moral prince- and would have succeeded except for the spies of 
the Inquisition. He 1s another monk steeped in the vices of 
sensual 1 ty and amb1 tla.-n. The last monk in this group was Schemoli 
the creation of Charles R. Ma turin in..IB! Fa tal Revenge, pub-
lished in 1807. The revenge motive drove Schemal! to seek 
satisfaction in the death of his brother who had wronged him. 
However, this passion rebounded to his own ruin when he percei v 
that the innocent instruments of his revenge were his own sons, 
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whom'lhe had made murderers. Similar in character to Father 
Conrad he lost his strong willed character at t.he sig~ of his 
'crimes and he was all remorse and penitence 1n the denouement. 
The appearance of Schemo11 marked the last of the truly great 
monk villains altho in 1812 Maturin in The 1\111es1an Chief con-
tinued this character under the name of Morosin1, and as late as 
1820 in his masterpiece Melmoth t.he Wand.rer~ he described brief J 
several. (lorrupt monks. In 1826 there appeared the Abbot Obanda 
1n !!!!. Abbot 2£ .;;;:M:;..o;.,,;n;.....t..;;,.s..;;er.;;..;..r ... a"_ by William Child Green. Obando. is a 
weak Imi tat ian of" Ambrosio, who committed the same crimes, but 
repents before being hurled to his death by ~he demon Zatanai. 
In Chapter IV we discussed two nOTels of Scott in the 
sec:and o,f which the monk character reverted to his original type 
at nabili ty and piety. In Ivanho.e (1819) Scott. continued the 
tradi tional treatment of Friar Tuck 1n the character of the HOly 
Clerk of" Copmanhurst, who though professedly a hermit, CQuld 
by a mere change ot clothing turn into a rough and ready soldier 
Scott employed the hermit more as a source of humor in the story 
than as a villain monk.~ though through him he pol:ed some satire 
a t the Church. In ~ Monastery (1820) he treated two priests 
in the persons of A.bbot Bo.niface and the sub-prior Eustace. Of 
the two~ Eustace is the stronger;- he in turn is mad.e out to be 
inferior when compared wi th the notorious heretic Henry Warden. 
But Scott declined to j.oin Eustace o,r Bo.niface to the Lewis 
school of manks. He had returned them to their early position 
of honor and nobility. 
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